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Hurricanes owner Tom Dundon explains motivation for Kotkaniemi offer sheet
By Rory Boylen
In the dog days of summer, NHL news can often be hard to
come by. Debates dry up and storylines for the new season
haven't had time to take shape through a training camp. So
for people itching to talk about something fresh, the Carolina
Hurricanes' one-year, $6.1-million offer sheet given to and
signed by Jesperi Kotkaniemi was the perfect late-August
fodder.
And the cherry on top was the perceived rivalry here. The
Montreal Canadiens, of course, signed Carolina's Sebastian
Aho to an offer sheet in 2019 that was supposedly designed
to try and pinch and challenge new Canes owner Tom
Dundon. Aho's offer sheet was for five years with an $8.454
million AAV and the signing bonuses were maxed out — Aho
won't make more than $775,000 base salary in any year of
the deal.
Carolina matched it, though, because the AAV itself wasn't
really above market value. It was the expected cost to retain
the player.
So, Carolina's offer sheet to Kotkaniemi was seen as a bit of
revenge. His signing bonus was just $20, to match Aho's
jersey number. One tweet announcing the signing from the
team account was in French and they just had a lot of fun
with it on social media. The $6.1 million AAV ultimately was
too much for the Canadiens to absorb, so they let him go,
took the draft picks and flipped them for another centre,
Christian Dvorak.
Naturally, most wondered if this move motivated by
Montreal's previous attempt to snag Aho. Canes owner Tom
Dundon explained that it was actually a series of events that
led Carolina to this point and the salary-cap picture they
were left with ultimately helped them make a call.
"It was probably a little more fluid than just make a final
decision," Dundon told Writer's Bloc on 590 The FAN. "A lot
of things happened this summer and in the past. Maybe you
try to extend a player and you can't extend him, so they end
up traded so you have more cap space in the future to sign a
free agent.
"We have things that we consider all the time, but you never
know which of those is going to come to fruition until other
things happen and so just the way the summer laid out we
weren't able to sign a couple things we tried to do and then
you ended up with a bunch of cap space.
"The idea of us leaving cap space unused is pretty
frustrating. In essence, it's an asset and you don't want it to
go wasted. And so we had some and then you look at your
opportunities to use it. That ended up being the one we
decided to go with."
Among the player personnel choices that allowed the Canes
to have the cap space to be in position to sign an offer sheet

was an inability to re-sign star defenceman Dougie Hamilton,
who ended up in New Jersey with a $9 million AAV. Calder
Trophy finalist Alex Nedeljkovic was traded to Detroit instead
of given a new contract, and then he signed a $3 million AAV
there.
The Canes, with a strong roster that has Stanley Cup
aspirations, saw an opportunity here to put pressure on a
team with cap issues by offering Kotkaniemi an AAV that
was above his market value. They'll have to qualify him at
$6.1 million after the season or else he'll become a free
agent, but on the 31 Thoughts Podcast Elliotte Friedman
mentioned the possibility of some sort of multi-year extension
at a lesser number already roughly being in place.
Still, it's a lot of money up front for a five-goal, 20-point
player who was a healthy scratch in the Stanley Cup Playoffs
— granted there's a lot of upside in this 21-year-old thirdoverall draft choice. Though he is a centre first and mostly
played that position in Montreal, the Hurricanes are deep
down the middle and could shift Kotkaniemi back to the wing
and bring him along slower. Ultimately, Dundon says the
decision to sign Kotkaniemi was a hockey one, and not an
emotional one.
"The idea we would do it for revenge, or to get even, is silly,"
Dundon said. "We just want to win and we would only do
something we thought would help us win more games. And
the conclusion of our scouts and internally was this was a
player with a big future and maybe his brand was down a
little bit because of the way the season ended, but our folks
had a lot of conviction in his future."
And those social media posts that seemed to poke fun at the
Canadiens and the failed Aho offer sheet? Was revenge a
motivation there?
"We're all in the entertainment business and we don't have a
league if people aren't entertained by it, and so when it
worked out the way it did our philosophy organizationally on
the business side is have as much fun, get as much attention
as you can." Dundon said.
"Maybe we should have thought about how the other team
would feel about it, but candidly we were just doing it
because it was interesting, selfishly, for our team and our
fans. That's really all it was. We didn't go into this with a plan.
It was kind of a last second thing."
In fact, Dundon's opinion was that offer sheets aren't the best
way to acquire players. He confirmed the Canes tried to
trade for Kotkaniemi and would have preferred that outcome.
The whole saga with the Canes and Kotkaniemi has reopened the conversation about offer sheets and why they
aren't used more often as a weapon. Today, we are two
weeks out from the opening of training camps and a number
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of high quality RFAs — Elias Pettersson, Quinn Hughes,
Brady Tkachuk to name a few — are still without contracts.
Does Dundon think his team's actions will inspire more offer
sheets in the future?

Dundon continued: "I think this was just a very unique set of
circumstances. I wouldn't be surprised if it doesn't happen
again for a long, long time. It's not part of our strategy to
build our team."

"I don't think that at all. I think this was a very unique
situation. I can't think of another situation where it's a really
good idea," he said.

NHL Power Rankings: General manager ranking tiers
By Adam Gretz
In this week’s edition of the NHL Power Rankings we take a
look at the league’s general manager rankings, from the best
of the best, to the people that might be on the hot seat by the
end of the season.
General managers are the polar opposite when it comes to
head coaches in terms of job security, with 15 of them having
been in their current position since before 2016. By
comparison, only four head coaches have been employed
with their teams for that long, and only two of them preceded
2014. While general managers overall tend to have more job
security, some have been way more successful than others.
We explore that a little bit here.
Where does your team’s general manager rank?
The Elites

nothing at the deadline and then re-signing him to a teamfriendly multi-year deal is a big series of wins.
5. Brian MacLellan, Washington Capitals. The Capitals have
an aging roster that is probably going to need a rebuild soon,
but MacLellan has helped build a consistent Stanley Cup
contender, a team that is always in contention to win its
division (and usually does) and has his name on the Stanley
Cup.
6. Bill Zito, Florida Panthers. Maybe this is high for a general
manager that has been on the job for less than two years,
but he has done a magnificent job in that time and quickly
turned the Panthers into a serious contender.
7. Steve Yzerman, Detroit Red Wings. A lot of this ranking is
admittedly based on his work in Tampa Bay. The Red Wings
rebuild is taking some time, but everybody knew that was
going to be the case.

1. Julien BriseBois, Tampa Bay Lightning. When you build a
back-to-back Stanley Cup winner in the salary cap era and
have had a hand in building the best team in the league over
the past seven years, you get the top spot. No questions
asked.

8. Kelly McCrimmon, Vegas Golden Knights. There is not a
blockbuster move that this team does not love. The Golden
Knights have one of the best rosters in the league and have
been in the semifinals in three of their first four years.

2. Joe Sakic, Colorado Avalanche. The Avalanche still need
to get through the Second Round hurdle, but they should get
there. Sakic has built a powerhouse team that is set up to
compete for years.

9. Don Waddell, Carolina Hurricanes. The Hurricanes roster
is stacked with high level players in the prime of their careers
and should be a Stanley Cup contender. Waddell has made
a lot of the right moves in recent years, but did make some
head-scratching moves this summer (the goalie situation; the
Tony DeAngelo blunder) that could slide him back a bit.

3. Lou Lamoriello, New York Islanders. Yes, a lot of the
Islanders’ core was already in place when he arrived, but he
has made a lot of strong complementary moves and brought
credibility and consistency to an organization that badly
lacked both. They have had more playoff success in his
three years than they did in the previous 25 years.

10. Doug Armstrong, St. Louis Blues. The Ryan O'Reilly
trade turned the Blues into a Stanley Cup champion and is
one of the most one-sided trades in recent memory. He has
had a couple of missteps since then, but he has still built a
consistent contender in St. Louis.

The Rest Of The Best

The middle ground

4. Don Sweeney, Boston Bruins. The Bruins’ farm system is
weak, but the NHL roster is still very strong and has been
one of the league’s best for years. Getting Taylor Hall for

11. Jim Nill, Dallas Stars. The Stars did regress significantly
this past season, but injuries played a major role in that.
When healthy this was a team that had won five playoff
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series over a two-year stretch and was knocking on the door
of a Stanley Cup. There is also something to like about a
general manager that swings for the fences in his roster
moves.
12. Kevin Cheveldayoff, Winnipeg Jets. For the longest time
he was one of the most inactive and patience general
managers in the league. He has been a little busier in recent
years and made some strong moves to improve the roster.
The Jacob Trouba trade is an underrated win.

22. David Poile, Nashville Predators. There are some bad
contracts here and now the Predators are going to try one of
those competitive rebuilds that never work. The longest
tenured general manager in hockey, his job still seems
secure.
Too soon to know Tier
23. Ron Francis, Seattle Kraken. He has some track record
with Carolina but that was a few years ago. The initial Seattle
roster seems like some missed opportunities.

13. Rob Blake, Los Angeles Kings. There is a lot of
projection here, but the Kings have a great future ahead of
them thanks to the farm system Blake has built. Adding
Phillip Danault and Viktor Arvidsson this offseason really
help in the short-term.

24. Chris Drury, New York Rangers. He is inheriting what
should be a good situation, a young team with a proven
superstar (Artemi Panarin) and great young talent. Let’s see
what he does with this roster.

14. Chuck Fletcher, Philadelphia Flyers. Carter Hart will
determine what ultimately happens with the Flyers. Hated the
Rasmus Ristolainen trade this offseason, but there is a lot to
like about the Ryan Ellis and Cam Atkinson moves.

25. Bill Armstrong, Arizona Coyotes. Right now his job is
about tearing down the roster and starting a true full scale
rebuild. Lot of draft picks to work with. What they do with
them will obviously determine everything.

15. Marc Bergevin, Montreal Canadiens. He makes a lot of
trades that end up working out, but the on-ice results do not
always match up. The Stanley Cup Final appearance was
the perfect storm of a bizarre schedule, an unbalanced
schedule, the right division, and a hot goalie. Drafting Logan
Mallioux was a black eye after such a storybook season.

26. Kevyn Adams, Buffalo Sabres. He can not miss on a
Jack Eichel trade. That will set the franchise back even
further than it already is.

16. Bill Guerin, Minnesota Wild. He has done a solid job so
far, but wow does he have his work cut out for him over the
next couple of seasons with that salary cap situation.
17. Ron Hextall, Pittsburgh Penguins. Hextall takes patience
to an entirely new level. Getting Jeff Carter was great. His
handling of the expansion draft situation? Not ideal. The
Penguins, as of now, have a slightly weaker roster than they
did a year ago.
18. Tom Fitzgerald, New Jersey Devils. I like a lot of the
moves that Fitzgerald has made, especially this offseason,
but there is still a lot of unknown here and where the Devils
go.
The fading star tier
19. Doug Wilson, San Jose Sharks. A few years ago he
would have been in the top-10, but the Sharks’ long-term
outlook is one of the bleakest in the league right now.
20. Kyle Dubas, Toronto Maple Leafs. It seems that a lot of
his moves the past couple of years have run counter to what
made the Maple Leafs such a promising team and him such
a rising star general manager. At some point his roster has to
do something — like win a playoff series — to justify all of
the hype.
21. Ken Holland, Edmonton Oilers. Those Stanley Cup years
in Detroit are starting to be a distant memory. Holland has
not really done a lot to maximize the Connor McDavid and
Leon Draisaitl prime years.

The Hot seat tier
27. Brad Treliving, Calgary Flames. He has been running for
the Flames for seven years with mixed results. There have
been some playoff appearances, but no playoff success. Not
a bad team, not a contender. Just mediocre.
28. Jarmo Kekalainen, Columbus Blue Jackets. The only real
success of his time in Columbus came when they went all in
at the trade deadline to win a single playoff round.
29. Bob Murray, Anaheim Ducks. Honestly it seems crazy to
even put him in this tier because no matter what happens
with the Ducks his spot seems secure. The Ducks just seem
like a directionless team right now without much of a plan.
30. Pierre Dorion, Ottawa Senators. There are some good
pieces here, but there have been some mistakes. The Mark
Stone trade looks questionable, and the Matt Murray contract
is a problem.
31. Stan Bowman, Chicago Blackhawks. The Blackhawks
haven’t been good in four years and a lot of that is the result
of some major missteps by Bowman. I am not sure all of the
money they spent this offseason is going to fix that because
even those moves are questionable. And that is just the
hockey related reasons for why he should be on the hot seat.
There is still the questions of his handling of the sexual
assault allegations the team is facing. Put all of that together
and it is kind of surprising he is still with the team.
32. Jim Benning, Vancouver Canucks. After all of this time
the Canucks are still a middle of the pack team at best, and a
disappointment at worst. They have a great young core, but
the supporting cast has been weak. They operate like they
are one player away from being a Stanley Cup contender,
but they are never close to that.
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Jesperi Kotkaniemi – Rock You Like a Hurricane
Jesperi Kotkaniemi has been the talk of hockey for the past
week after the Hurricanes signed him to a big payday.
Georges Laraque takes a look at what this means for both
teams.
By Georges Laraque
When the Habs drafted the young Jesperi Kotkaniemi third
overall in 2018, I never thought a situation like this would
happen.
In 2018, Kotkaniemi wasn't the most talented player
available, but he filled a big need for the Habs: the lack of
centers. With Suzuki in the organization, Montreal's future
was bright, and the team was confident they would have their
top two centers for years to come.
But it wasn't the case.
There were many ups and downs, including to the point
where he even had to be demoted to the AHL. Some nights,
you'd watch him play and he would look like a superstar - the
center the team has been waiting for. Other nights, he'd look
like a minor leaguer. But being a third overall pick, the team
had to work with him so that he could become the player the
organization and the fans expected him to be.
And then, here comes the saga of the hostile offer sheet
from Carolina.
From reading the reactions of the Habs’ fans, not
surprisingly, over 85% did not want to see their team match
the $6.1 million offer. And that's not just because of the huge
contract. Many fans were hurt that Jesperi accepted the
Canes’ offer. Habs fans are passionate, but understand that
with an offer sheet like this, which is three times what the
player is worth right now, almost every player would have
jumped at it.
Right now the question is: who wins in this saga?
The Habs, who don't have to worry about his development
anymore, and who received a few draft picks? Or the Canes,
who get an overpaid 21-year-old center?
Quickly, many of us thought that the Canadiens had the
advantage by losing Kotkaniemi. With the two picks, GM
Marc Bergevin could turn around and trade them to get an
established center for his organization. And that's exactly
what he did.

There was already a lot of speculation as to which player the
team would target in the event of Jesperi's departure.
After announcing that the Habs would not match the
Hurricanes' offer, the team confirmed the acquisition of
Coyotes’ center Christian Dvorak for a first-round pick in
2022 and a second-round pick in 2024. It's a great deal!
The Habs are getting a good, young 25-year-old center who
can easily fill the second center position behind Suzuki. Marc
did a great job last summer to improve his team, evidenced
by the team's Stanley Cup final appearance. He must have
been on the phone from the moment the hostile offer was
made because he likely never intended to match that offer.
On the Hurricanes' side, the team confirmed that Jesperi has
been on their radar for a long time. There is even speculation
that the Canes and Kotkaniemi's clan have agreed to a
contract extension that would take place after January 1st
and would average to about $4 million per year, which would
be much more reasonable.
At $4 million a year, I doubt that Jesperi will be able to justify
that salary this year because of all the pressure on him. Six
million to be the fourth center behind Sebastian Aho, Jordan
Stall and Vincent Trocheck is a lot of money. He will make
$200,000 less than Nathan MacKinnon which is puzzling. If
Jesperi has a disappointing season, we'll see how the
discussions on his ‘supposed extension’ will go.
However, if Kotkaniemi breaks through and has a great
season, the Canes could get a good second center to back
up Sebastian Aho for years to come. With a great coach like
Rod Brind'Amour, it would not be surprising to see Jesperi
surprise us this year.
With Dvorak, the Habs are a better team this year. The team
gets their second center who could play between Jonathan
Drouin and Josh Anderson. This newcomer should easily
give them 20 goals and 50 points next year.
On the other hand, with Kotkaniemi, I’m not so sure the
Canes are a better team. They had a young rookie goalie in
Alex Nedeljkovic and one of the best offensive defensemen
in Dougie Hamilton. Yet, they let them go? I wonder what’s
going through the minds of Alex and Dougie right now.
In the years to come, the productions of Dvorak and
Kotkaniemi will show us who will come out on top in this
saga. It's early, but it's going to be interesting.
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2021-22 Hurricanes prospect breakout candidates
Many prospects in the Hurricanes’ pipeline are poised for big
seasons that could cause them to skyrocket up the depth
chart.
By Matthew Somma
The hockey season seems to be right around the corner. For
prospect nerds such as myself, the season is already here.
By the time this article gets published, the KHL season will
be underway and other European leagues will be getting
ready to begin their seasons. It won’t be a normal season
due to COVID restrictions and various other circumstances,
but it’ll be as close to normal as possible.
After all, the past two seasons have been shortened and
many prospects haven’t gotten a chance to showcase their
skills in a full season. The Hurricanes have a deep pipeline
and more than a handful of prospects poised for breakout
years. I’ll be taking a look at those prospects, discussing
expectations for the upcoming season, giving short
summaries of their style of play and my reasoning for why I
believe they’re due for a breakout year. Not every prospect
will have a breakout year just because I say they will
(wouldn’t that be nice?) but these are prospects that have
shown me reasons for optimism heading into the season.
Ronan Seeley
As the header photo for this article would suggest, Seeley is
my top candidate for a breakout year. Seeley had a short but
strong 2020-21 season with Everett in the WHL and was on
pace for a career year. When he was drafted, Hurricanes
Assistant GM Darren Yorke raved about Seeley’s skating
and defensive play, both of which were on full display last
season. Seeley has tremendous speed and edgework and is
able to close gaps quickly because of it. He’ll get in the
lanes, and while I wouldn’t say that he’s like Jaccob Slavin in
the defensive zone, he does have that innate ability to get in
the way of any sort of offense that an opponent will try to
create.
Seeley has an active stick in the defensive zone and uses
his body to defend as well, making him a strong defender.
His offensive game was a little lackluster in his draft year and
started to blossom last season, with Seeley using his shot to
create offense more often and seeing the ice at a higher
level than he had in his draft year. Seeley’s offensive game
could take off and we could see him develop into one of the
WHL’s top two-way defensemen over the course of this
season. I’m not expecting Seeley to turn into an NHL
defenseman this year, but I believe that his play could earn
him an NHL contract that will allow for him to build off of the
potential success from this season.

Ryan Suzuki
Last season was a blessing for Suzuki. It was clear that there
wasn’t much left for him in terms of development at the OHL
level and he got to spend the entire season in the AHL. This
time in the AHL was a year ahead of schedule. In a normal
year, Suzuki would have been ineligible for the AHL and
would have had to play the entire season with Saginaw in the
OHL. Some accelerated development time is never a bad
thing, even if it was only for 26 games. Over the course of
the season, we saw Suzuki become less passive and more
of an aggressive player in the offensive zone.
The points weren’t necessarily there, but Suzuki’s game took
a positive step forward over the course of the season. This
year, Suzuki will be on track and should see a much larger
role with the Chicago Wolves. He’ll continue to see time on
the power play and fully adjust to the competition in the AHL.
This is his “rookie” year in the AHL since he wasn’t supposed
to play in the AHL until this year under normal
circumstances. I’m expecting Suzuki to be an offensive driver
for the Wolves while continuing to work on his play away
from the puck.
Bobby Orr
Orr had a strong rookie campaign in the QMJHL, leading to
the Hurricanes selecting him 136th overall in the 2021 draft.
Orr was already seeing top minutes and playing time in all
situations, but with some additional NHL training under his
belt, he could be poised for a breakout year. In the profile I
wrote about Orr, I wrote about how Orr’s style of play is
perfectly suited for the NHL. He could easily fill a depth
scoring role while providing some grit and defense, and I’m
looking forward to seeing Orr continue to grow his game this
season. Given the way he plays, it’s not unreasonable to
expect Orr to become one of the QMJHL’s more dominant
two-way skaters over the course of the next two seasons.
Alexander Nikishin
Nikishin should be an NHL player someday. He’s a quick
skater, physical, good in his own end and a player with a lot
of untapped offensive potential. At the time this piece is
being written, Nikshin has played in three games and has
two primary assists. Both assists were on breakout passes,
so while the forwards may have done most of the work on
both plays, they’re still important passes to make. Nikishin
could surprise a lot of people this season if he stays healthy.
He’s getting top four minutes for a good KHL team and won’t
turn 20 until Oct. 2.
Very few defensemen are able to break into the KHL at this
age. I’m not expecting Nikishin to keep up this rate of
scoring, but I’m expecting him to take a major step forward in
all aspects of his game this season. Getting top four minutes
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in the second best league in the world will help prepare
Nikishin for an NHL role as soon as his KHL contract expires
in 2024. This year, I’m hoping Nikishin takes a step forward
offensively. He shows promise carrying the puck in transition
and even gets time on Spartak’s power play, but he still
needs some work before I see Nikishin becoming a
legitimate threat in the offensive zone. Still, the tools are
there and he’s a fun prospect to watch, even if his only major
highlights as of right now are his hits.
Expect a profile on Nikishin in the coming weeks. I’ve
watched a handful of his preseason games and one regular
season game so far this season and I feel like he could be a
perfect fit for the organization.

is possible when you have a player with as much talent and
upside as Gunler has.
Those are my top five breakout candidates for this season.
With as many prospects as the Hurricanes have, it’s tough to
pick the top five players in the system without feeling like
you’ve left someone out. Due to that, here are some
honorable mentions with a sentence or two as to why they
could have a breakout year.



Cade Webber: Will be able to carve out a role for
himself with BU this year. Should see consistent
minutes and PK time.



Kevin Wall: Could very well be Penn State’s top
scorer.



Patrik Puistola: Judging from what I’ve seen in the
Liiga’s preseason, Puistola looks more comfortable
on the ice. That could bode well for his season.



Jamieson Rees: His game is suited for the pros and
I could see Rees being one of Chicago’s best allaround forwards this year.



Justin Robidas: I love his goal-scoring ability and he
could be one of the QMJHL’s top scorers on a great
team this year.

Noel Gunler
He has been getting top six minutes during the SHL
preseason and has spent some time on Brynas’ top line in
some preseason games. That’s a big deal for Gunler, who
hasn’t been able to see consistent ice time in the SHL since
he broke into the league. I shudder to think what Gunler
could be capable of when he is given the right amount of
minutes and power play time. It’ll help his game on both
sides of the puck and we’ll be able to see why the Hurricanes
were so high on Gunler when they drafted him. Gunler could
be one of the top scorers on his team, or at the very least a
bigger contributor than he was last season. I feel that this
year, Gunler could be at least a half a point per game player
in the SHL. If he exceeds those expectations, then it’s not
unreasonable to suggest that Gunler could sign his ELC with
the Hurricanes at the conclusion of Brynas’ season. Anything

Most of the team’s other European prospects begin their
seasons this week, so this is an exciting time to follow the
prospects. As always, I’m looking forward to covering
another season of Hurricanes prospects.

TODAY’S LINKS
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The Athletic / ‘This is not a risk-free era’: On Canadian hockey easing
fans back into the rink

By Sean Fitz-Gerald Sep 7, 2021 134

It was 20 minutes to puck drop at the Peterborough Memorial Centre,
and the parking lot attendant was collecting $5 from a motorist when the
radio crackled. A voice on the other end needed help: “He didn’t do his
test, he doesn’t have his little passport yet.”
Across the history of the Peterborough Petes, the oldest continuously
operating franchise in the Ontario Hockey League, it was likely the first
time that sentence was uttered on arena property. And it is almost as
likely not the last, as the Petes join teams across Canada — from junior
to the NHL — in a cautious approach toward their first COVID season
with fans in the building.
On Monday, the Petes sold around 500 tickets for a preseason game
against the Ottawa 67’s, making it their first game for a paying home
crowd in more than 540 days. New rules were in place, old traditions
were gently set aside and a radio crackled when someone could not
produce proof of vaccine status.
“A lot of it’s going to be around: Sit down, keep your mask on, whip out
your phone, don’t talk to anybody and enjoy the game,” Burton Lee, the
team’s executive director of business operations, said with a chuckle.
“Which is so counter to what I believe from a game operations
perspective, but that’s where we’re at right now.”
The Petes required fans to provide proof they had received two doses of
a COVID-19 vaccine at least 14 days before the game. Tickets were
general admission within designated sections, assigned to fans as they
arrived at the arena.
They were shown to their seats and asked not to leave unless they were
going to buy food or to use a washroom. They were asked not to linger
near the snack bar or in the lobby, and ushers wearing clear plastic face
shields were in place to shepherd any stragglers.
It was in contrast to scenes unfolding across the sports landscape in the
United States over the weekend. On the night before puck drop in
Peterborough, more than 68,000 college football fans crowded into Doak
Campbell Stadium, in Tallahassee, Fla., to watch Florida State host
Notre Dame.
On Friday, more than 65,000 fans in Blacksburg, Va., became the
subject of both scorn and envy on social media with the long-awaited
return of “Enter Sandman,” the Metallica classic that has become a pregame staple for Virginia Tech football.
VIRGINIA TECH.
ENTER SANDMAN.

It is not clear what attendance limits might be in place when the OHL
opens its regular-season schedule next month. A spokesperson for
Maple Leaf Sports & Entertainment, which owns both the Maple Leafs
and Raptors, said the company was waiting for clarity from the Ontario
government on how many fans might be allowed inside the arena for
games this fall. (Ontario reported 944 new cases of COVID-19 on
Saturday, which is the highest daily number the province had seen since
May.)
Like the Petes, MLSE will also require fans to provide proof of
vaccination as a condition of entry. In Edmonton, the Oilers will require
fans aged 12 and older to provide proof of vaccination or a negative
COVID test from within 48 hours of game time.
“It’s fair to say that indoor environments pose a more significant risk than
outdoor environments,” said Dr. Isaac Bogoch, an infectious diseases
specialist at Toronto General Hospital. “But there are steps that you can
take to create a safer indoor environment.”
A cap on attendance can help, he said, because it keeps distance
between fans. Requiring masking in the arena is another protective
barrier but, even with the addition of a vaccine requirement, the virus is
still lurking.
“You’re not creating some hermetically sealed arena that’s going to be
infection-free,” said Bogoch. “You’re just taking a huge step toward
creating a safer — not safe; safer — indoor environment.”
The Petes had clearance to host up to 1,000 fans on Monday, but did not
aggressively market that fact, and ended up with about 700 spectators in
the building, between paid and complimentary tickets.
“This is not a risk-free era,” said Bogoch. “Everything we do will have
some element of risk. There’s things we can do on our own to mitigate
the risk, and there’s things the environment we’re going to can do to
mitigate the risk.”
Dave Pogue, the president of the Petes, said “all indications” the team
has received suggest it will be playing in front of capacity crowds when
the regular season opens next month. (Peterborough will host its home
opener on Oct. 14, after opening with two games on the road.)
“I’m not going to lie: It’s been financially devastating for our team,” said
Pogue. “And not just our team, but for all the teams in the league.”
He estimated the Petes have lost close to $1 million through the
pandemic. The team had contracts, as well as expenses. Pogue said the
Petes participated in the federal wage subsidy program but eventually
had to issue layoff notices to front-office staff. (Those staff have since
rejoined the team.)
“This league cannot — cannot — function without fans,” said Pogue.
On Monday, many of those first fans back joined a line that stretched into
the second row of parking in the main lot outside the arena before the
game. It was mild and sunny, and the screening process kept the line
moving at about the pace of a local grocery store cashier.
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“It’s definitely a trial,” said Jeremy Giles, the facility manager for the
Memorial Centre. “And we’re being extremely conservative with how we
handle that, so that we can start to try and build that fan experience back
up.”

RANK

Once inside, fans were often seated in groups of twos and threes, often
with only one group to a row. Masks remained high on most faces until
later in the game, after an hour of concession trips and chatting left them
hanging heavier, sagging below the chin of some faces in the lower bowl.

Cale Makar

In the skyboxes high above the ice, several teenaged hockey players
watching the game below barely lifted their masks above mouth level.
The situation changed quickly when Petes general manager Mike Oke
wandered by, noticed the infraction and requested the masks be worn
properly. Like an elementary school teacher leaving the classroom,
though, once Oke walked away, adherence to rules crumbled.
“I honestly felt the crowd a lot tonight,” said Petes goaltender Tye Austin.
“We’re all hockey people, and that includes the fans,” said coach Rob
Wilson. “When you have them, it’s just so much nicer for everybody. It’s
just great to see people in the stands — it’s great to see people enjoying
it.”
The Petes and 67’s were tied 1-1 through the end of regulation, and
since it was preseason, the teams skipped overtime and went straight to
a shootout. The home team ultimately lost, but still raised their sticks to
the stands before leaving the ice.
For the first time in more than a year, the stands saluted them back.
“Hopefully this grows — 1,000 goes to 2,000, and so on and so on,” said
Wilson. “And we get back to the full houses we were seeing before
COVID.”
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Colorado
RHD
2
1
Andrei Svechnikov
Carolina
LW
3
2
Elias Pettersson
Vancouver
C
4
2
Ramus Dahlin
Buffalo
LHD
5
2

The Athletic / Ranking the best under-23 NHL players: Does Cale Makar
or Andrei Svechnikov top the list?

Corey Pronman Sep 7, 2021 239

Welcome to this year’s edition of the under-23 NHL player rankings.
After ranking every organization’s best young players, we will build off the
analysis from the NHL Pipeline Rankings by ranking the best young
players overall in the league. This is also a good exercise to show how
the last five age groups compare to each other, as this largely spans the
player pool from the 2017 through the 2021 NHL drafts.
A player must be 22 years of age or younger as of Sept. 15, 2021, to
qualify.
This list is my opinion of who I think will become the core NHL players
from those draft classes, some of whom we’ve had the benefit of time to
see how they developed. With 193 players listed, that comes out to about
39 players per draft that I see as potential quality NHL players.
Tool grades are based on a scale with six separate levels with an eye
toward how this attribute would grade in the NHL (Poor, below-average,
average, above-average, high-end and elite). “Average” on this scale
means the tool projects as NHL average, which is meant as a positive,
not a criticism.

Quinn Hughes
Vancouver
LHD
6
2
Alexis Lafreniere
NY Rangers
LW
7
3
Tim Stutzle
Ottawa
LW
8
3
Brady Tkachuk
Ottawa

Skating, puck skills, hockey sense and compete for every projected NHL
player is graded. Shot grades are only included if a shot is notably good
or poor.

LW

Corey Pronman's U23 player ranking
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Owen Power

18

Buffalo

4

LHD

Quinton Byfield

10

Los Angeles

3

C

Jack Hughes

19

New Jersey

4

C

Martin Necas

11

Carolina

3

RW

Miro Heiskanen

20

Dallas

4

LHD

Kaapo Kakko

12

NY Rangers

3

RW

Trevor Zegras

21

Anaheim

4

C

Dylan Guenther

13

Arizona

4

RW

Kirby Dach

22

Chicago

4

C

Josh Norris

14

Ottawa

4

C

Nick Suzuki

23

Montreal

4

C

Cole Caufield

15

Montreal

4

RW

Dylan Cozens

24

Buffalo

5

C

William Eklund

16

San Jose

4

LW

Jamie Drysdale

25

Anaheim

5

RHD

Lucas Raymond

17

Detroit

4

LW

Moritz Seider

26

Detroit

5

RHD

Luke Hughes
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New Jersey

35

LHD

5

27

Jason Robertson

5

Dallas

Jake Sanderson

LW

Ottawa

36

LHD

5

28

Kent Johnson

5

Columbus

Joel Farabee

C

Philadelphia

37

LW

5

29

Anton Lundell

5

Florida

Matthew Boldy

C

Minnesota

38

LW

5

30

Yaroslav Askarov

5

Nashville

Arthur Kaliyev

G

Los Angeles

39

RW

5

31

Cole Perfetti

5

Winnipeg

Matthew Beniers

C

Seattle

40

C

5

32

Connor McMichael

5

Washington

Spencer Knight

C

Florida

41

G

6

33

Seth Jarvis

5

Carolina

Nico Hischier

RW

New Jersey

42

C

6

34

Robert Thomas

5

St. Louis

Bowen Byram

C
43

Colorado

6

LHD

Casey Mittelstadt
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Buffalo

6

C

Alexander Holtz

44

New Jersey

6

RW

Ty Smith

53

New Jersey

6

LHD

Samuel Fagemo

45

Los Angeles

6

LW

Kirill Marchenko

54

Columbus

6

RW

Calen Addison

46

Minnesota

6

RHD

Grigori Denisenko

55

Florida

6

LW

Thomas Harley

47

Dallas

6

LHD

Brandt Clarke

56

Los Angeles

6

RHD

Owen Tippett

48

Florida

6

RW

Filip Chytil

57

NY Rangers

6

C

Eeli Tolvanen

49

Nashville

6

LW

Rasmus Sandin

58

Toronto

6

LHD

Shane Pinto

50

Ottawa

6

C

Nils Lundkvist

59

NY Rangers

6

RHD

Vasili Podkolzin

51

Vancouver

6

RW

Barrett Hayton

60

Arizona

6

C

Cam York

52

Philadelphia
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LHD

Dawson Mercer

61

New Jersey

6

C

Chaz Lucius

70

Winnipeg

6

C

Cole Sillinger

62

Columbus

6

C

Jesperi Kotkaniemi

71

Carolina

6

C

Morgan Frost

63

Philadelphia

6

C

Mason McTavish

72

Anaheim

6

C

Zac Jones

64

NY Rangers

6

LHD

Rodion Amirov

73

Toronto

6

LW

Jesper Wallstedt

65

Minnesota

6

G

Sebastian Cossa

74

Detroit

6

G

Nicholas Robertson

66

Toronto

6

LW

Peyton Krebs

75

Vegas

6

C

Marco Rossi

67

Minnesota

6

C

Braden Schneider

76

NY Rangers

7

RHD

K’Andre Miller

68

NY Rangers

6

LHD

Ville Heinola

77

Winnipeg

7

LHD

Simon Edvinsson

69

Detroit

6

LHD
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78

Ottawa

7

LW

Noah Dobson

87

NY Islanders

7

RHD

Gabriel Vilardi

79

Los Angeles

7

C

Kailer Yamamoto

88

Edmonton

7

RW

Alex Newhook

80

Colorado

7

C

Philip Tomasino

89

Nashville

7

RW

Alexander Romanov

81

Montreal

7

LHD

Corson Ceulemans

90

Columbus

7

RHD

Dylan Holloway

82

Edmonton

7

C

Nolan Patrick

91

Vegas

7

C

Dmitri Voronkov

83

Columbus

7

LW

Nikita Chibrikov

92

Winnipeg

7

RW

Kevin Bahl

84

New Jersey

7

LHD

Adam Boqvist

93

Columbus

7

RHD

Nils Hoglander

85

Vancouver

7

LW

Cody Glass

94

Nashville

7

C

Lukas Reichel

86

Chicago

7

LW

Alex Formenton

95
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7

LHD

Nolan Foote

104

New Jersey

7

LW

Drew Helleson

96

Colorado

7

RHD

Matthew Coronato

105

Calgary

7

RW

Ivan Morozov

97

Vegas

7

C

Maxime Comtois

106

Anaheim

7

LW

Thomas Bordeleau

98

San Jose

7

C

Erik Brannstrom

107

Ottawa

7

LHD

Aatu Raty

99

NY Islanders

7

C

Conor Timmins

108

Arizona

7

RHD

Wyatt Johnston

100

Dallas

7

C

Ty Dellandrea

109

Dallas

7

C

Brendan Brisson

101

Vegas

7

RW

Dominik Bokk

110

Carolina

7

RW

Brennan Othmann

102

NY Rangers

7

LW

Carson Lambos

111

Minnesota

7

LHD

Liam Foudy

103

Columbus

7

LW

Kirill Kirsanov

112

Los Angeles

7
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Lukas Cormier

121

Vegas

7

LHD

Jake Oettinger

113

Dallas

7

G

Alex Turcotte

122

Los Angeles

7

C

Michael Rasmussen

114

Detroit

7

C

John-Jason Peterka

123

Buffalo

7

RW

Filip Zadina

115

Detroit

7

RW

Connor Zary

124

Calgary

7

C

Evan Bouchard

116

Edmonton

7

RHD

Samu Tuomaala

125

Philadelphia

7

RW

Nicolas Hague

117

Vegas

7

LHD

Ryan Johnson

126

Buffalo

7

LHD

Sampo Ranta

118

Colorado

7

LW

Jacob Bernard-Docker

127

Ottawa

7

RHD

Philip Broberg

119

Edmonton

7

LHD

Fabian Lysell

128

Boston

7

RW

Jack Studnicka

120

Boston

7

C

David Farrance

129

Nashville

7

LHD

Vitali Kravtsov
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NY Rangers

7

RW

Justin Barron

130

Colorado

7

RHD

Mario Ferraro

139

San Jose

7

LHD

Yegor Zamula

131

Philadelphia

7

LHD

David Gustafsson

140

Winnipeg

7

C

Jaret Anderson-Dolan

132

Los Angeles

7

C

Dylan Samberg

141

Winnipeg

7

LHD

Oliver Wahlstrom

133

NY Islanders

7

RW

Kaiden Guhle

142

Montreal

7

LHD

Fedor Svechkov

134

Nashville

7

C

Daniil Chayka

143

Vegas

7

LHD

Joe Veleno

135

Detroit

7

C

Henri Jokiharju

144

Buffalo

7

RHD

Rasmus Kupari

136

Los Angeles

7

C

Cal Foote

145

Tampa Bay

7

RHD

Mavrik Bourque

137

Dallas

7

C

Jack Quinn

146

Buffalo

7

RW

Oskar Olausson

138

Colorado
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RW

Lias Andersson

147

Los Angeles

7

LW

Victor Soderstrom

156

Arizona

7

RHD

Lucas Elvenes

148

Vegas

7

RW

Ryan Merkley

157

San Jose

7

RHD

Jonatan Berggren

149

Detroit

7

RW

Albert Johansson

158

Detroit

7

LHD

Ryan Suzuki

150

Carolina

7

C

Marat Khusnutdinov

159

Minnesota

7

C

Xavier Bourgault

151

Edmonton

7

C

Jan Jenik

160

Arizona

7

C

Mackie Samoskevich

152

Florida

7

RW

Zachary L’Heureux

161

Nashville

7

LW

Egor Sokolov

153

Ottawa

7

RW

Alexander Alexeyev

162

Washington

7

LHD

Daemon Hunt

154

Minnesota

7

LHD

Shakir Mukhamadullin

163

New Jersey

7

LHD

Akil Thomas

155

Los Angeles

7

C
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164

Vegas

7

C

Ryan Poehling

173

Montreal

7

C

Zachary Bolduc

165

St. Louis

7

C

Benoit-Olivier Groulx

174

Anaheim

7

C

Jakob Pelletier

166

Calgary

7

LW

Ridly Greig

175

Ottawa

7

C

Isak Rosen

167

Buffalo

7

RW

Logan Stankoven

176

Dallas

7

C

Prokhor Poltapov

168

Buffalo

7

LW

Jake Neighbours

177

St. Louis

7

LW

Topi Niemala

169

Toronto

7

RHD

Ozzy Wiesblatt

178

San Jose

7

RW

Cayden Primeau

170

Montreal

7

G

Elmer Soderblom

179

Detroit

7

LW

Joel Hofer

171

St. Louis

7

G

Matthew Knies

180

Toronto

7

LW

Lukas Dostal

172

Anaheim

7

G

Zach Dean

181
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7

C

Alexander Chmelevski

190

San Jose

7

C

Justin Robidas

182

Carolina

7

C

Justin Sourdif

191

Florida

7

C

Bobby Brink

183

Philadelphia

7

RW

Francesco Pinelli

192

Los Angeles

7

C

Hendrix Lapierre

184

Washington

7

C

Jamieson Rees

193

Carolina

7

LW

Michael DiPietro

185

Vancouver

7

G

Jonah Gadjovich

194

Vancouver

7

LW

Devon Levi

186

Buffalo

7

G

Olen Zellweger

Projected elite NHL player

Anaheim

1. Cale Makar, RHD, Colorado

LHD

Oct. 30, 1998 | 5-foot-11 | 180 pounds

187

Drafted: No. 4 in 2017

7

Tier: Projected elite NHL player

Matias Macceli

Skating: Above-average

Arizona

Puck Skills: Above-average

LW

Hockey Sense: Above-average

188

Compete: Average

7

Shot: Above-average

Noel Gunler

Makar has emerged as one the premier defensemen and arguably
overall players in the league as a 22-year-old. He has every offensive
tool you could want in a player. He’s an explosive skater who has the
speed and edge work to transition up the ice quickly and avoid pressure
at a high level. Makar has very quick hands. He’s not a very flashy oneon-one type, but he can make those plays on top of being overall very
difficult to strip pucks from. His playmaking is fantastic, using his quick
hands to feather a lot of tough passes and make creative plays at both
ends of the rink. He also has a hard point shot that can score from range.
Makar’s size and defensive play have been the only real knocks on him

Carolina
RW
189
7
Roni Hirvonen
Toronto
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historically, but like in college, he’s shown in the NHL he can be just good
enough there to make up for it with his elite offensive tools.
2. Andrei Svechnikov, LW, Carolina
Mar. 26, 2000 | 6-foot-2 | 188 pounds
Drafted: No. 2 in 2018
Tier: Projected elite NHL player
Skating: Average
Puck Skills: Above-average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Above-average
Shot: Above-average
Svechnikov is everything you want in an NHL player. His point production
took a minor step back this season, but I have no doubt he’ll rebound and
continue to put up big numbers for a long time. He has so many assets.
He’s a big, strong, competitive forward who can skate well and play a
powerful style in how he wins battles and attacks the net using his speed
and physicality. Svechnikov also has a ton of skill and playmaking ability,
showing great creativity as a handler and making tough passes often.
From the perimeter he’s a pass and shot threat. I think he will become
one of the best forwards in the league in due time.
Bubble elite NHL player and NHL All-Star
3. Elias Pettersson, C, Vancouver
Nov. 12, 1998 | 6-foot-2 | 161 pounds
Drafted: No. 5 in 2017
Tier: Projected bubble elite NHL player and NHL All-Star
Skating: Below-average
Puck Skills: Elite
Hockey Sense: Above-average
Compete: Average
Shot: Above-average
Pettersson’s scoring numbers took a slight dip this season but I expect
over a full campaign you’ll see him bounce back to more typical rates. He
has special skill with the puck as a handler, passer and shooter. His
offensive-zone play is among the best in the NHL, and he’s a true multidimensional power play threat. Pettersson’s skating stride has always
been somewhat awkward, and while it may never be the strong point of
his game, when he can deke past a lot of checks it helps alleviate some
of those concerns, especially as a 6-foot-2 forward. His game off the
puck is fine, he’s not soft but he won’t be known as an elite two-way guy.
He’s a true star forward who has a long and prosperous career in the
NHL ahead of him.
4. Rasmus Dahlin, LHD, Buffalo
Apr. 13, 2000 | 6-foot-2 | 181 pounds
Drafted: No. 1 in 2018
Tier: Projected bubble elite NHL player and NHL All-Star
Skating: Average
Puck Skills: Above-average
Hockey Sense: Above-average
Compete: Below-average
5. Quinn Hughes, LHD, Vancouver

Oct. 4, 1999 | 5-foot-10 | 170 pounds
Drafted: No. 7 in 2018
Tier: Projected bubble elite NHL player and NHL All-Star
Skating: Elite
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: High-end
Compete: Average
Hughes had another excellent season from an offensive standpoint in the
NHL, even though scouts around the league noted he wasn’t as strong
defensively. The skating ability is special. The first few steps, speed and
especially edge work combination allow him to accomplish a lot on the
ice. He generates a ton of controlled exits and entries, and avoids getting
pressured very well. He has great hands and has a fantastic offensive
brain as a playmaker to make unique plays consistently. His size and his
lack of physicality will keep him from being great in his own end; but with
his feet I can see that aspect improving enough given how much offense
he will generate. He will be a top defenseman in the league for a while
but may never be the all-situations player.
6. Alexis Lafreniere, LW, New York Rangers
Oct. 11, 2001 | 6-foot-1 | 193 pounds
Drafted: No. 1 in 2020
Tier: Projected bubble elite NHL player and NHL All-Star
Skating: Below-average
Puck Skills: Above-average
Hockey Sense: Above-average
Compete: Above-average
Shot: Above-average
Lafreniere didn’t have the ideal rookie NHL season, but 21 points in 56
games is nothing to sneeze at and I still see a player on track to become
a big time NHL forward. He’s a very dangerous player with the puck
because of his fantastic puck skills and vision, while his shot is also a
threat from range. The dynamic aspects of his game were inconsistent
last season, but I fully expect with more physical maturity you’ll see a
more consistently dangerous Lafreniere in the coming years. He’s a hard
worker off the puck who doesn’t shy from the physical play, but the main
issue for him in the NHL is his lack of footspeed was exposed, especially
as a teenager. That may keep him from ever hitting the top echelon of
production, but I still see an eventual NHL star winger.
Projected NHL All-Star
7. Tim Stützle, LW, Ottawa
Jan. 15, 2002 | 6-foot-1 | 187 pounds
Drafted: No. 3 in 2020
Tier: Projected NHL All-Star
Skating: High-end
Puck Skills: Above-average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Above-average
“Jimmy” Stützle had a great season, as one of the best players at the
world juniors and a very impressive rookie NHLer. He’s a dynamic player
with a lot of pace to his game. He’s fast, but in particular he’s very elusive
with his edge work and how well he evades pressure. He combines that
with a high compete level, and an even higher skill level that allowed him
at such a young age to be an offensive threat in the NHL. Stützle can
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make a lot of plays off the rush, while also having the vision to create in
the zone. He also showed no fear taking pucks to the hard areas in the
NHL. He projects as a star scoring forward, likely on the wing but I’m not
ruling out a move to center at some point.
8. Brady Tkachuk, LW, Ottawa
Sept. 16, 1999 | 6-foot-3 | 196 pounds
Drafted: No. 4 in 2018
Tier: Projected NHL All-Star
Skating: Below-average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: High-end
Tkachuk will be one of the premier power forwards in the league for
years to come. He has great skill and playmaking ability, with great ability
to improvise and create down low under pressure. But his physical value
is what makes him a top player. He’s a force in front of the net on
rebounds, tips and net drives; he’s very physical and wins a lot of battles
despite his young age. He has future captain written all over him.
Tkachuk hasn’t seen his point totals spike yet, but he gets so many shots
and scoring chances it just feels inevitable he’s going to go off any day
now and have a huge season, even if he may not be the most natural
finisher.
9. Owen Power, LHD, Buffalo
Nov. 12, 2002 | 6-foot-6 | 213 pounds
Drafted: No. 1 in 2021
Tier: Projected NHL All-Star
Skating: Average
Puck Skills: Below-average
Hockey Sense: Above-average
Compete: Average
Power had a great freshman season as one of the best defensemen in
his conference, while also one of the youngest. He also played a key role
for Canada in its gold medal run at the world championships. Power’s
offensive toolkit won’t jump out immediately to you, but a 6-foot-6
defenseman who can skate at the NHL level and move the puck well is a
major asset. His skating isn’t explosive, but his stride and edgework are
excellent, and he can evade pressure very well. Power’s offense comes
from a great first pass and an ability to find seams in the offensive zone
well. I question if he will be a go-to power play type, but I can for sure see
him on PP2 and can be PP1 in a pinch. Defensively he’s not that
physical, but he closes on checks well with his range and reach, and
breaks up a lot of plays. Power projects as a star all-situations NHL
defenseman who won’t land on highlight reels but will play tough minutes
and drive play.
10. Jack Hughes, C, New Jersey
May 14, 2001 | 5-foot-10 | 170 pounds
Drafted: No. 1 in 2019
Tier: Projected NHL All-Star
Skating: High-end
Puck Skills: Above-average
Hockey Sense: Above-average
Compete: Above-average
Shot: Below-average

Hughes has been very good for a teenager in the NHL. I still see a
potential impact NHL player, but with the caveat that realistic
expectations may have to be pulled back a tad from where I was on him
two years ago. His skating and skill are great. His speed is good but isn’t
blazing by NHL standards; it’s his good speed plus his great cut backs
and edges that make him so elusive. Hughes’ skill and playmaking won’t
rate at the very top of the league, but both are excellent as he shows
PP1 quarterback touch and ability to create at even strength. He’s
undersized but he’s always been a worker who doesn’t shy from the
tough areas even though at times he is physically outmatched in the
NHL. I think he will be a star center, maybe not a true league-leading
scorer down the middle due to his size and lack of finish, but good
enough to be a centerpiece of an NHL team.
11. Miro Heiskanen, LHD, Dallas
July 18, 1999 | six-foot | 170 pounds
Drafted: No. 3 in 2017
Tier: Projected NHL All-Star
Skating: Above-average
Puck Skills: Below-average
Hockey Sense: Above-average
Compete: Average
Shot: Above-average
Heiskanen had yet another great season in Dallas, playing big minutes
and mostly repeating his offensive production from the prior season. He
is an excellent skater, which helps him make a lot of defensive stops with
his gap work. He can also skate pucks up very well, generating a lot of
controlled exits and entries. Offensively he’s very smart, showing top-end
ability as a passer and a very hard point shot that can beat goalies clean.
The offense may never be truly elite, but the two-way ability is as he
projects to be a star, all situations No. 1 defenseman for a long time.
12. Trevor Zegras, C, Anaheim
Mar. 20, 2001 | six-foot | 169 pounds
Drafted: No. 9 in 2019
Tier: Projected NHL All-Star
Skating: Below-average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Elite
Compete: Average
There aren’t a lot of players you can say look different with the puck on
their stick, but Zegras is one of them. The world juniors MVP carried his
strong tournament into a strong joint campaign between the AHL and
NHL, where his special offensive mind and creativity were often on
display. He’s an elite passer who projects as a true PP1 player who will
put up a lot of points in the NHL. Due to average physicality and not a ton
of speed, he might not stick at center, but regardless, he projects as a
difference-maker and a star NHL forward, even if on the wing.
Projected bubble NHL All-Star and top of the lineup player
13. Kirby Dach, C, Chicago
Jan. 21, 2001 | 6-foot-4 | 197 pounds
Drafted: No. 3 in 2019
Tier: Bubble NHL All-Star and top of the lineup player
Skating: Average
Puck Skills: Above-average
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Hockey Sense: Average

Drafted: No. 6 in 2020

Compete: Above-average

Tier: Projected bubble NHL All-Star and top of the lineup player

Shot: Below-average

Skating: High-end

Dach had his second straight strong campaign in the NHL, playing
consistently at the top of the lineup. He has all the base attributes you
want in a top flight young forward. He’s a 6-foot-4 center who can skate
with a ton of skill. He’s an automatic controlled exit and entry when he
gets the puck in transition. He can make plays on the move, from a
standstill and in tight areas. What I didn’t appreciate as much in junior
was his work ethic. He’s shown in the NHL he can be responsible off the
puck, win battles, kill penalties and play well around the net. I think he’s
a true center but ideally he improves his faceoff work — a career 37
percent in the draw so far in the NHL. He also hasn’t shown historically to
be the best finisher. I see a true 1C in the NHL who could touch star
level.

Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Above-average
Compete: Average

Aug. 10, 1999 | 5-foot-11 | 183 pounds

Drysdale was as good as you could have hoped las season as a Ducks
fan. He was a top defenseman at the world juniors, looked too good for
the AHL at times as an 18-year-old and then looked like a useful NHL
player. His skating and hockey sense are both standout attributes. He
has great quickness and edge work, allowing him to generate a lot of
clean exits and entries, and be elusive from pressure. He’s not a flashy
skill player, but he makes a lot of clever passes and can create offense at
high levels. Drysdale isn’t that big but he will defend well enough with his
skating. He projects as a true top of the lineup defenseman and not ruling
out All-Star potential.

Drafted: No. 13 in 2017 by Vegas

17. Moritz Seider, RHD, Detroit

Tier: Projected bubble All-Star and top of lineup player

Apr. 6, 2001 | 6-foot-4 | 183 pounds

Skating: Below-average

Drafted: No. 6 in 2019

Puck Skills: Above-average

Tier: Projected bubble all-star and top of lineup player

Hockey Sense: Above-average

Skating: Average

Compete: Above-average

Puck Skills: Below-average

Shot: Above-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Suzuki made positive steps in his game, becoming a leading player for
Montreal last season. He has a ton of offensive talent. He’s a great puck
handler, showing high-end creativity with his dekes and passes. He’s a
fantastic passer who makes unique plays. His vision combined with a
good wrist shot make him a true threat on the power play. Suzuki is
undersized, but he works and coaches have never shied away from
giving him tough minutes. His only drawback is his skating, particularly
for his size, but given all his other positives, he’s shown he can overcome
his lack of footspeed. He projects as a legitimate first-line center with a
chance to be a star No. 1 center.

Compete: Above-average

14. Nick Suzuki, C, Montreal

15. Dylan Cozens, C, Buffalo
Feb. 9, 2001 | 6-foot-3 | 180 pounds
Drafted: No. 7 in 2019
Tier: Projected bubble NHL All-Star and top of the lineup player
Skating: Average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Above-average
Shot: Above-average
Cozens had an up and down season. He was one of the best players at
the world juniors. In the NHL he had good stretches but also he wasn’t as
noticeable offensively at times. But given his age I’m not that concerned.
He has so much about his game that’s promising. He’s a 6-foot-3 center
who can skate at an NHL level. Cozens combines that with a high skill
level, good playmaking ability and is a long range shot threat. The speed,
skill and size are great, but he’s also a worker, winning a lot of battles
and not afraid to use his size. It’s for those reasons I think he will become
a true No. 1 center in the NHL.

Seider had as good a season as you could have hoped for, as the best
defenseman in the SHL last season and at the world championships.
He’s so tough to deal with for opposing forwards. He’s a 6-foot-4, highly
mobile, highly physical defender who projects to match up versus top
NHL players. His skating helps him transition pucks very well to go with a
strong first pass. The offense might never be elite, but it will be good to
go with elite defending. Seider projects as a true top-pair defenseman
with a chance to be a star No. 1 in the NHL.
18. Quinton Byfield, C, Los Angeles
Aug. 19, 2002 | 6-foot-4 | 215 pounds
Drafted: No. 2 in 2020
Tier: Projected bubble NHL All-Star and top of lineup player
Skating: Above-average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Above-average
Byfield had an up and down season between the world juniors and pro
hockey, but his play got better as the season went along. Even as an 18year-old, he’s a force to deal with as a 6-foot-4 center who can skate and
bully his way to win puck battles. His compete level stood out in the AHL,
winning a lot of battles and finding ways to create a lot of offense around
the net. Byfield has great hands, and with his reach and speed he’s able
to put pucks through defenders easily with pace. His puck game and
playmaking won’t be true top tier in the NHL, but they’ll be more than
good enough to score a lot and play high in a lineup. Byfield projects as a
No. 1 center in the NHL with a chance to be a star.
19. Martin Necas, RW, Carolina

16. Jamie Drysdale, RHD, Anaheim

Jan. 15, 1999 | 6-foot-1 | 167 pounds

Apr. 8, 2002 | 5-foot-11 | 175 pounds

Drafted: No. 12 in 2017
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Tier: Projected bubble NHL All-Star and top of the lineup player
Skating: Above-average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Below-average
Shot: Above-average
Necas took a big step forward this season, becoming an important player
on a good NHL team. He’s a dynamic offensive player. His skating drives
his game, as he can explode up the ice and be a real threat against most
defenders with his speed. Necas combined his quickness with a high skill
level and ability to make highly skilled plays on the move. From the
perimeter he’s a shot and pass threat, and can create a lot from the
outside. The main criticism of his game is he can be too perimeter, with a
lack of net drive and physicality. Even if he is not the most physical or
best defender, he’s such a talented scorer that he’s a true first-line
forward with a chance to be a star.
20. Kaapo Kakko, RW, New York Rangers
Feb. 13, 2001 | 6-foot-2 | 194 pounds
Drafted: No. 2 in 2019
Tier: Projected bubble All-Star and top of lineup player
Skating: Below-average
Puck Skills: Above-average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Average
Kakko repeated his scoring rate from his first season. I know he’s
frustrated scouts and fans alike, but I still think he’s going to be a great
NHL player in time — even if the likelihood of him becoming a true star
seems to be declining. He has fantastic one-on-one skills and, with his
reach, you can see him fooling NHL defensemen for a long time. He can
make plays and score around the hard areas of the ice. Kakko’s skating
has never been a strength, but in Finland I saw this highly competitive
bulldog winger who powered his way to chances, and that aspect hasn’t
been as noticeable in the NHL. I think he works off the puck but that
aspect hasn’t translated like I thought it would. I see a first-line winger in
the NHL, but he may not be a true impact guy.

projects as a top-line forward, with a chance to be a star, who will endear
himself to fans and coaches.
22. Josh Norris, C, Ottawa
May 15, 1999 | 6-foot-1 | 192 pounds
Drafted: No. 19 in 2017 by San Jose
Tier: Projected bubble NHL All-Star or top of lineup player
Skating: Average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Average
Shot: Above-average
Norris built off his great AHL season in 2019-20 with a very strong rookie
NHL season. I don’t think any aspect of his game truly dazzles, but he
has everything you want in a top forward. He’s 6-foot-1, he can skate, he
has great skill, he’s not soft, he can make plays and he has a great midrange shot. Norris can drive plays with his speed and skill. I don’t see him
as the type to run people over, but I think he’ll be reliable off the puck in
the NHL. All of that adds up to the fact he could be a first-line center and
someone who can become a big part of a good NHL team.
23. Cole Caufield, RW, Montreal
Jan. 2, 2001 | 5-foot-7 | 162 pounds
Drafted: No. 15 in 2019
Tier: Projected bubble All-Star and top of lineup player
Skating: Above-average
Puck Skills: Above-average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Average
Shot: High-end

Skating: Average

Caufield had a huge season as the top player in college hockey, and
then he was an important part of Montreal’s run to the Stanley Cup Final.
He’s a player you want with the puck on his stick due to his offensive
talents. He has extremely quick hands, showing great deception and
ability to handle pucks in tight spaces. He shows those hands on his
puck handling and in how he shoots the puck. Caufield is an elite goal
scorer who is a long distance threat to score due to his quick wrist shot.
He can pass it very well but the shot is his main weapon. Caufield is
more an elusive skater than a fast one and doesn’t have the elite speed
you’d like for a small player, but he’s shifty and competitive enough to
create space for himself, and get to the tough parts of the rink. He
projects to play at the top of a lineup with a chance to be a star winger.

Puck Skills: Average

Projected top of the lineup player and top tier starting goaltender

Hockey Sense: Average

24. William Eklund, LW, San Jose

Compete: Above-average

Oct. 12, 2002 | 5-foot-10 | 176 pounds

Shot: Above-average

Drafted: No. 7 in 2021

Guenther had a great limited WHL season, scoring two points per game
(24 points in 12 games) for the Oil Kings following his great underage
season, although his U18 worlds were good but not as inspiring.
Guenther is a forward with a lot of NHL attributes. He has great skill, and
can make skilled plays through defenders and to teammates at an NHL
pace. He can make some plays through seams while also having the
shot to score from a distance. He has a lot of talent, but also works off
the puck, forcing turnovers and playing in traffic, even if he’s not overly
physical. Guenther might not be a true game-breaker in the NHL, but he

Tier: Projected top of the lineup player

21. Dylan Guenther, RW, Arizona
Apr. 10, 2003 | 6-foot-2 | 175 pounds
Drafted: No. 9 in 2021
Tier: Bubble projected NHL All-Star and top of lineup player

Skating: High-end
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Above-average
Compete: Above-average
Eklund was an important player on an SHL team as an 18-year-old — a
rare feat for a first-year draft-eligible player — and played well for
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Sweden’s national team. He has good, not great, straightaway speed to
go along with fantastic edgework. He shows tremendous elusiveness to
evade pressure and create space with his skating. Eklund skates fast,
but it’s his skating plus his compete that earned the trust of big minutes
as he showed he could be responsible off the puck. He combines that
with a high skill level, a very imaginative hockey IQ offensively and the
ability to execute difficult plays at speed. His ability to play in the hightraffic areas and win battles, but also play on the perimeter and be a
primary set-up guy, will make him a versatile NHL player. Eklund projects
as an undersized first-line NHL winger with dynamic attributes.

Tier: Projected top of lineup player
Skating: Above-average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Above-average

Tier: Projected top of the lineup player

Sanderson was great this season, as a top defenseman for a top college
team and a leading reason why USA took World Junior gold. He’s a
horse, someone an NHL coach is going to overplay because of how
great a skater he is for his size, while also being highly competitive. His
stride is unique and explosive, making him highly agile and an offensive
threat with his feet every shift. His puck game isn’t as good, but he can
make good passes and show flashes of individual skill. He’ll be an elite
NHL defender with enough offense to play top pair minutes.

Skating: Average

28. Joel Farabee, LW, Philadelphia

Puck Skills: High-end

Feb. 25, 2000 | six-foot | 164 pounds

Hockey Sense: Above-average

Drafted: No. 14 in 2018

Compete: Average

Tier: Projected top of lineup player

Shot: Above-average

Skating: Below-average

Raymond is an offensive weapon. He’s an extremely skilled and creative
player with the puck who can make dazzling displays of puck handling
and passing, and improvise like few forwards out there. Raymond also is
a dangerous mid-distance shooter, making him a projected PP1 player in
the NHL. He had a good but not amazing season in the SHL for
Frolunda. He has the puck talent. The question after watching him versus
men the past two seasons at his frame without amazing quickness is how
does that play in the NHL. He has great edges and balance but struggles
to pull away from checks. It may keep him from ever becoming a star, but
I still project him as a top-line forward.

Puck Skills: Average

25. Lucas Raymond, LW Detroit
Mar. 28, 2002 | 5-foot-10 | 170 pounds
Drafted: No. 4 in 2020

Hockey Sense: Above-average
Compete: Above-average

Sept. 9, 2003 | 6-foot-2 | 184 pounds

There is a lot to like about how Farabee plays the game and his
continued great progression. He’s a very smart and competitive player.
He can make the flashy skilled plays and put pucks between legs, but he
excels as a playmaker. He can make difficult plays and execute in tight
windows. Farabee isn’t the biggest but he wins a lot of battles because of
his effort level and not being afraid to engage physically. He’s already
become a frequent penalty killer for the Flyers. The footspeed isn’t the
best and is his main drawback, but everything else about his game is
great. Farabee projects as a quality two-way, first-line winger.

Drafted: No. 4 in 2021

29. Matthew Boldy, LW, Minnesota

Tier: Projected top of the lineup player

Apr. 5, 2001 | 6-foot-2 | 192 pounds

Skating: High-end

Drafted: No. 12 in 2019

Puck Skills: Average

Tier: Projected top of the lineup player

Hockey Sense: Average

Skating: Below-average

Compete: Average

Puck Skills: Above-average

Hughes had a strong season as a leading player for the U.S. NTDP, but
a late-season injury kept him from playing at the U18 worlds. Hughes is a
6-foot-2 elite-skating defenseman with offensive ability, which is a highly
appealing toolkit for an NHL projection. Like his brothers Jack and Quinn,
Luke’s edgework is fantastic, showing great ability to elude checks. His
skating and skill combination allow him to generate a lot of controlled
exits and entries. His playmaking isn’t at the same level as his brothers,
but he has enough skill and vision to be on an NHL power play and be a
driver at the top level. The size and skating combination should allow him
to make stops as a pro, but currently his D-zone coverage isn’t
completely refined, as he needs to work on his gaps. He can be a bit
risky and turnover prone with the puck, and managing that is a main area
of concern with scouts. Hughes projects as a top-pair defenseman who
can be on a power play and be elite in transition, but will have issues
matching up versus top players.

Hockey Sense: Average

26. Luke Hughes, LHD, New Jersey

27. Jake Sanderson, LHD, Ottawa
July 8, 2002 | 6-foot-2 | 185 pounds
Drafted: No. 5 in 2020

Compete: Average
Boldy had a great season, scoring at high levels between college, the
AHL and the world juniors. The skill Boldy has, particularly for a big
forward, stands out constantly. He can put on dazzling displays with the
puck, and versus men he showed his skill plays worked as he created
offense in a lot of ways. Boldy is a great passer. He can create chances
from the perimeter and is good around the net. He doesn’t score a ton of
goals but he has a decent mid-range shot. Boldy’s main issue has always
been his skating. It won’t be a strength in the NHL, but given all his other
pros, I see a potential first-line winger.
30. Arthur Kaliyev, RW, Los Angeles
June 26, 2001 | 6-foot-2 | 190 pounds
Drafted: No. 33 in 2019
Tier: Projected top of lineup player
Skating: Below-average
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Puck Skills: Below-average

Skating: Average

Hockey Sense: Above-average

Puck Skills: Above-average

Compete: Average

Hockey Sense: Average

Shot: High-end

Compete: Above-average

Kaliyev had a good year for a teenager in the AHL, and was an important
part of why the U.S. won gold at the world juniors. His game looks the
same as it has for years, and you either love it or you don’t — which is
why he’s rated this high but also went No. 33 in the draft. Kaliyev isn’t the
most physical player, although I don’t think he’s soft, and he lacks ideal
NHL quickness. But once inside the offensive zone he’s deadly. He has a
shot that can pick corners from range, and he’s a tremendous passer
who can make quick plays into seams and be creative as a playmaker.
Kaliyev will need a center to carry and create entries into the zone, but
once in and on the power play, I expect him to put up numbers in the
AHL. He projects as a first-line winger.

Hischier is a great player, a center who can play big NHL minutes. He
has a ton of skill, he can make plays and score goals in the dirty areas.
He was named captain of an NHL team at a very young age and plays a
responsible two-way game, killing penalties in the league, and showing
good details and effort off the puck. I think he will have a lot of offense in
his NHL career, but he’s not a dynamo in terms of his speed and
playmaking even if those are positives about his game. He’s a projected
bottom half of the league, first-line center who on a contender ideally is
your 2C.

31. Matthew Beniers, C, Seattle

June 13, 2001 | six-foot | 193 pounds

Nov. 5, 2002 | 6-foot-2 | 175 pounds

Drafted: No. 4 in 2019

Drafted: No. 2 in 2021

Tier: Projected top of lineup player

Tier: Projected top of lineup player

Skating: High-end

Skating: Average

Puck Skills: Average

Puck Skills: Below-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Hockey Sense: Average

Compete: Above-average

Compete: High-end

Shot: Above-average

Beniers is a top prospect because he is an elite competitor and makes
the most of his toolkit every game. I’ve seen him play nearly a hundred
games over the last three years between the U.S. NTDP, college and
international competitions, and I can count on one hand the number of
times he hasn’t made an impact on a game. His work ethic shows
through how hard he forechecks and backchecks, how every play is
made with speed, how he wins a ton of battles, and how fearless he is
getting to the high-traffic areas. Beniers wills his way to puck possession
and scoring chances, while also able to set up a lot of plays. Beniers
projects as a top-two-line center, a No. 2 on a Stanley Cup contender or
a low-end No. 1, who can score at a reasonable rate for those roles and
provide high-end value off the puck.

Byram played limited minutes for Colorado as a teenager but was one of
the best defenseman at the world juniors. There’s a lot to like about his
game, but his skating is the primary thing. He’s quick, but his edge work
is fantastic. He has a deep knee bend and is able to make unique plays
off the blue line due to his edges. Byram is very tough to check and will
be active in the offense due to how well he navigates the ice. He’s also a
tough player physically, which combined with his skating can make you
envision a good defender. His offense doesn’t pop, but he makes a lot of
plays, has a good mid-range shot and shows flashes of high-end skill. I
see a potential top-pair, two-way defenseman who may not be a true
PP1 player but that won’t matter much on a team with Makar.

32. Spencer Knight, G, Florida

July 22, 1999 | 6-foot-2 | 192 pounds

Apr. 19, 2001 | 6-foot-3 | 192 pounds

Drafted: No. 39 in 2017

Drafted: No. 13 in 2019

Tier: Projected top of the lineup player

Tier: Projected top of the lineup player and top tier starting goaltender

Skating: Poor

Athleticism: Below-average

Puck Skills: Average

Hockey Sense: Above-average

Hockey Sense: Above-average

Knight was one of the best goalies in college, was a big reason USA won
World Junior gold and was impressive in a brief NHL appearance,
including in the playoffs. Knight’s game is very subtle. His goaltending
mechanics are refined, he makes a lot of great reads and he generally
doesn’t seem to be in distress in the net. His brain is exceptional and you
see it in how efficiently he moves around his crease. He has good
enough quickness; I debated giving him an NHL average grade, but
that’s not the selling point of his game. He’s also an excellent puck
player. He projects as a quality starting goalie in the NHL.

Compete: Average

33. Nico Hischier, C, New Jersey
Jan. 4, 1999 | 6-foot-1 | 176 pounds
Drafted: No. 1 in 2017
Tier: Projected top of the lineup player

34. Bowen Byram, LHD, Colorado

35. Jason Robertson, LW, Dallas

Shot: Above-average
Robertson had a simply fantastic season with 45 points in 51 games in
his first NHL season, being in the Calder race for large chunks of the
season. When he has the puck on his stick, he’s dangerous due to his
high skill level and great shot. His hockey sense drives his game. He
makes a ton of very clever passes, always seems to move pucks into
good spots and sets up a lot of chances. Robertson went in the second
round because of his skating. It’s an awkward stride that lacks any real
explosiveness, but he finds a way to make it work due to all the other
assets he has. He’ll never be the guy leading a rush up the ice, but he’s
very dangerous from the offensive blue line inwards. Robertson looks like
a top-line NHL winger.
36. Kent Johnson, C, Columbus
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Oct. 18, 2002 | 6-foot-1 | 167 pounds

Drafted: No. 10 in 2020

Drafted: No. 5 in 2021

Tier: Projected top of the lineup player

Tier: Projected top of lineup player

Skating: Below-average

Skating: Below-average

Puck Skills: Above-average

Puck Skills: Elite

Hockey Sense: Above-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Compete: Average

Compete: Average

Perfetti was a productive pro in the AHL as a teenager, while also having
a good world juniors and a decent world championships for his age. His
season wasn’t outstanding, but he looked like a top prospect. Perfetti’s
game is all about what he can do with the puck. He has exceptional
hands and playmaking ability, and makes plays at a high level. He has
PP1 skill for the NHL. His skating for his size has always been the issue,
and his game can lack pace. I didn’t think he was pushed around versus
men. I saw him get to the net well and generate offense in hard areas to
go with his perimeter skill. He played some center in the AHL, but he
realistically projects as a wing and could do so on the first line. If he stays
down the middle, it’s probably a 2C.

Johnson has dynamic skill and playmaking ability. A lot of his puck
touches look unique from other players on the ice, with the ability to
make between-the-legs and behind-the-back plays look routine. He’s a
very creative playmaker who can make difficult plays in small areas
consistently but can overcomplicate at times. Johnson has a decent wrist
shot, which he showed more in junior than college. His game can lack
pace and he’s not that hard to play against, but I wouldn’t call him soft
either. In a sentence, Johnson projects as a top-line NHL forward,
possibly on the wing, but I’m not ruling out him becoming an NHL center,
and Columbus likely took him at No. 5 with the idea he would be a
center.

40. Connor McMichael, C, Washington

37. Anton Lundell, C, Florida

Jan. 15, 2001 | 5-foot-11 | 174 pounds

Oct. 3, 2001 | 6-foot-1 | 185 pounds

Drafted: No. 25 in 2019

Drafted: No. 12 in 2020

Tier: Projected top of the lineup player

Tier: Projected top of the lineup player

Skating: Below-average

Skating: Below-average

Puck Skills: Average

Puck Skills: Average

Hockey Sense: Average

Hockey Sense: Average

Compete: Average

Compete: Above-average

Shot: High-end

Shot: Above-average

McMichael had a great season in the AHL considering his age and was
the leading scorer for the best team in the North Division in Hershey.
With the puck on his stick and inside the offensive zone, McMichael is a
threat. He’s got great hands and one-on-one abilities. He’s a very strong
passer who can hit seams consistently and be creative as a playmaker.
His best asset is his shot, as McMichael can pick corners from range and
is a threat to score from anywhere in the offensive zone. His skating,
especially for his size, will likely never get you that excited, but there’s so
much talent you can see him become a first-line winger in the NHL or a
good second-line center.

Lundell had a truly excellent season, excelling at the Liiga, World Junior
and World Championship levels. I liked Lundell’s sense and compete in
his draft season, but this season I saw more offensive confidence
matching the hype on him when he was 16. He displayed puck creativity
and a mid-range shot threat to go with the playmaking. He also showed
he could be a reliable two-way center versus men. Lundell’s skating is
still not great, but everything else about his game says he can be a great
NHL player. I see a No. 2 center on a contender and a low-end No. 1.
38. Yaroslav Askarov, G, Nashville
Jun. 16, 2002 | 6-foot-3 | 176 pounds

Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player and quality starting
goaltender

Drafted: No. 11 in 2020

41. Seth Jarvis, RW, Carolina

Tier: Projected top of lineup player or top tier starting goaltender

Feb. 1, 2002 | 5-foot-10 | 175 pounds

Athleticism: Above-average

Drafted: No. 13 in 2020

Hockey Sense: Average

Tier: Projected bubble top of lineup and middle of lineup player

Askarov didn’t play a ton of hockey this season, but he was quite
successful when he did, particularly versus men in the KHL and for
Russia internationally. The tremendous quick-twitch in his frame stands
out right away when you watch him. He’s a high-end athlete in how he
navigates around his crease, can challenge shooters quickly, and get up
and down in his goaltending stance. It can lead to him at times being a
little chaotic, but I generally like how he reads the play and how he reacts
to eliminate chances. You’d like to see him quiet his game down a little,
but that’s also part of what makes him special. I see a player who can be
an upper-echelon starting goalie in the NHL.

Skating: Above-average

39. Cole Perfetti, C, Winnipeg
Jan. 1, 2002 | 5-foot-11 | 177 pounds

Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: High-end
Shot: Above-average
Jarvis opened eyes with how good he was right away in the AHL this
season, scoring seven goals and 11 points in nine games right out of his
draft season. He wasn’t quite as dominant in the WHL as expected, but
he was still very good. He has so many NHL assets. Jarvis is a great
skater and an even better competitor. He’s a force to deal with coming
down the wing because of how well he attacks the net, and how quick
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and relentless he is on loose pucks to create rushes. He has great skill
and can make creative plays to generate offense, on top of being a midrange shot threat, but it’s his quick, direct style of play that makes me
think he’ll be a good top-six forward in the NHL.
42. Robert Thomas, C, St. Louis
July 2, 1999 | six-foot | 188 pounds
Drafted: No. 20 in 2017
Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of lineup player
Skating: Average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Above-average
Compete: Above-average
Shot: Below-average
Thomas over his three NHL seasons has shown he is a useful, if not a
good player; but he has not taken the big step forward I thought he would
after his teenage years. There’s no doubt he has a lot of positives in his
game. He’s a tremendous playmaker, showing a high individual skill level
and great perimeter passing ability. He skates well enough for the NHL,
and while not the most physical guy, he works off the puck, plays with
courage and doesn’t shy from trying to create in the high percentage
areas. His career shooting percentage is high but over his pro and junior
career has never been a true finisher and doesn’t generate that many
shots for himself. I think he can be a good top-six forward; if he stays at
center it would likely be as a 2C.

the puck on his stick due to his vision and skating, and he has enough
skill to be a legit power play type in the NHL. Smith’s skating is more
elusive than fast, with great edge work that allows him to navigate the ice
well and evade pressure. He’s not the biggest defenseman, but I don’t
think he’s soft and I believe as he matures he’ll be able to handle tougher
minutes in the league because he can skate and compete. He’s not the
most dynamic 5-foot-11 defenseman you’ll see in the league, but he
accomplishes a lot and will be a good top-four defenseman for a while.
45. Kirill Marchenko, RW, Columbus
July 21, 2000 | 6-foot-3 | 187 pounds
Drafted: No. 49 in 2018
Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of lineup player
Skating: Average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Average
Shot: Above-average

Nov. 22, 1998 | 6-foot-1 | 201 pounds

Marchenko had a good year as an important offensive player for a top
KHL team, but he didn’t take a big step forward like I thought he would. I
still see someone who is a top rated prospect because the toolkit is way
too good. When you’re a 6-foot-3 forward who can skate and have a lot
of skill there is a lot of pro potential. On his best shift when he winds up
and flies through the neutral zone with his size, speed and skill
combination, he’s very difficult to stop. Marchenko can make plays and
fire from range but his game is more direct than cerebral. I don’t think
he’s soft, but his effort can be inconsistent off the puck. I see a good topsix winger in the NHL, but you’d like to see him really go off in 2022.

Drafted: No. 8 in 2017

46. Grigori Denisenko, LW, Florida

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of lineup player

June 24, 2000 | 5-foot-11 | 176 pounds

Skating: Below-average

Drafted: No. 15 in 2018

Puck Skills: Above-average

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player

Hockey Sense: Average

Skating: Above-average

Compete: Average

Puck Skills: Average

Fool me once, shame on you; twice, shame on me. Putting that mentality
aside for a second, when I watched Mittelstadt this season I liked a lot of
the things he did on the ice, particularly in the last 20 or so games of the
season. His skill level pops. He can beat NHL defenders consistently with
his puck handling. He sees the ice very well, and can make tough plays
in small areas and through seams. His skating is not the best and it’s
been the leading issue for him transitioning to the NHL, but he showed
he could make more plays with pace this season. I think he will be a
good top-six forward because he has so much skill, but I realize I’ve said
this before and it hasn’t happened yet.

Hockey Sense: Average

43. Casey Mittelstadt, C, Buffalo

44. Ty Smith, LHD, New Jersey
Mar. 24, 2000 | 5-foot-11 | 175 pounds
Drafted: No. 17 in 2018
Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of lineup player
Skating: Above-average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Above-average
Smith had a great rookie season, playing a significant role for New
Jersey and earning some well deserved Calder votes. He stands out with

Compete: Above-average
Shot: Above-average
Denisenko had a brief season between the AHL and NHL, where he
looked promising but didn’t explode offensively. The toolkit still screams
top-six forward. He’s got good speed, not elite speed, but his edges and
cut backs are fantastic. Denisenko has great skill, playmaking and has a
shot threat. He’s not big but not a pushover, and he competes hard. I
don’t see him as a penalty killer, but he has some physicality. Denisenko
has all the components to be a strong top-six forward, but it would be
nice to see him do it soon versus men consistently.
47. Brandt Clarke, RHD, Los Angeles
Feb. 9, 2003 | 6-foot-2 | 185 pounds
Drafted: No. 8 in 2021
Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of lineup player
Skating: Below-average
Puck Skills: Above-average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Average
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Clarke went to Slovakia because there was no OHL season and was
quite good. He is a dynamic player with the puck because of his puck
skills and playmaking ability. He has the poise and vision to make tough
plays from both ends of the rink. He can beat opponents with his skill
consistently and looks unique with the puck on his stick, with true first
power-play unit potential in the NHL. The concern on Clarke is his
skating as he’s a somewhat knock-kneed skater without great quickness.
He defends well in junior due to his sense and having decent reach on
top of being fairly competitive, but the pace will be a concern in that
regard as he advances levels. Clarke projects as a second or third
defenseman who can be on a top NHL power-play unit but might not be
able to face top opponents defensively.

Compete: Average

48. Filip Chytil, C, New York Rangers

51. Barrett Hayton, C, Arizona

Sept. 5, 1999 | 6-foot-1 | 178 pounds

Jun. 9, 2000 | 6-foot-1 | 190 pounds

Drafted: No. 21 in 2017

Drafted: No. 5 in 2018

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player

Tier: Bubble projected top or middle of the lineup player

Skating: Above-average

Skating: Below-average

Puck Skills: Average

Puck Skills: Average

Hockey Sense: Below-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Compete: Average

Compete: Above-average

Chytil has been in the league for a while, logging 200 games before his
22nd birthday so it’s easy to forget how young he is despite the fact he
hasn’t had a huge season in the NHL yet. Chytil’s toolkit is easy to dream
on. A center who has high-end speed and skill with decent size is a
player you can easily envision doing a lot of damage in the NHL. He’s not
the most natural playmaker and off the puck he’s just fine, which can
frustrate scouts over the years. He may not be a true future 1C, maybe
more a 2C or a very good top-six wing if that’s how a coach prefers to
use his speed, but I still think his best days are ahead of him.

Shot: Above-average

49. Rasmus Sandin, LHD, Toronto
Mar. 7, 2000 | 5-foot-11 | 184 pounds
Drafted: No. 29 in 2018
Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of lineup player
Skating: Below-average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Above-average
Compete: Above-average
Sandin didn’t play much last season, but when he did, he showed you a
lot of what you expected from seeing him in the past few seasons. His
puck game is very strong. He has quick hands and great poise as a
playmaker who can move it very well from both ends of the rink. Sandin’s
first pass is excellent, and he has great blue line creativity, as the PP1
guy for Toronto in the playoffs. The offense will be there in the NHL; the
question is can he defend in the NHL. I think he can because his
compete is strong and he can play physically, but his subpar skating,
particularly for his 5-foot-11 frame, does worry some. I still see someone
who can overcome that and become a quality top-four defenseman.
50. Nils Lundkvist, RHD, New York Rangers
July 27, 2000 | 5-foot-11 | 180 pounds
Drafted: No. 28 in 2018
Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player
Skating: Average
Puck Skills: Below-average
Hockey Sense: Above-average

Shot: Above-average
Lundkvist had another strong season in Sweden, as he was named
defenseman of the year and excelled with Sweden’s senior team. He
makes so many plays on the ice. He has quality mobility for the NHL
level and a hard point shot, but his playmaking and sense are what drive
his game. He makes so many subtle and difficult plays all over the ice
that lead to offense. You can easily envision him helping an NHL power
play. He’s not that big and I would say his game is more offense tilted
than defensive, but with his skating he should hold up enough in the NHL
to be a good top four defenseman.

There’s no getting around the fact Hayton had a bad season. Between
his play in Finland, the NHL and the AHL, he simply didn’t perform as
expected for his talent level and was a point of debate all season in
scouting circles. I saw enough of the good from him in flashes this
season in terms of his great skill and playmaking to believe this was an
outlier campaign, not the real Hayton. But it’s still fair to be concerned
about his offense, especially since he’s not that fast. I still see a very
skilled and competitive player who plays high in a lineup. He may not be
that star No. 1 center I saw as a teenager; maybe he’s a first-line winger,
a great 2C, a low-end 1C. I still believe in this player, but to an extent,
and he’ll need to rebound next season.
52. Alexander Holtz, RW, New Jersey
Jan. 23, 2000 | six-foot | 192 pounds
Drafted: No. 7 in 2020
Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of lineup player
Skating: Below-average
Puck Skills: Above-average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Below-average
Shot: High-end
Holtz had a good year but didn’t have the season a lot of people probably
expected from him after his great draft season in the SHL. There’s still a
lot to like about this player. He has tremendous one-on-one skills. He has
a standout wrist shot that will beat NHL goalies from range due to how
quick and accurate it is. While he’s a goal-scorer, Holtz can also see the
ice well, making strong seam passes and plays under pressure. Where
he can frustrate coaches and scouts is his game lacks pace. He doesn’t
have much speed, but also drifts to the perimeter and doesn’t engage
physically. I still see a strong top-six forward, but he might not be a true
top driver of play in the NHL without rounding out his play.
53. Samuel Fagemo, LW, Los Angeles
Mar. 14, 2000 | six-foot | 194 pounds
Drafted: No. 50 in 2019
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Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of lineup player

Drafted: No. 10 in 2017

Skating: Average

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player

Puck Skills: Average

Skating: Average

Hockey Sense: Average

Puck Skills: Average

Compete: Average

Hockey Sense: Average

Shot: Above-average

Compete: Average

Fagemo had a good season between his play in Sweden and the AHL,
but it’s fair to say he didn’t play up to the same level as his great 2020
season. I still see so many NHL quality attributes that I think Fagemo is a
great prospect. He’s a good skater who can beat defenders wide. He has
very good hands to beat opponents with skill. His main offensive weapon
is his shot, with a hard wrist and one-timer that can score from the dots.
He can make plays and bully his way to the net but his shot is his top
threat. Nothing about his game is elite, but there’s so much good that I
could see him become a quality top-six winger.

Shot: Above-average

54. Calen Addison, RHD, Minnesota

57. Eeli Tolvanen, LW, Nashville

Apr. 11, 2000 | 5-foot-10 | 180 pounds

Apr. 22, 1999 | 5-foot-10 | 170 pounds

Drafted: No. 53 in 2018 by Pittsburgh

Drafted: No. 30 in 2017

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of lineup player

Skating: High-end

Skating: Average

Puck Skills: Below-average

Puck Skills: Average

Hockey Sense: Above-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Compete: Below-average

Compete: Average

Addison transitioned to pro hockey quite well as a rookie, logging top
minutes for Iowa and earning a few NHL games. His skating jumps out
as a major NHL asset. Addison can jet around the ice and escape
pressure very well. He creates a lot of controlled exits and entries due to
his skating and his great passing. His outlets are great, and he shows
blue-line creativity to generate offense. His size and physicality aren’t
great, and he will have to be used in a specific way in the NHL, but I see
a quality top-four NHL defenseman.

Shot: High-end

55. Thomas Harley, LHD, Dallas
Aug. 19, 2001 | 6-foot-3 | 188 pounds
Drafted: No. 18 in 2019
Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player
Skating: Average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Average
Shot: Above-average
Harley had an excellent season versus men as a teenager, playing big
minutes for Texas. He has everything you want in an NHL defenseman.
He is a long, mobile defender who can create offense and use his
athleticism to make a lot of stops. He sees the ice at a high level, has a
hard point shot, and can make skilled exits and entries. Harley isn’t
overly physical but with his skating breaks up a lot of plays. His game
can be a bit sleepy at times and fade into the background too much for
his talent level, which is frustrating because he can dominate a game. I
see a very good top-four NHL defenseman with top-pair tools if he
develops well.
56. Owen Tippett, RW, Florida
Feb. 16, 1999 | 6-foot-1 | 200 pounds

Tippett’s numbers were good, not great, in his first NHL season, but he
was on a deep offensive team. In general I liked a lot of what I saw. I
thought Tippett showed his skill and creativity, he made plays with pace
and he displayed good vision to go with his shot threat. He’ll never be
known for his physical or defensive play, but I didn’t think he looked soft
or took nights off. Tippett looks like he will be a quality top-six winger in
the NHL as he matures.

I was pleasantly surprised by Tolvanen’s season in the NHL, as he was a
big part of Nashville’s lineup and power play after an up and down last
few seasons. There’s no denying he has great skill, offensive creativity
and, in particular, a really high-end shot. His ability to beat goalies clean
from distance with his wrist and slap shot was shown to be clearly NHL
quality this season. I thought his compete looked better this season than
it’s been in previous years, showing better details, winning some battles
in the NHL and not being as perimeter. His skating particularly for his
size is just fine, which may prevent him from being a true driver at even
strength, but Tolvanen looks back on track to becoming a quality top-six
forward in the NHL.
58. Shane Pinto, C, Ottawa
Nov. 12, 2002 | 6-foot-2 | 192 pounds
Drafted: No. 32 in 2019
Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player
Skating: Below-average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Above-average
Pinto was one of the best players in college this season and looked solid
in the NHL after he signed with Ottawa. He’s not a flashy player but he
accomplishes a lot. He has NHL quality skill, vision and shooting ability,
but he appeals to scouts through his details and work ethic. He wins a lot
of battles, he can kill penalties and he is a reliable defensive center with
size in the NHL. His footspeed has never been great and may keep him
from posting big numbers in the league, but all his other assets make him
project as a quality top-six, two-way center in the NHL. You can envision
him playing tougher minutes while guys like Norris and Stützle get the
offensive deployment.
59. Vasily Podkolzin, RW, Vancouver
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June 24, 2001 | 6-foot-1 | 190 pounds

62. Jesperi Kotkaniemi, C, Carolina

Drafted: No. 10 in 2019

July 6, 2000 | 6-foot-2 | 188 pounds

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of lineup player

Drafted: No. 3 in 2018

Skating: Below-average

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of lineup player

Puck Skills: Average

Skating: Below-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Puck Skills: Average

Compete: High-end

Hockey Sense: Average

Podkolzin’s season started slowly but picked up as it went along,
including having a great KHL postseason. He has great individual skill
and playmaking ability, but the reason Podkolzin is appealing is his
compete level. He’s a bulldog type player, who wins a ton of battles, is
highly physical, and can create havoc around the net. He’s an awkward
skater with limited speed, so he may not be able to do the same hard net
drives in the NHL that he did at other levels, but he’s so strong on pucks I
still see a player whose game will translate. I see Podkolzin is a quality
top-six winger.

Compete: Average

60. Cam York, LHD, Philadelphia
Jan. 5, 2001 | 5-foot-11 | 175 pounds
Drafted: No. 14 in 2019
Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player
Skating: Average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Above-average
Compete: Average
York had a great season. He was a top player in the Big Ten, a leading
player on USA’s World Junior gold medal run, and had a good test run at
the pro level toward the end of the season. He’s not a flashy player, but
he makes a lot of good things happen. His decision-making with the puck
is great, he moves it up the ice very efficiently and makes a lot of plays
inside the offensive zone. York has one-on-one skill and flashes it on
occasion, but prefers to pass pucks or skate them out of trouble. He’s
better offensively than defensively due to his size, but with his feet and
brain he should be a competent NHL defender. I see a quality top-four
defenseman in the NHL who will be on a power play unit.

Kotkaniemi had a fine season, playing regular minutes for Montreal, but
he didn’t take the big step forward you would have hoped. He has a quick
stick and is able to drag pucks through opponents consistently. He’s a
great passer who can run a power play off the flank and make creative
passes. He competes hard, not in a standout manner but the work ethic
is good enough in terms of handling physicality. Kotkaniemi’s biggest
flaw has always been his skating. It’s not terrible, he can play in the NHL
as a 6-foot-2 center with skill, but he can’t pull away from checks. I think
there’s still enough components to be a quality top-six forward. If he
stays at center, he’s likely a 2C.
63. Mason McTavish, C, Anaheim
Jan. 30, 2003 | 6-foot-1 | 207 pounds
Drafted: No. 3 in 2021
Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player
Skating: Below-average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Above-average
Shot: Above-average

Drafted: No. 18 in 2021

McTavish was good in Switzerland’s second-tier pro league, with the
OHL season canceled, and great at the U18 worlds for Canada.
McTavish has always shown he can score. He can attack defenses in
numerous ways in the offensive zone with his NHL-caliber skill, vision
and shot. He is a creative player who tries to make things happen. He
has the shot to score from range versus pros and is very good at creating
around the net. He works hard enough to win a lot of puck battles. The
main flaw in McTavish’s skill set is his skating, as he will be OK in the
NHL in that regard but will struggle to create separation. McTavish
projects as a strong top-six forward in the NHL, a strong second-line
center or a low-end first-line wing.

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player

64. Rodion Amirov, LW, Toronto

Skating: Below-average

Oct. 2, 2001 | 6-foot-0 | 167 pounds

Puck Skills: Above-average

Drafted: No. 15 in 2020

Hockey Sense: Average

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of lineup player

Compete: Above-average

Skating: Above-average

Lucius missed most of the season with injuries, but when healthy he
showed what he did in his underage season in that he could score a lot
of goals and drive a team’s offense. Lucius was one of the most purely
skilled players in the 2021 NHL Draft, with elite one-on-one skills and the
ability to make defenders miss. He is known for his goal scoring, but he
has good vision and can find seams and create in tight areas. His scoring
is less due to an elite shot and where he scores. If you saw a heat map
for his shots, it’s a big blob in front of the crease. Lucius lacks physicality
and defensive value off the puck, but he generates a lot of offense by
going to the net. His skating is a concern and he will likely not be able to
separate at the NHL level. Lucius projects as a strong top-six NHL
forward who can be on a top power-play unit in a bumper/net position.

Puck Skills: Average

61. Chaz Lucius, C, Winnipeg
May. 2, 2003 | 6-foot-1 | 185 pounds

Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Average
Amirov had a good season, scoring at a solid clip in the KHL considering
his minutes weren’t that high on a deep offensive team. His skating pops
when you watch him. He has good speed and excellent edge work. He
has great ability to cut back in open ice and spin off pressure. He
combined his great feet with impressive puck skills and playmaking
ability, making difficult plays with the puck on the move at a quick pace.
Off the puck, Amirov won’t inspire that much, but his speed and skill
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combination should allow him to drive play in the NHL and make him a
quality top-six winger.

puck skills. He should have just enough offensive touch to be a solid topfour defenseman who can play against good players.

65. Sebastian Cossa, G, Detroit

68. Ville Heinola, LHD, Winnipeg

Nov. 21, 2002 | 6-foot-6 | 210 pounds

Feb. 3, 2001 | 5-foot-11 | 178 pounds

Drafted: No. 15 in 2021

Drafted: No. 20 in 2019

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality
starting goaltender

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player

Athleticism: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Cossa was as good as you could have asked him to be in the WHL,
dominating the league for two seasons. His athletic toolkit is very
intriguing as a 6-foot-6 goalie who can move very well for that size. He
covers a lot of net with his length. He has some quick twitch in his frame
in how he moves around the net, and gets in and out of his butterfly.
Cossa’s reads are typically great. He loses track of some pucks and can
be a bit busy in the net but usually anticipates the play very well. I love
his selective aggressiveness with his positioning, and how he takes away
angles with his size as well as how well he uses his stick to break up a lot
of plays. Cossa projects as a quality NHL starting goaltender with the
potential to become an upper-echelon goalie.

Skating: Average
Puck Skills: Below-average
Hockey Sense: Above-average
Compete: Average

66. Peyton Krebs, C, Vegas

Heinola had a great season between his league play in Liiga, the AHL
and as a top defenseman at the world juniors. His tremendous IQ stands
out, as he makes great plays with the puck in every zone and rarely
seems to make a mistake. The part about Heinola’s game that has won
me over is the progression in his skating. He’s not a blazer, but he has
enough quickness to pull away from checks, and he has great edge work
to maneuver around and open up space for his playmaking. Defensively
he’s good enough due to his smarts and being mobile enough, but his
calling card will be his puck game as opposed to playing hard minutes.
He projects as a quality top-four defenseman with NHL power play ability.

Jan. 26, 2001 | 5-foot-11 | 180 pounds

69. Dawson Mercer, C, New Jersey

Drafted: No. 17 in 2019

Oct. 27, 2001 | six-foot | 180 pounds

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of lineup player

Drafted: No. 18 in 2020

Skating: Average

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of lineup player

Puck Skills: Average

Skating: Below-average

Hockey Sense: Above-average

Puck Skills: Average

Compete: Above-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Shot: Below-average

Compete: Above-average

Krebs had a great season, as a dominant junior in the WHL and a top
player for Canada at the world juniors. He also held his own in a few
games at the AHL and NHL levels. He has a lot of pro attributes but
particularly his hockey sense jumps out at you. He makes so many plays
with his vision, finding ways to hit a lot of seams, create under pressure
and improvise to generate a lot of chances. Krebs isn’t that big, but he’s
a good skater with a high compete level, which makes you think he can
play center in the NHL. His main issue is historically he doesn’t finish that
much. I see someone who can be a quality top-six forward, including if he
stays down the middle.

Shot: Above-average

67. Braden Schneider, RHD, New York Rangers

Mercer was one of the top players in the QMJHL this season and a
reliable two-way player for Canada at the world juniors. He’s a versatile
player who accomplishes a lot. He can play a highly skilled game with the
puck, while also being a hard, competitive forward who can win a lot of
battles, penalty kill and create around the net. He can generate chances
through his work ethic and vision, while also having a shot that can finish
from mid-range. Mercer’s skating is a drawback, but given his high
compete level and skill, I can see him become a good top-six forward,
likely on the wing on a team with Jack Hughes and Hischier or an elite
third-line center.

Sept. 20, 2001 | 6-foot-2 | 202 pounds

70. Cole Sillinger, C, Columbus

Drafted: No. 19 in 2020

May 16, 2003 | six-foot | 197 pounds

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player

Drafted: No. 12 in 2021

Skating: Average

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of lineup player

Puck Skills: Below-average

Skating: Below-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Puck Skills: Average

Compete: Above-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Schneider was named the best defenseman in the WHL and earned an
invite to Canada’s World Championship team as a 19-year-old. He
projects as a tough minutes NHL defenseman because he’s a 6-foot-2,
mobile, physical player. He closes on checks very well and is hard to play
against. The offensive components of his game don’t pop, but he can
skate pucks out of trouble, makes a good first pass and shows flashes of

Compete: Above-average
Shot: Above-average
Sillinger went to the USHL with the WHL’s delayed start where he was
one of the league’s best forwards. Sillinger is a smart player, who can
make seam passes consistently and make creative plays due to his great
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hands and offensive IQ. He can play on the perimeter due to his vision
and a great one-timer/wrist shot combo, which he gets off with velocity
and accuracy. He can also play inside. He wins battles, gets to the net, is
reliable defensively and doesn’t shy from playing physically. His skating
is an area of concern, with a heavy stride. He likely won’t be able to drive
entries at the top level. Sillinger projects as a quality top-six NHL forward,
whether at center or the wing, who will bring scoring and physicality
elements to a lineup.
71. Morgan Frost, C, Philadelphia
May 14, 1999 | 5-foot-11 | 170 pounds
Drafted: No. 27 in 2017
Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player
Skating: Below-average
Puck Skills: Above-average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Below-average
Frost missed the entire season due to a shoulder injury. When he was
healthy last season, he looked promising as a rookie professional
building off a great junior career. Frost is pure skill. He can make highly
imaginative plays with the puck as a handler and passer, and be a
primary creator off the perimeter with his playmaking. He lacks size and
speed in his game, and as a rookie professional saw a tendency to drift
to the outside too much as opposed to playing around the net. But he still
found a way to be effective. When healthy, he has too much talent, and I
see a guy who can be a good top-six forward, even if he might not be a
primary defensive option.

toolkit doesn’t jump out at you immediately. He’s about 6-foot-3 and
moves well but not at an elite level. What makes him such a good
goaltender is his tremendous sense and puck-tracking ability. He makes
the right read at a remarkably high frequency, with little unnecessary
movement in net. Wallstedt can make a tough save when he needs to
and has some lateral quickness, but it often seems like he doesn’t have
to adjust his technique much on a given save, especially when the puck
is in the high-percentage areas. Wallstedt projects as a quality NHL
starting goaltender.
74. Nicholas Robertson, LW, Toronto
Sept. 11, 2001 | 5-foot-9 | 160 pounds
Drafted: No. 53 in 2019
Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of lineup player
Skating: Below-average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Above-average
Compete: Above-average
Shot: Above-average

Oct. 18, 2000 | 5-foot-10 | 172 pounds

Robertson was a highly productive player for a teenager in the AHL in his
first full pro season. When he has the puck on his stick, he stands out
with his skill level. He can make imaginative dekes and passes
consistently. Combined with a great shot that allows him to score from a
distance, Robertson is a real threat inside the offensive zone. He’s not
that big, but he’s a worker. He hustles to win loose puck battles and
causes more problems for teams than you’d expect with his frame. His
main drawback is his skating, as he has an awkward stride that could
create challenges for him in the NHL. Given how many positives there
are in his game, I still see a player who could become a very good top-six
winger.

Drafted: No. 68 in 2019

75. Marco Rossi, C, Minnesota

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player

Sept. 23, 2001 | 5-foot-9 | 183 pounds

Skating: Above-average

Drafted: No. 9 in 2020

Puck Skills: Below-average

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player

Hockey Sense: Above-average

Skating: Average

Compete: Average

Puck Skills: Above-average

Jones had a huge season, as a big part of UMass’ push for a national
championship. He then scored a few points in the NHL and was one of
USA’s best players at the world championships. His development has
been rather promising the last few years as his skating became a clear
strength at the NHL level. He’s a mobile defenseman who can skate
pucks up ice and evade pressure well, but his biggest strength is his
playmaking ability. Jones moves the puck very well, showing great poise
and instincts from the blue line. He’s a 5-foot-10 defenseman who will be
able to defend well enough because of his feet, but realistically he won’t
line up against top players. Even with that in mind, I see a top-four
defenseman who can make an impact offensively.

Hockey Sense: Average

72. Zac Jones, LHD, New York Rangers

Compete: Above-average

73. Jesper Wallstedt, G, Minnesota

Rossi missed almost the entire season due to a complication from
COVID-19. As The Athletic’s Michael Russo has reported, Rossi is
making encouraging progress. When on the ice, Rossi brings a lot of
positive elements, particularly his very high skill and compete levels. He
is small but wins a lot of battles. He can make a lot of complex plays
through defenders and create a lot of chances. His footspeed is good,
but not great for a 5-foot-9 player, which is his main drawback for an NHL
projection. He projects as a quality top-six forward but his health is
obviously the main thing to monitor going forward.

Nov. 14, 2002 | 6-foot-3 | 214 pounds

Projected middle of the lineup player and starting goaltender

Drafted: No. 20 in 2021

76. K’Andre Miller, LHD, New York Rangers

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player

Jan. 21, 2000 | 6-foot-3 | 206 pounds

Puck Skills: Below-average

Drafted: No. 22 in 2018

Hockey Sense: Above-average

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Wallstedt was the rare first-year draft-eligible who not only played but
excelled in the SHL. He fell off in the second half, but his body of work
between junior, pro and international is quite strong. Wallstedt’s athletic

Skating: Average
Puck Skills: Below-average
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Hockey Sense: Average

79. Kailer Yamamoto, RW, Edmonton

Compete: Above-average

Sept. 29, 1998 | 5-foot-8 | 153 pounds

Shot: Above-average

Drafted: No. 22 in 2017

Miller had a great rookie NHL season, playing at times on both special
teams for the Rangers and looking like he belonged in the big leagues
right from the start. When you have a defenseman his size who can
skate well and is a hard-to-play-against defender, you can instantly see
how he can make a lot of stops in the NHL. Miller can defend, but the
amount of offense he showed was intriguing as a playmaker. He
displayed great outlet passes and showed offensive instincts inside the
offensive zone to go with a hard point shot. I don’t know if his offense will
ever be a selling point, but it should be good enough to be a second-pair
defenseman for a while with the possibility to evolve into a true top pair
type if the offense ever pops.

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player
Skating: High-end
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Above-average

Drafted: No. 6 in 2021

Yamamoto’s production took a step back last season, but I still think he’s
a very good player. The skating is a separator at the NHL level. He
works, he can win battles despite his 5-foot-8 frame and he creates
offense around the net front area. I think Yamamoto has skill. It’s not the
type of elite skill and playmaking you’d like at his size, but it’s good
enough to be a useful scorer in the NHL and create chances. I like the
way he plays. I think he’s a long-term top-six forward, but he’s not going
to realistically come close to the number he hit in the 2019-20 season.

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

80. Philip Tomasino, RW, Nashville

Skating: Average

July 28, 2001 | six-foot | 179 pounds

Puck Skills: Average

Drafted: No. 24 in 2019

Hockey Sense: Average

Tier: Projected middle of lineup player

Compete: Average

Skating: Above-average

Edvinsson was impressive in the junior ranks in Sweden. He was good,
but not amazing at varying pro levels and was an anchor for Sweden’s
U18 team internationally. He stands out instantly as a 6-foot-4
defenseman with legit offensive skill. It’s rare to see a player his size lead
a rush or make a play off the blue line and dangle through opponents
consistently like he does. Edvinsson is also quite a good skater for his
size. His straightaway speed is just OK, but he’s got great edgework,
showing the first step and quick turns to elude pressure and create clean
exits and entries. Defensively his size and skating allow him to close
gaps and make a lot of stops and he’s not afraid to be physical. He’s not
a dynamic playmaker, but Edvinsson can make the heads-up first pass
and shows some power-play poise. Edvinsson projects as a quality topfour defenseman and on a power-play unit with the potential to play
higher in an NHL lineup.

Puck Skills: Average

78. Noah Dobson, RHD, New York Islanders

81. Corson Ceulemans, RHD, Columbus

Jan. 7, 2000 | 6-foot-3 | 180 pounds

May 5, 2003 | 6-foot-2 | 198 pounds

Drafted: No. 12 in 2018

Drafted: No. 25 in 2021

Tier: Projected middle of lineup player

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Skating: Average

Skating: Average

Puck Skills: Below-average

Puck Skills: Average

Hockey Sense: Average

Hockey Sense: Average

Compete: Average

Compete: Above-average

Shot: Above-average

Ceulemans’ season was cut short due to the AJHL’s pause. He was up
and down during that season, but his U18 worlds was promising and his
underage profile is encouraging. Ceulemans is a complete defenseman
as a 6-foot-2, right-shot blueliner who is mobile, hard to play against and
has offensive ability. At the AJHL level, he showed great one-on-one skill
and the ability to move the puck. He kills a lot of rushes with his skating
and physicality and picks off a lot of passes. At the higher levels of play
I’ve watched him over the years I’ve questioned if the offense will
translate at a top level, particularly the playmaking. But I see enough
good things in his puck moving to think he can be a good NHL player.
Ceulemans projects as a quality top-four NHL defenseman who could

77. Simon Edvinsson, LHD, Detroit
Feb. 5, 2003 | 6-foot-4 | 198 pounds

Dobson showed steady progression last season but did not get big
minutes for the Islanders. You can easily envision him doing so in the
future as a 6-foot-3, right-shot defenseman who can skate and has some
offense. He’s not yet emerged as a true two-way force like he was in
junior, but with his reach and mobility he projects to become a very good
defender. On the offensive side of the puck, he can use his skating to
create chances. His passing is solid, and he has a hard point shot. I don’t
see him as a dynamic offensive player, but he is good enough with his
athletic assets to become a reliable second-pair defenseman with the
upside for more if he really takes off in his development.

Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Average
Tomasino had a very promising season, as a top player for a good AHL
team as a teenager, while also having a strong World Junior. He has
dynamic abilities. His skating is clearly NHL quality, with the great speed,
edges and cutbacks to generate a lot of controlled entries in the NHL.
Tomasino also has a high skill level and is able to make skilled plays on
the move. Inside the zone he’s a pass and shot threat. He’ll never be
known for his play off the puck, but he’s not a soft player and shows up
consistently. I see him as a second-line NHL forward, possibly at center
but likely on the wing.
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possibly be on a second power-play unit with the potential to play higher
in a lineup.
82. Nolan Patrick, C, Vegas
Sept. 19, 1998 | 6-foot-2 | 198 pounds
Drafted: No. 2 in 2017 by Philadelphia
Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player
Skating: Average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Average
I like to pretend I have all the answers, but I honestly have no idea how
to explain Patrick’s season and overall lack of NHL success. Some NHL
scouts think his compete level is an issue. Some scouts attribute his
injury history to his play. All I know is a 6-foot-2 forward with his skill and
hockey sense who can skate should be a good NHL player by this point.
I’ve never seen Patrick as someone who lacks compete in my viewings
over the years, but eventually something has to explain why it isn’t
clicking. I still see way too much talent that I think at some point he has to
become a second-line forward, but the clock is ticking at this stage.

offense hasn’t popped in a huge way yet in the NHL, but he’s still young
and it will come. He only scored two goals this season, but he has a big
wrist shot and has always scored a lot of goals. With his size and good,
not great, skating you’ll always have to be realistic about his defensive
value. I’ve seen worse defenders but his game is tilted to one end. I see
Boqvist as a second-pair defenseman who can be a PP1 type.
85. Cody Glass, C, Nashville
Apr. 1, 1999 | 6-foot-2 | 178 pounds
Drafted: No. 6 in 2017 by Vegas
Tier: Projected middle of lineup player
Skating: Below-average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Above-average
Compete: Average

Drafted: No. 50 in 2021

Glass was up and down between the AHL and NHL last season and,
while he didn’t stick high in the lineup for Vegas, I still think his best is yet
to come. Inside the offensive zone he’s a threat. He’s got great puck
skills and with his reach he’s able to inside out defenders consistently.
He’s also a fantastic playmaker who knows where to move pucks and
can hit tough plays with pace. I thought Glass looked better in physical
battles in his second pro season, and he saw a lot of penalty kill time in
the AHL. His skating remains a question mark and his heavy stride may
hold him back from realizing his No. 6 draft slot. I still think there’s too
much to like here and he will be a second-line center in time.

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

86. Alex Formenton, LW, Ottawa

Skating: Average

Sept. 13, 1999 | 6-foot-2 | 165 pounds

Puck Skills: Average

Drafted: No. 47 in 2017

Hockey Sense: Above-average

Tier: Projected middle of lineup players

Compete: Above-average

Skating: Above-average

Chibrikov impressed early at the junior level last season, earning a quick
promotion to playing versus men where he held his own at the VHL and
KHL levels, and making an appearance with Russia’s senior team. He
was also a top scorer at the U18 worlds with 13 points in seven games.
He’s undersized and not an amazing skater for his size, but he’s done
well versus pros because of his tremendous playmaking ability and his
ability to win battles despite his size. He can make slick one-on-one
plays, creative plays under pressure and find seams consistently. He’s
physical and responsible defensively. He could be a more explosive
skater ideally, but the other elements of his game pop. Chibrikov projects
as a top-six forward who will be on an NHL power play.

Puck Skills: Average

83. Nikita Chibrikov, RW, Winnipeg
Feb. 16, 2003 | 5-foot-10 | 170 pounds

Hockey Sense: Below-average
Compete: Above-average

Aug. 15, 2000 | 5-foot-11 | 168 pounds

Formenton didn’t put up huge numbers this season between the AHL and
NHL, but I’m still a big fan of him. He sticks out on the ice because of
how well he skates and his work ethic. He’s a 6-foot-2 winger who can
burn past NHL defensemen to create chances and put physical pressure
on them. The offense has always been the question with Formenton. I
think there’s enough of a puck game between his hands and playmaking
to be a good NHLer, but that is the debate among scouts. I think given
his overall two-way ability, he will be a second-line winger, but I can see
him not score enough to stay high in a lineup.

Drafted: No. 8 in 2018 by Chicago

87. Gabriel Vilardi, C, Los Angeles

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Aug. 16, 1999 | 6-foot-3 | 201 pounds

Skating: Average

Drafted: No. 11 in 2017

Puck Skills: Average

Tier: Projected middle of lineup player

Hockey Sense: Above-average

Skating: Below-average

Compete: Below-average

Puck Skills: Average

Shot: Above-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Boqvist had another decent season in the NHL, playing around 17
minutes per game with power play time. He was an important component
of the Seth Jones trade. His value is with the puck on his stick. He has
slick one-on-one skill and fantastic offensive IQ. He makes a lot of great
passes and knows how to attack defenses to create chances. The

Compete: Below-average

84. Adam Boqvist, RHD, Columbus

Vilardi had a good first full NHL season with good health, albeit with
some fluctuations in his play. He’s a highly skilled playmaker down the
middle, which is very attractive. He can make tough plays off the flank
and in smaller areas around the net and boards, and has a decent shot,
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too. Vilardi’s skating has never been a selling point of his game, but with
his size and skill you thought he’d find a way to create a lot in the NHL. I
liked his compete in his younger years, but this season I found him
drifting too much to the perimeter and not using his frame to create high
percentage shots. I think there’s still too much talent that I see a secondline center in the NHL long-term.

dangerous player with the puck on his stick on an NHL line, but he can
drive play while also being a physical player off the puck. I see a
projected top-six forward in the NHL.

88. Alex Newhook, C, Colorado

Drafted: No. 114 in 2019

Jan. 28, 2001 | 5-foot-11 | 195 pounds

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Drafted: No. 16 in 2019

Skating: Poor

Tier: Projected middle of lineup player

Puck Skills: Average

Skating: Above-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Puck Skills: Average

Compete: Above-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Voronkov had a good season and better playoffs in the KHL, becoming
an important part of a good team. He also had a strong world
championships for Russia. He’s a big, strong forward who brings a high
skill and compete level to his shifts. He can dangle past checks, but he
excels lowering his shoulder and driving to the net, as well as being an
overall net front pest. He can make a lot of plays around the high
percentage area. The main issue with Voronkov has always been his
heavy skating stride. It’s still a significant issue, but given his frame and
work level, he’s continued to overcome it and show that pro coaches will
lean on him. He did just sign a KHL extension until 2023, but when he
comes over I think he can be a hard-nosed second-line winger.

Compete: Average
Newhook didn’t have the big sophomore season expected after his
freshman campaign, but still was very good between college, the world
juniors and particularly as a pro later in the season. His game is very
quick. He has quick-twitch feet that allow him to burn down the wing.
He’s undersized, but he’s a worker and doesn’t shy from going to the net.
Newhook is also a very skilled playmaker who can make tough plays
through opponents and to teammates. He’s not a game-breaker skillwise, but with his skating he’s going to create offense in the NHL. He
projects as a second-line forward, whether or the wing or center is to be
determined.

91. Dmitri Voronkov, LW, Columbus
Sept. 10, 2000 | 6-foot-4 | 190 pounds

92. Kevin Bahl, LHD, New Jersey

89. Alexander Romanov, LHD, Montreal

June 27, 2000 | 6-foot-6 | 230 pounds

Jan. 6, 2000 | 5-foot-11 | 185 pounds

Drafted: No. 55 in 2018 by Arizona

Drafted: No. 38 in 2018

Tier: Projected middle of lineup player

Tier: Projected middle of lineup player

Skating: Poor

Skating: Above-average

Puck Skills: Below-average

Puck Skills: Below-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Hockey Sense: Average

Compete: Above-average

Compete: High-end

Bahl didn’t put up big points in his rookie AHL season, but that’s not what
you’re going to realistically be asking him to do as a pro. Bahl is going to
be a stopper in the NHL, someone who uses his massive frame to break
up a lot of plays. The skating gets a low grade on an overall NHL scale,
but for a big man Bahl can move and, combined with his frame, and
skate pucks out of trouble in the NHL. He can make a competent first
pass versus men, which is why he has a real chance to be a second-pair
defenseman, even if the offense is never that significant.

Romanov’s first NHL season was up and down. He projects to be a
strong defender despite being a bit on the smaller side because he’s an
excellent skater who has a ton of physicality in his game. He closes on
checks so quickly with his body. The question on Romanov will be
exactly how much offense he has. He has a decent stick and moves the
puck well enough, but he’s not an overly creative skill and playmaking
type to project a ton of points from him in the NHL. There should be
enough offense to go with the defense that I could see him project as a
true second-pair defenseman.

93. Nils Hoglander, LW, Vancouver
Dec. 20, 2000 | 5-foot-9 | 185 pounds

90. Dylan Holloway, C, Edmonton

Drafted: No. 40 in 2019

Sept. 23, 2001 | 6-foot-1 | 203 pounds

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Drafted: No. 14 in 2020

Skating: Average

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Puck Skills: High-end

Skating: Average

Hockey Sense: Below-average

Puck Skills: Average

Compete: Above-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Hoglander surprised even some of his biggest supporters in the NHL in
how quickly he transitioned to the NHL. He’s a small winger who skates
fine but not overly quick, and he generates a lot of value with his
tremendous skill level and work level. He can make very imaginative
plays with the puck in small areas, and despite his size, is very good at
creating in the hard areas of the ice. Hoglander can make plays but I
don’t know if he will ever be the primary driver of offense for an NHL

Compete: Above-average
Holloway had an excellent season, as one of the best forwards in college
hockey and a leading player on a top team. He is a well-rounded hockey
player. He skates and competes well. He has a high skill level. He can
make plays and score goals at a quick pace. He won’t be the most
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team, especially without great speed. I do see a second line winger who
will play hard and endear himself to coaches and fans.
94. Lukas Reichel, LW, Chicago

on the power play and find seams as well as finish from distance. He
killed penalties for Chicago and works hard enough to advance levels
and win battles despite his size. Coronato projects as a versatile secondline NHL winger.

May 17, 2002 | six-foot | 170 pounds

97. Maxime Comtois, LW, Anaheim

Drafted: No. 17 in 2020

Jan. 8, 1999 | 6-foot-2 | 200 pounds

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Drafted: No. 50 in 2017

Skating: Average

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player and starting goaltender

Puck Skills: Average

Skating: Below-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Puck Skills: Below-average

Compete: Average

Hockey Sense: Average

Reichel had a successful season as an important player on the DEL
champion and had a good world championships, too. He brings a lot of
attributes to a lineup, in particular his speed and skill. He’s able to play at
an NHL pace, making skilled plays at full speed and generating a lot of
controlled entries. He’s also able to slow the game down and make tough
passes. I don’t think he’s overly physical, but he’s not soft. He can win
battles and play around the net to create offense. Reichel projects as
second-line winger.

Compete: Above-average

95. Nolan Foote, LW, New Jersey

Comtois had a strong season between the Ducks and Team Canada. His
game isn’t full of highlight reel plays, but there is substance in how smart
and competitive he is. Comtois has size, and isn’t afraid to use his
physicality to win pucks and create around the hard areas of the ice. He
makes a lot of smart plays and can see the ice at a high level to go with
his goal scoring ability. Comtois lacks footspeed, which is why he went in
the second round but has shown it won’t hold him back that much. He
projects as a second-line winger.

Nov. 29, 2000 | 6-foot-3 | 190 pounds

98. Erik Brannstrom, LHD, Ottawa

Drafted: No. 27 in 2019 by Tampa Bay

Sept. 2, 1999 | 5-foot-10 | 173 pounds

Tier: Projected middle of lineup player

Drafted: No. 15 in 2017 by Vegas

Skating: Below-average

Tier: Projected middle of lineup players

Puck Skills: Below-average

Skating: Above-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Puck Skills: Average

Compete: Above-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Shot: Above-average

Compete: Average

Foote had a productive first AHL season as a late 2000 birthdate with 17
points in 24 games. Foote will never be the flashiest player due to a
heavy skating stride and not having a puck game that will dazzle. He will
be a productive pro, though, because he’s a big winger who competes
hard, makes smart plays with the puck and has a mid-range shot threat.
He can score from the dots but also has the grind to score around the
net. He’ll need a center to carry and create, but once inside the zone he
can zip pucks around and make skilled in-tight plays. I see Foote as a
second-line winger who can be a goal-scoring threat in the NHL.

Brannstrom played up with Ottawa all season after some brief time in
Switzerland. He is a talented player who can create offense through his
skating and playmaking. His skating allows him to generate a lot of
controlled exits and entries. He can hit seams well in the offensive zone,
and makes a strong outlet pass while also having flashes of individual
creativity as a handler. Brannstrom is a smaller defenseman, though,
who hasn’t shown to be a solid defender at higher levels. The talent
should help him be a second-pair defenseman in time, even if he may not
be an all-situations player.

96. Matthew Coronato, RW, Calgary

99. Conor Timmins, RHD, Arizona

Nov. 14, 2002 | 5-foot-10 | 183 pounds

Sept. 18, 1998 | 6-foot-1 | 185 pounds

Drafted: No. 13 in 2021

Drafted: No. 32 in 2017 by Colorado

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Skating: Above-average

Skating: Below-average

Puck Skills: Average

Puck Skills: Below-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Hockey Sense: Above-average

Compete: Above-average

Compete: Average

Shot: Above-average

Timmins played a limited role with the Avs all season and was a part of
the Darcy Kuemper trade sending him to Arizona. Timmins excites some
scouts because of his hockey sense. His first pass, decision making and
overall playmaking ability are excellent. The question on Timmins has
always been his skating and whether he’ll be able to defend at a high
level without great mobility or standout physicality. I think there’s enough
there given how good his brain is to break up enough plays to play on a
second pair, but I can see the argument against, as well.

Coronato was one of the best players in the USHL and among the
leaders in most offensive categories. Coronato is an undersized forward
with a lot of skill who can make plays with pace. He’s a strong skater, not
elite for a small guy, but good enough to be an NHL player. He’s able to
create controlled entries with his speed and skill, and make tough plays
to his teammates on the move. Coronato is also able to play the half-wall
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100. Ty Dellandrea, C, Dallas

103. Kirill Kirsanov, LHD, Los Angeles

July 21, 2000 | six-foot | 185 pounds

Sept. 19, 2002 | 6-foot-1 | 198 pounds

Drafted: No. 13 in 2018

Drafted: No. 84 in 2021

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender

Tier: Projected middle of lineup player

Skating: Average

Skating: Average

Puck Skills: Average

Puck Skills: Average

Hockey Sense: Average

Hockey Sense: Average

Compete: Above-average

Compete: Average

Dellandrea was just OK as a rookie in the NHL, but even though he
hasn’t become a top player I see a lot of reasons to believe in this player
because he has all the attributes of a good NHL forward. He’s a strong
skater with a high skill level who can make offensive plays at a quick
pace. He’s a smart playmaker, has a good shot and competes well off
the puck. He won’t be the best on your team at anything, but with time I
see him as a two-way, second-line center in the NHL.

Kirsanov is an interesting player because he’s a well-rounded but boring
player. You’re not going to see him make an end-to-end highlight-reel
rush. He’s 6-foot-1 and doesn’t put up a ton of points, but every coach he
plays for leans on him. His minutes kept going up at the world juniors,
he’s already played for Russia’s national team at the senior level, and he
held his own on a good KHL team and got playoff games. He’s very
intelligent with the puck, he skates quite well, he kills a lot of rushes and
he has enough puck skill to play on a power play, although that might not
be his role in the NHL. I could see him being a solid two-way
defenseman at the NHL level, though. His conditioning is a minor issue.
He also signed a two-year extension with SKA. Kirsanov projects as a
reliable top-four defenseman who might not put up a lot of offense, but
I’m not ruling out him being on an NHL second power-play either.

101. Dominik Bokk, RW, Carolina
Feb. 3, 2000 | 6-foot-1 | 180 pounds
Drafted: No. 25 in 2018 by St. Louis
Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player
Skating: Average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Below-average
Compete: Below-average
Shot: Above-average
Bokk’s season was really up and down, with a terrible first half in
Djurgarden in the SHL but a much better second half in the AHL. That
somewhat symbolizes him as a prospect. The talent jumps out at you. He
has great puck skills. He can skate, score, make plays and has good
size. But he’s so inconsistent with his offense and overall effort at times.
Despite the great flashes of skill and playmaking, he doesn’t generate as
much offense as I thought he would by this stage. I still think he plays a
middle-six role because of the talent, but I can see him frustrating an
NHL coach, too.
102. Carson Lambos, LHD, Minnesota
Jan. 14, 2003 | 6-foot-1 | 197 pounds
Drafted: No. 26 in 2021
Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player
Skating: Average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Above-average
Lambos had a tough season between a mediocre performance in Finland
and medical issues ending his WHL season early. He remains a top
prospect due to his tools and underage profile but with more questions
than a year ago. Lambos has good speed and excellent edges, and is
able to pivot quickly and escape pressure at a high level while staying
with fast forwards defensively. Lambos is hard to play against and
regularly punishes opponents physically. Offensively he’s not flashy but
has some strong elements with the puck. He makes a good first pass,
and shows good flashes of offensive-zone vision and puckhandling.
Lambos projects as a “hard to play against” second-pair defenseman
who may not be a great power-play guy in the NHL but he could be on
the second unit.

104. Drew Helleson, RHD, Colorado
Mar. 26, 2001 | 6-foot-3 | 193 pounds
Drafted: No. 47 in 2019
Tier: Projected middle of lineup player
Skating: Average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Below-average
Compete: Average
Helleson had a promising season, as a top defenseman in his
conference who played an important role in Team USA winning gold at
the world juniors. He’s a mobile, 6-foot-3 defenseman but the amount of
offense he showed this season was quite intriguing. Helleson displayed a
high level of skill, and though I didn’t give his sense a high grade
reflecting some of my reservations on his offensive upside, I did see
flashes of great puck-moving ability. Helleson’s size and feet allow him to
make a lot of stops and given he’s now showing a legit puck game, I
could see him become a second-pair defenseman in the NHL.
105. Ivan Morozov, C, Vegas
May 5, 2000 | 6-foot-1 | 178 pounds
Drafted: No. 61 in 2018
Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player
Skating: Below-average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Above-average
Morozov had a strong year, playing a notable role on a top KHL team
and making Russia’s World Championship team. He has great skill and
can make cute plays through sticks to create offense, but an NHL coach
will play him a lot because of how smart, detailed and competitive he is.
He breaks up a lot of plays with his stick work, forces a lot of turnovers,
and when he gets the puck he has the vision to make tough plays. His
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skating isn’t ideal so it may limit his offense in the NHL, but I still see
more than enough in his game to become a middle-six center.
106. Thomas Bordeleau, C, San Jose

Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Above-average

Compete: Average

Johnston didn’t get a season but was a top-three line center for Canada
at the U18s. Johnston didn’t get power-play time there, but he is a skilled
forward who can make plays and kept seeing his ice time go up as the
event went along. This built off a strong underage season. He has great
in-tight hands, showing the ability to beat defenders one-on-one and
move pucks through small areas. Johnston can create chances under
pressure and has the ability to run a power play off the flank. He isn’t a
perimeter player, though. He attacks the hard areas of the ice, shows
good second efforts going for loose pucks and is a responsible defensive
center. Johnston has legitimately grown in the past season, going from 5foot-11 to 6-foot-1. He lacks NHL quickness, though, in his skating.
Johnston projects as a second-line center.

Shot: Above-average

109. Brendan Brisson, RW, Vegas

Bordeleau had a great freshman season, as a leading player for
Michigan and being named the top freshman in the country. He does a
lot very well. His skill and vision are great. He can easily pull pucks
around checks. On the power play he creates a lot with his passing but
also is a shot threat. I saw that as a junior but I’ve upgraded Bordeleau’s
skating from this past season. I saw a player who could pull away from
pressure and be a primary zone entry player with his skating. Bordeleau
is undersized but he competes well and can kill penalties as well as
being great on draws. I see him as a second-line center.

Oct. 22, 2001 | 5-foot-11 | 179 pounds

107. Aatu Raty, C, New York Islanders

Compete: Average

Nov. 14, 2002 | 6-foot-2 | 185 pounds

Shot: Above-average

Drafted: No. 52 in 2021

Brisson had a good freshman season at Michigan and was a power play
specialist for the USA during their World Junior gold medal run. The skill
and playmaking standout with Brisson consistently. He can make smooth
plays through sticks and legs with his puck handling. He has the vision to
create off the perimeter and improvise under pressure. He also has a
great shot that is a threat to score from the dots and beyond. He lacks
size and speed, and isn’t the first guy you want over the boards to kill a
penalty. But I don’t think he’s soft, and he can create around the net. He
has so much talent that I could see him become a second-line winger,
but he’ll need to take a big step next season.

Jan. 3, 2002 | 5-foot-10 | 175 pounds
Drafted: No. 38 in 2020
Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player
Skating: Above-average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average

Tier: Projected middle of lineup player
Skating: Below-average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Average
Raty is one of the biggest mysteries I can recall of the last few years
watching prospects. He was a go-to player for Finland coming up, as the
No. 1 center for a solid U18 age group last season and making Finland’s
U20 team a year before his draft, while also playing well versus men. He
looked like a high-skill playmaking center with good athletic tools. Then
this season came and the offense disappeared. Raty’s game looked so
simple between the junior and Liiga levels and he was cut from the U20
team. Various scouts have varying theories. Some think he lacks speed.
Some think he lacks hockey sense. I’ve seen enough over the years to
still believe in the player, but it’s fair to say I approach him with a large
degree of caution. He has skill in his game. He has quick-twitch hands
and is great at handling the puck in small areas. He’s a fine, albeit
awkward, skater who makes skilled plays on the move but needs to add
more pace to his game. His playmaking and shot are both solid quality,
but neither are spectacular. He has some physicality to his game and
brings energy to shifts. That’s the Raty I think is there, and may show up
in future years, but he didn’t this season although he was great at the
recent World Junior Summer Showcase. Raty projects as an NHL
second-line center.

Drafted: No. 29 in 2020
Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player
Skating: Below-average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average

110. Brennan Othmann, LW, New York Rangers
Jan. 5, 2003 | six-foot | 175 pounds
Drafted: No. 16 in 2021
Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player
Skating: Below-average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Above-average
Shot: Above-average

Skating: Below-average

Othmann went to Switzerland’s second-tier pro league without an OHL
season and had an up and down season. At the U18 worlds, he was
excellent as one of the better wingers in the tournament, which looked
more like his strong underage season. He is a skilled goal-scorer. He has
very quick hands to make plays in small areas and beat defenders. He
sees the ice well, showing the ability to create offense with his vision. His
shot can beat goalies from range and is his main weapon. He competes
well enough to win pucks versus men and is quite physical, although he
can be a little perimeter. He lacks the ability to separate with his skating,
which is his main drawback. Othmann projects as a second-line NHL
winger who will score on and irritate opponents.

Puck Skills: Average

111. Liam Foudy, LW, Columbus

108. Wyatt Johnston, C, Dallas
May 14, 2003 | 6-foot-1 | 178 pounds
Drafted: No. 23 in 2021
Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender
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Feb. 4, 2000 | six-foot | 175 pounds
Drafted: No. 18 in 2018
Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player
Skating: Above-average
Puck Skills: Below-average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Above-average
Foudy’s game is all about pace. He’s a very good skater who competes
hard and thus brings a ton of energy to every shift. He didn’t produce
much at the NHL level, but was well over a point per game in the AHL
this season. He’s not a natural skill type; even though he’ll have the odd
shift where he’ll make a great hands move or a cute pass that’s not the
core of his game. You want Foudy creating controlled exits and entries
with his speed, getting to the hard areas to win pucks and creating
pressure on opponents with his speed. If he does that consistently
enough I think he will be a second-line winger.
112. Lukas Cormier, LHD, Vegas
Mar. 27, 2002 | 5-foot-10 | 180 pounds
Drafted: No. 68 in 2020
Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player
Skating: Above-average
Puck Skills: Below-average
Hockey Sense: Above-average
Compete: Average
Shot: Above-average
Cormier had a monster season, scoring 16 goals and 54 points in 39
QMJHL games and being named defenseman of the year. There are a
lot of things that he does that are appealing from an NHL standpoint. He
can skate very well, he is a great playmaker and he has a bullet of a shot
from the point. Cormier lacks size, but due to his skating he’s able to be a
quality defender who breaks up plays. Inside the zone he has so many
ways he can hurt opponents and create chances. I think he can be a
solid two-way defenseman who scores and plays on an NHL power play,
so it’s why I think he will be a top-four defenseman.
113. Alex Turcotte, C, Los Angeles
Feb. 26, 2001 | 5-foot-11 | 185 pounds
Drafted: No. 5 in 2019
Tier: Projected middle of lineup player
Skating: Average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: High-end
Shot: Below-average
Turcotte had a productive season between the AHL and world juniors.
His compete level drives his game. He’s tenacious on pucks, winning a
ton of battles against bigger players along the boards and at the net, and
putting pressure on puck carriers. He’s a good skater, not a blazer, but
his effort makes his pace clear NHL quality. Turcotte is a very skilled
puck handler who can make cute plays through defenders. He’s also a
great passer who can be creative as a playmaker and make tough plays.
He isn’t the best finisher, but he generates so many chances right around
the crease that it leads to a lot of offense. Turcotte doesn’t look like a No.

5 pick two years later, but I still see a potential second-line center, which
is a very valuable player.
114. John-Jason Peterka, RW, Buffalo
Jan. 14, 2002 | 5-foot-11 | 192 pounds
Drafted: No. 34 in 2020
Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player
Skating: Average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Average
Shot: Above-average
Peterka had a promising season between his play versus men in
Germany and at the worlds, and his strong world juniors. He has a lot of
NHL elements. He can skate well, he has great hands and he can make
skilled plays at a quick pace. Peterka can make plays very well, showing
good ability to hit seams. He can pick corners and finish around the net.
He’s not that big or physical, but he works hard enough and has courage
in his game. I could see him become a second-line winger in the N
115. Connor Zary, C, Calgary
Sept. 25, 2001 | six-foot | 178 pounds
Drafted: No. 24 in 2020
Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player
Skating: Below-average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Above-average
Zary had a successful season between Kamloops and Stockton, while
also playing limited minutes for Canada’s U20 team. He easily stands out
on the ice with his skill and work ethic. He has the creativity to beat
opponents easily one-on-one and the vision to make plays off the flank,
while also having the courage to take pucks hard to the net. He’s a
responsible forward off the puck who is physical and can kill penalties.
The concern on Zary has always been his skating. He has a somewhat
awkward skating stride, which will be his major test at the NHL level. I still
see a potential second-line forward due to all his positives though.
116. Samu Tuomaala, RW, Philadelphia
Jan. 8, 2003 | 5-foot-10 | 174 pounds
Drafted: No. 46 in 2021
Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player
Skating: Above-average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Below-average
Shot: Above-average
Tuomaala didn’t have a great club season with Karpat’s junior team, but
his excellent U18 worlds was a reminder of how good he looked as an
underager. Tuomaala is an excellent skater and his shifts have a lot of
energy to them because of how quickly he can transition pucks and dart
around the offensive zone. He has very good skill and can make plays,
but his offense comes through his shot and how he can score from
range. For an undersized forward he stays on the perimeter too much,
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though, and isn’t hard to play against. Tuomaala projects as a secondline winger who can be on an NHL power-play unit but may also frustrate
a coach.
117. Ryan Johnson, LHD, Buffalo

get around players and take pucks to the net, or making tremendous
plays with pace to his teammates. His physical effort comes and goes off
the puck, but with the puck he plays with courage. Lysell projects as a
second-line winger who has the talent to dominate an NHL shift but may
frustrate observers too.

July 24, 2001 | six-foot | 173 pounds

120. David Farrance, LHD, Nashville

Drafted: No. 31 in 2019

June 23, 1999 | 5-foot-11 | 189 pounds

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Drafted: No. 92 in 2017

Skating: Above-average

Tier: Projected middle of lineup player

Puck Skills: Below-average

Skating: Above-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Puck Skills: Below-average

Compete: Average

Hockey Sense: Average

Johnson was an important player for a top college team and had a solid
world juniors for USA during their gold run. His skating is the foundation
of his game. He’s an extremely smooth and powerful skater who will
push the pace with rushes in the NHL, evade checks well and close gaps
efficiently. He can be a bit of a boring player with the puck, as he’s not a
dazzler skill-wise and lacks a booming point shot. Johnson has good
hockey sense, though. He sees the ice well on his first passes and
shows flashes of offensive-zone playmaking, even if not his biggest
strength. He’s a strong enough two-way defenseman that I could see him
become a second-pair defenseman.

Compete: Below-average
Shot: Above-average

June 30, 2000 | six-foot | 181 pounds

Farrance’s last two NCAA seasons were as good as you could have
asked for, as a dominant offensive player from the blue line. He’s a great
skater who can push the pace, creating a lot of controlled exits and
entries with his speed. He has good playmaking ability and can create off
the move, while also featuring a hard point shot. Farrance has always
had issues defending due to his size and lack of physicality, but as he
went on in college he showed there’s enough offense there to
compensate and become an important player. I think in the NHL he will
need to be used in a very specific way, but I can see him become a topfour defenseman.

Drafted: No. 26 in 2018

121. Jake Oettinger, G, Dallas

Tier: Projected middle of lineup players

Dec. 18, 1998 | 6-foot-4 | 212 pounds

Skating: Average

Drafted: No. 26 in 2017

Puck Skills: Below-average

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender

Hockey Sense: Average

Athleticism: Average

Compete: Above-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Shot: Above-average

Oettinger had a successful first NHL season, looking like a competent
NHL goaltender and having a strong showing at the world
championships. NHL scouts remark about Oettinger having everything
you want in an NHL goalie. He’s big, he’s reasonably athletic, he has
polished technique and he has good hockey sense. I don’t think any of
those attributes are truly top-end in the NHL, but his well-rounded game
allows him to accomplish a lot. He can be efficient and quiet games down
while also making tough saves. He looks like a bottom-half starting
goaltender in the NHL.

118. Jacob Bernard-Docker, RHD, Ottawa

Bernard-Docker isn’t a flashy player but there’s a lot of pro elements in
this game, particularly in how well he skates, competes and defends. You
can see him being on an NHL penalty kill and taking a lot of defensive
zone starts. He has some offense by way of flashes of hands and
playmaking, and has a hard point shot. I envision him being a hard to
play against second-pair defenseman who plays more minutes than his
natural toolkit suggests, as he has done the past few years.
119. Fabian Lysell, RW, Boston
Jan. 19, 2003 | 5-foot-11 | 172 pounds
Drafted: No. 21 in 2021
Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player
Skating: Above-average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Average
Lysell was up and down last season after a great underage season,
moving from Frolunda to Lulea midseason, where he didn’t play much,
but ended strong at the U18 worlds. Lysell was one of the more talented
players in the 2021 NHL Draft. He beats defenders consistently with his
puckhandling displays. That he’s a great skater, with both good speed
and edgework and can make very skilled plays at full flight, makes him a
handful to defend. On his best shift, Lysell is using his skill and speed to

122. Michael Rasmussen, C, Detroit
Apr. 7, 1999 | 6-foot-6 | 215 pounds
Drafted: No. 9 in 2017
Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player
Skating: Poor
Puck Skills: Below-average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Above-average
Rasmussen isn’t ever going to excite you and create a ton of highlights,
but he looks like he will be a solid NHL player for a while. He’s 6-foot-6,
he can make some plays and he works hard. He’s great at creating
around the net. I’ve seen worse skating big men, but the lack of speed
and pace in his game will keep him from ever truly becoming a
dangerous scorer. With that said, there’s enough to his game to make
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you think he projects as a third-line center and leaving the possibility
open for more given his natural toolkit.

Nov. 27, 1999 | six-foot | 195 pounds

point shot to generate his offense. He can make stops due to his long
reach and physicality. His skating, however, has always been the hangup
with scouts on exactly how good he’ll be in the NHL, as his game is way
below the NHL pace. It may keep him from ever really popping, but I
could still a steady two-way second or third pair defenseman.

Drafted: No. 6 in 2018

126. Sampo Ranta, LW, Colorado

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

May 31, 2000 | 6-foot-2 | 190 pounds

Skating: Average

Drafted: No. 78 in 2018

Puck Skills: Above-average

Tier: Projected middle of lineup player

Hockey Sense: Average

Skating: Above-average

Compete: Average

Puck Skills: Average

Zadina had a nice second NHL season but didn’t take a real step forward
as a scoring threat. He has the talent. He’s a good skater. He has
tremendous one-on-one skills. He can make plays, and he can shoot the
puck. The compete has looked better with less perimeter play at even
strength, but the goal-scoring prowess hasn’t been there as hoped, with
a career 8.6 shooting percentage in the NHL. He needs to be more
consistent in the NHL. He has top-line tools, but he realistically projects
as a middle-six winger until he finds that consistency.

Hockey Sense: Below-average

123. Filip Zadina, RW, Detroit

Compete: Average
Shot: Above-average

Drafted: No. 10 in 2018

Ranta was one of the top forwards in the Big Ten this season and got
limited playoff minutes with the Avs toward the end of the season. As a 6foot-2 forward who can skate, he’s easy to spot. Ranta can burn down
the wing and, with a good skill level and a powerful frame, is able to
create a lot of chances with his rushes. He’s a close and mid-range shot
threat and is able to finish chances. He’s not a more cerebral player but
his one-on-one skills to go with his athletic attributes will help him create
offense as a pro. I see him as a middle-six winger in the NHL.

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

127. Philip Broberg, LHD, Edmonton

Skating: Below-average

June 25, 2001 | 6-foot-3 | 199 pounds

Puck Skills: Below-average

Drafted: No. 8 in 2019

Hockey Sense: Above-average

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Compete: Average

Skating: Above-average

Shot: Above-average

Puck Skills: Average

Bouchard played well in the Allsvenskan before coming back to North
America to get limited minutes for the Oilers. There’s no doubt he can
make a lot happen offensively. His vision from both ends of the ice is
great. He can hit seams and make a lot of outlets effectively and be
creative with the puck. Bouchard also has a hard point shot and can beat
goalies clean from the blue line. His skating isn’t the best and how good
a defender he can be in the NHL is the main question on his game due to
his feet. I think over the years he’s shown he can be competent enough
there, even if it won’t be his main strength. I see for sure an NHL player,
with the possibility to be a good top-four defenseman.

Hockey Sense: Below-average

124. Evan Bouchard, RHD, Edmonton
Oct. 20, 1999 | 6-foot-2 | 193 pounds

125. Nicolas Hague, LHD, Vegas
Dec. 5, 1998 | 6-foot-6 | 215 pounds
Drafted: No. 34 in 2017
Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player
Skating: Poor
Puck Skills: Below-average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Above-average
Shot: Above-average
Hague played the full season up with Vegas and showed he belonged in
the NHL. He only averaged 16 minutes a game but was playing on a top
NHL team. He’s a big, physical defenseman who produced a fair amount
of offense given his overall usage and complete lack of power play time.
Hague has good flashes of skill and vision with the puck to go with a hard

Compete: Average
Broberg had a second straight up and down season in the SHL. There
were stretches where he played well and got a lot of ice, and other times
he didn’t play much. The skating and size combination jumps right out at
you. Broberg can fly and with his good skill level you can project him to
be a great push rusher in the NHL. In transition going uphill, he’s a threat.
Then the questions start. Can he make enough plays as a distributor to
create offense? Why is his defending and gap work not a standout part of
his game given his feet (which scouts think will come with time)? There’s
way too much talent here, so I see a top-four defenseman, and there is a
possibility for more to justify his draft slot, but he needs to be a more
consistent all-around player.
128. Jack Studnicka, C, Boston
Feb. 18, 1999 | 6-foot-1 | 171 pounds
Drafted: No. 53 in 2017
Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player
Skating: Below-average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Above-average
Studnicka’s first stint in the NHL was up and down, and the offense
wasn’t as expected after his rookie pro season, with one goal between 31
games in the AHL and NHL. I still believe in this player. I see a highly
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skilled center who showed in the NHL he can make plays and beat guys
one-on-one. He works hard, kills penalties and wins battles. The big thing
with Studnicka is a lack of a separation speed and how much that could
impede his NHL chances. I still see a potential middle-six center.

middle-six forward, or a third-line center presuming he stays down the
middle.

129. Vitali Kravtsov, RW, New York Rangers

Jan. 24, 1999 | 6-foot-3 | 190 pounds

Dec. 23, 1999 | 6-foot-2 | 170 pounds

Drafted: No. 43 in 2017

Drafted: No. 9 in 2018

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Skating: Average

Skating: Below-average

Puck Skills: Below-average

Puck Skills: Average

Hockey Sense: Average

Hockey Sense: Average

Compete: Above-average

Compete: Below-average

Samberg didn’t have a great season from an offensive standpoint, but he
was an important, high-minutes player for Manitoba and looked the part
of a good pro. He’s a big, mobile, physical defenseman who you can see
shutting down good NHL players due to his excellent gap control. The
puck play isn’t the best, but his first pass is decent enough and he has
enough flashes of creativity to think he can handle a higher minute NHL
workload. Samberg projects as a limited-offense, second-pair
defenseman.

Kravtsov had a better 2020-21 season, playing very well in the KHL and
getting 20 games in the NHL to end the season. The skill level he has
pops out to you, especially for a big winger. Kravtsov is able to make
imaginative dekes through sticks and legs. He’s also a great passer who
can hit seams and create for others in the offensive zone. He has size,
but Kravtsov is not an overly physical player and his game can lack pace
and consistency. He has so much talent that I think he will be a middlesix winger, even with some of the holes in his game.

132. Dylan Samberg, LHD, Winnipeg

133. Kaiden Guhle, LHD, Montreal

130. Mario Ferraro, LHD, San Jose

Jan. 18, 2002 | 6-foot-2 | 186 pounds

Sept. 17, 1998 | 5-foot-11 | 184 pounds

Drafted: No. 16 in 2020

Drafted: No. 49 in 2017

Tier: Projected middle of lineup player

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Skating: Average

Skating: Above-average

Puck Skills: Below-average

Puck Skills: Below-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Hockey Sense: Average

Compete: Above-average

Compete: Above-average

Shot: Above-average

Ferraro elevated into a significant part of San Jose’s team this past
season, averaging more than 22 minutes a game for the Sharks. He isn’t
the flashiest player, but you always appreciate the way he plays, in
particular how hard he competes. He is a great skater, which combined
with his effort leads to a style where it looks like he’s buzzing around the
ice and making a lot of stops despite being 5-foot-11. The offensive parts
of Ferraro’s game may never wow you, but he makes a good outlet pass
and shows offensive-zone vision to make some plays. I see him as a
long time top-four defenseman, likely on a second pair.

Guhle didn’t play much last season due to injury, but particularly with
Canada’s U20 team he impressed when he did play. His value is
primarily defensively. He’s a big, mobile, physical defenseman who has
excellent gap control and routinely punishes opposing forwards off
rushes. He breaks up a lot of plays with his stick and body. The debate
around Guhle is exactly how much offense he will bring. He’s got a
decent point shot and first pass, but nobody will ever mistake him for a
skill guy. I could see just enough of a puck game for him to become a
second-pair defenseman.

131. David Gustafsson, C, Winnipeg

134. Daniil Chayka, LHD, Vegas

Apr. 11, 2000 | 6-foot-2 | 196 pounds

Oct. 22, 2002 | 6-foot-3 | 187 pounds

Drafted: No. 60 in 2018

Drafted: No. 38 in 2021

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Skating: Below-average

Skating: Average

Puck Skills: Below-average

Puck Skills: Below-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Hockey Sense: Average

Compete: Above-average

Compete: Average

Shot: Above-average

Shot: Above-average

Gustafsson had a strong season in the AHL, sitting near a point/game.
He has shown he can excel at various pro levels despite not having the
flashiest skill set. What he lacks in speed and individual skill he makes up
for in intelligence and competitiveness. He wins a lot of battles, is great
around the net and can make tough passes. He also showed this season
a mid-range-shot threat that I hadn’t seen before. I see him as a potential

Chayka played limited minutes versus men last season and was up and
down for Russia’s U20 team. His very good stretches showed the
promise of what you saw in the OHL. He’s a big defenseman who can
skate like an NHLer and make a good first pass, which has a lot of value.
The offense in his game will never be flashy other than his hard point
shot, and while I think he’s smart and quick enough to play well at faster
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paces, his subpar world juniors wasn’t inspiring. With his size and feet,
he’ll make enough stops to justify not having a ton of offense. Chayka
has top-pair athletic tools but projects as a second-pair NHL defenseman
due to a lack of offense.
135. Henri Jokiharju, RHD, Buffalo
Jun. 17, 1999 | six-foot | 180 pounds
Drafted: No. 29 in 2017 by Chicago
Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player
Skating: Average
Puck Skills: Below-average
Hockey Sense: Above-average
Compete: Average
Jokiharju didn’t take a step forward in his second full NHL season. He still
has attributes that make you think better seasons are ahead. He’s a very
smart player with the puck. His outlets are excellent. He can pass pucks
up quite well, but also has the skating to skate pucks out of trouble. His
game can be rather bland. He’s not that big, he’s quick but not that quick,
and his puck game doesn’t overly excite. Due to his feet and hockey IQ,
he defends well enough, but in general nothing about his game pops. I
could see him become a second-pair defenseman due to his hockey
sense, but I could see him top out as a third-pair type, too. I think the
former is more likely at this stage.
136. Cal Foote, RHD, Tampa Bay
Dec. 13, 1998 | 6-foot-4 | 212 pounds
Drafted: No. 14 in 2017
Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player
Skating: Poor
Puck Skills: Below-average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Average
Shot: Above-average

but for me he scored because of how good he was at generating offense
around the slot and net front area. I see Quinn as a penalty killer as a pro
who coaches will lean on. His issue is his footspeed. He lacks the ability
to separate versus men and that’s why I see him as more of a middle-six
forward in the NHL.
138. Justin Barron, RHD, Colorado
Nov. 15, 2000 | 6-foot-2 | 195 pounds
Drafted: No. 25 in 2020
Tier: Projected middle of lineup player
Skating: Above-average
Puck Skills: Below-average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Average
Barron didn’t have a huge QMJHL season but I thought he was quite
good when he turned pro in the last few weeks. His toolkit jumps out at
you. His skating is very good, especially for his size. When Barron hooks
the net and gets going up the ice with steam, he’s very tough to stop, on
top of being able to evade pressure from a standstill at a high level.
Offensively he doesn’t pop but he can make some plays and his first
pass will be good enough. His skating allows him to break up a lot of
rushes, and he has some physicality in his game. I see him as a secondor third-pair NHL defenseman, depending on how much offense
translates to the top level.
139. Yegor Zamula, LHD, Philadelphia
Mar. 30, 2000 | 6-foot-3 | 165 pounds
Drafted: Undrafted
Tier: Projected Middle of the lineup player
Skating: Below-average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Average

Foote played his first season in the NHL and kept his head above water.
He is a solid two-way defenseman. He’s big with a good defensive stick
and can break up plays with his body. He’s also a very smart distributor
who can make strong outlets and show some blue-line creativity to go
with a hard point shot. The scouting report on Foote has always ended
on his skating. He’s got a heavy stride and it may limit how much he can
do in the NHL in terms of playing versus good players. I see an NHL
player. If he’s on your third pair, you’re thrilled; if he adjusts to the pace
well enough he has enough of a puck game to be on a second pair too.

Zamula didn’t have the offensive output as a rookie professional that I
expected after watching him in junior hockey, but he was still a big
minute player for Lehigh and showed a lot of good elements. In
particular, I really like his sense with the puck in how moved it up ice. I
think he’s a skilled handler who can make plays but that aspect wasn’t
consistent this season. Zamula’s biggest challenge for the AHL and then
the NHL will be his skating, as his game can be sluggish at times and
lack pace. Due to his size and brain, he can make stops. I still see
potential for him to become a second-pair defenseman, but his skating
could limit him to third-pair minutes.

137. Jack Quinn, RW, Buffalo

140. Jaret Anderson-Dolan, C, Los Angeles

Sept. 19, 2001 | six-foot | 176 pounds

Sept. 12, 1999 | 5-foot-11 | 188 pounds

Drafted: No. 8 in 2020

Drafted: No. 41 in 2017

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Tier: Projected middle of lineup player

Skating: Below-average

Skating: Above-average

Puck Skills: Above-average

Puck Skills: Below-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Hockey Sense: Average

Compete: Above-average

Compete: Above-average

Quinn had a good, not great season between the AHL and World Junior.
His skill and playmaking can be rather electric. With the puck on his stick
he can make unique plays as a handler and easily get by defenders. He
works hard off the puck. He got a reputation as a goal-scorer in junior,

Anderson-Dolan was a quality NHL player as a rookie pro and, along with
his teammate Vilardi, won gold at the world championships for Canada.
Anderson-Dolan plays the game with a lot of pace and energy. He has
quick twitch feet and can beat NHL defenders wide with speed. He wins
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his fair share of battles versus men despite not being the biggest player
and can kill penalties. The question on him is how much offense he will
have in the NHL, but I saw good instances of skill and playmaking from
him last season to think there’s enough to be a legit middle-six forward in
the league, and if he stays down the middle likely as a 3C.
141. Oliver Wahlstrom, RW, New York Islanders
Jun. 13, 2000 | 6-foot-1 | 205 pounds
Drafted: No. 11 in 2018
Tier: Projected middle of lineup player
Skating: Below-average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Below-average
Shot: Above-average
Wahlstrom had a successful season as a regular for the Islanders. Inside
the offensive zone he has a lot of ways he can hurt you. He’s a highly
skilled handler who can beat NHL defensemen one-on-one. He can
make plays through seams, but in particular he has a hard wrist shot and
one-timer that can score from the circles. He can lean on his shot a bit
too much, drifting to the perimeter too often and not showing a
willingness to create around the net. He also lacks ideal foot speed to
create his own chances. Wahlstrom projects as a middle-six winger who
can help an NHL power play.
142. Fedor Svechkov, C, Nashville
Apr. 5, 2003 | six-foot | 187 pounds
Drafted: No. 19 in 2021
Tier: Projected middle of lineup player
Skating: Below-average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Above-average
Svehckov played versus men last season, looked like he belonged at the
pro level and had a solid U18 worlds to finish his season. He’s very
skilled, showing a lot of confidence and creativity as a puckhandler.
Svechkov can create for his teammates and shows half-wall playmaking
ability to go with the plays he can make at pace. Off the puck, he’s
physical, responsible defensively and killed penalties at the VHL level.
The skating is fine but lacks the true quick twitch in his feet to push
defenders back and pressure with speed. Svechkov projects as a
middle-six NHL center who provides good value at both ends but might
not be a big-time offensive player.
143. Joe Veleno, C, Detroit
Jan. 13, 2000 | 6-foot-1 | 193 pounds
Drafted: No. 30 in 2018
Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player
Skating: Average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Average
Veleno had a nice season in Sweden where, even though he didn’t put
up huge numbers, he displayed a lot of offensive confidence and looked
comfortable playing versus men. Veleno has NHL caliber speed and skill,

and projects to be able to score in the league, even if not at significant
levels. He competes well. He’s not going to bowl opponents over, but
he’s responsible defensively and can kill penalties. He projects as a thirdline center or second-line winger in the NHL.
144. Rasmus Kupari, C, Los Angeles
Mar. 12, 2000 | 6-foot-1 | 183 pounds
Drafted: No. 20 in 2018
Tier: Projected middle of lineup player
Skating: Average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Average
Kupari had a better second AHL season. He has a lot of NHL assets.
He’s a good-sized center with legit NHL level speed and skill, and he’s
dangerous off the rush because of that combination. He’s not the best
passer you’ll ever see, but he can hit seams and make creative plays
with the puck under pressure. I thought his compete looked better this
season, showing the ability to win more puck battles, and he was even
on the penalty kill for Ontario. He projects as a middle-six forward at the
top level at either center or the wing, although as a center he would be a
3C.
145. Mavrik Bourque, C, Dallas
Jan. 8, 2002 | 5-foot-10 | 178 pounds
Drafted: No. 30 in 2020
Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender
Skating: Average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Above-average
Compete: Average
Shot: Above-average
Bourque had yet another great season in the QMJHL, scoring at a very
high rate. He is a standout with the puck on his stick. Once inside the
offensive zone, he is deadly with his tremendous vision, showing NHLcaliber playmaking ability. He can make skilled plays through defenders’
sticks and legs, and has a good mid-range shot. At 5-foot-10 you’d like to
see a little more quickness from Bourque, and his game can lack pace
overall. While he’s not soft, he’s not exactly a high compete or hard to
play against player. I think Bourque is too talented and too consistent to
not become a middle-six forward in the NHL, but the way he plays could
frustrate a coach if he doesn’t score in the NHL.
146. Oskar Olausson, RW, Colorado
Nov. 10, 2002 | 6-foot-1 | 180 pounds
Drafted: No. 28 in 2021
Tier: Projected middle of lineup player
Skating: Average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Below-average
Shot: Above-average
Olausson bounced around between multiple pro levels and Sweden’s
junior level, and mostly had success offensively. He has NHL-caliber
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speed and skill to go with good size, which can easily let you envision
him generating clean zone entries with control. Inside the offensive zone,
he’s more of a shooter than a passer. He can make good plays and does
so with pace, but his main offensive threat is his shot and ability to finish
from range. Olausson works fine off the puck. He’ll get back defensively,
but he’s not overly physical and can play on the perimeter too much. He
projects as a middle-six NHL winger due to his speed, skill and shot but
may frustrate coaches too.
147. Victor Soderstrom, RHD, Arizona

Johansson had a great season between the SHL and Sweden’s national
team. He’s a strong skater, showing the ability to carry pucks up ice and
close gaps efficiently. Johansson combines that with a high skill level,
making him dangerous off the rush and a threat to attack off the offensive
blue line. I don’t think the puck game will blow you away, but the speed,
skill and IQ combination should let him create offense in the NHL and
potentially be a PP2 player. He defends well enough at the junior and
SHL levels due to his feet and not being soft, but with his size you
imagine the value in the NHL will be more on the offensive end. He
projects as a second- or third-pair defenseman.

Feb. 26, 2001 | 5-foot-11 | 179 pounds

150. Marat Khusnutdinov, C, Minnesota

Drafted: No. 11 in 2019

July 17, 2002 | 5-foot-10 | 176 pounds

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Drafted: No. 37 in 2020

Skating: Average

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Puck Skills: Above-average

Skating: Above-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Puck Skills: Average

Compete: Average

Hockey Sense: Average

Soderstrom had a good year between multiple leagues, but didn’t take
the big step forward you would have hoped for. You can still easily
envision an NHL future for Soderstrom because of his great puck game.
His great individual skill to go with a high level of vision and creativity
allow him to make a lot of difficult plays with the puck. He will QB an NHL
power play. The skating is good, not amazing, but good enough to pull
away from pressure and walk the blue line. His defending is decent, with
his offensive side being what gets you excited as opposed to how he will
stop NHL forwards due to average size and skating combination. He
projects as a second- or third-pair NHL defenseman depending on how
well his defense holds up with NHL power-play time.

Compete: Above-average

148. Ryan Merkley, RHD, San Jose

Jun. 16, 2002 | 6-foot-3 | 176 pounds

Aug. 14, 2000 | 5-foot-11 | 170 pounds

Drafted: No. 65 in 2018

Drafted: No. 21 in 2018

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Skating: Below-average

Skating: Average

Puck Skills: Average

Puck Skills: Average

Hockey Sense: Average

Hockey Sense: Above-average

Compete: Above-average

Compete: Average

Jenik didn’t truly pop in the AHL, but he was 20 the entire season and I
think he has a lot more to give. I still see a highly skilled and creative
forward who is competitive and physical. Once he gets into the offensive
zone, he can create a lot due to the various dimensions in his game. He
has heavy boots and that may limit the damage he can do offensively in
the NHL, but I wouldn’t be surprised if he popped next season. For now I
still project him as a middle-six forward.

Merkley had a fine rookie pro season with some good stretches of play,
but his production wasn’t what you would expect for his skill set. He’s a
fantastic passer who has the creativity and patience to create a lot from
the offensive blue line due to his vision and skating. He’s one of the best
seam passers on defense I’ve seen in a while. He’s very skilled, showing
he could one-on-one pro defenders and create offense with pace.
Merkley is an undersized defenseman who isn’t great defensively. I think
he will become a second-pair defenseman who can help the Sharks’
power play, but I could see a third-pair defenseman if he can’t make
enough stops.

Khusnutdinov’s season was cut short in February by injury, but overall I
saw a lot of the same good things I’ve seen from him over the years. His
game has a lot of speed and energy. When he winds up in his defensive
zone, he can fly up the ice and usually takes pucks right to the net. He
has very good hands and vision, and can make skilled plays, but his
game is more direct than east-west, which translates to the NHL. I see a
middle-six forward in the NHL.
151. Jan Jenik, C, Arizona

152. Zachary L’Heureux, LW, Nashville
May 15, 2003 | 5-foot-11 | 196 pounds
Drafted: No. 27 in 2021

149. Albert Johansson, LHD, Detroit

Tier: Projected middle of lineup player

Jan. 4, 2001 | 5-foot-11 | 161 pounds

Skating: Below-average

Drafted: No. 60 in 2019

Puck Skills: Above-average

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Hockey Sense: Average

Skating: Average

Compete: Above-average

Puck Skills: Average

L’Heureux is hard to miss when he’s on the ice. He’s a little fireball who is
full of skill. He is a very imaginative puckhandler, with some of the best
hands in the draft who can beat most defenders with his dekes. If he
can’t get through someone with his skill, he shows no fear to lower his
shoulder and barrel towards the net. He’s also quite physical off the puck

Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Average
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and competes at a high level. For a 5-foot-11 player, he lacks the skating
ability you’d like to see to separate from checks. The talent and
production is great, but he was suspended several times this season,
including for spitting on a player. L’Heureux projects as a middle-six NHL
winger who will need to control his aggression.

Nov. 15, 1999 | 6-foot-3 | 200 pounds

years. He’s not the biggest or quickest, which led to a slow transition to
the higher levels, but he has strong vision, and showed more creativity
and skill with the puck in the AHL and NHL last season than in previous
campaigns. His shot also looked like a threat this season. He works hard
but for a guy billed on his compete level when he was 18, it’s hard to
ignore the inconsistencies he’s shown since being drafted. I see enough
talent here to be a middle-six forward, probably on the wing if he’s
elevated in the lineup.

Drafted: No. 31 in 2018

156. Lucas Elvenes, RW, Vegas

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Aug. 18, 1999 | 6-foot-1 | 173 pounds

Skating: Below-average

Drafted: No. 127 in 2017

Puck Skills: Below-average

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Hockey Sense: Average

Skating: Below-average

Compete: Average

Puck Skills: Average

Shot: Above-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Alexeyev had a good season as an important player for a good KHL
team, and he got time with Russia’s national team. He’s not a flashy
player, but he’s a big, intelligent two-way defenseman. He makes a great
outlet pass and shows flashes of blue line creativity to go with a hard
point shot. With his frame, competitiveness and smarts, he can make a
lot of stops too. Alexeyev’s lack of NHL quickness is his main flaw that
makes me worry about his NHL projection, but given how good he looked
versus men this season, I could see him as a possible second- or thirdpair defenseman.

Compete: Average

153. Alexander Alexeyev, LHD, Washington

Shot: Below-average

Jan. 10, 2002 | 6-foot-4 | 178 pounds

Elvenes saw his production dip a bit this season after his All-Star
campaign in his first AHL season, but when you watch him, the skill and
vision still stand out consistently. He has very quick hands and great
creativity as a playmaker to generate chances at even strength and on
the power play. The puck game makes me believe in him, even though
he lacks ideal quickness for the NHL and he historically just never scores
that many goals for a forward. I could see him not make it because he
lacks a ton of dimensions in his game, but the skill is very intriguing and I
could see him become a useful middle-six winger.

Drafted: No. 20 in 2020

157. Jonatan Berggren, RW, Detroit

Tier: Projected middle of lineup player

July 16, 2000 | 5-foot-10 | 181 pounds

Skating: Average

Drafted: No. 33 in 2018

Puck Skills: Below-average

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Hockey Sense: Average

Skating: Above-average

Compete: Average

Puck Skills: Average

Mukhamadullin was having an impressive season versus men until he
was injured in February. He’s one of those types of players who is boring
good. He’s a big defenseman who skates rather well for his size and
makes a strong first pass. Mukhamadullin is never going to dazzle with
high-end skill, huge hits or a bullet shot, but with his frame, feet and
hockey IQ he’ll break up a lot of plays defensively, make a strong first
pass and skate pucks up ice at the NHL level. That projects as a secondor third-pair defenseman, depending on how much the offense translates.

Hockey Sense: Average

154. Shakir Mukhamadullin, LHD, New Jersey

Compete: Average
Shot: Below-average

Drafted: No. 7 in 2017 by New York Rangers

Berggren was a top scorer in the SHL, taking a major leap forward as a
20-year-old. He’s an entertaining player to watch. He is a great skater
and can make difficult plays with the puck at full speed. His one-on-one
skills and playmaking with pace allow you to see him creating in the NHL.
He lacks size, physicality and isn’t much of a finisher, so just exactly how
much he can score in the NHL will be a question. But he can certainly
project to impact possession and create chances in a significant manner.
Berggren projects as a middle-six winger.

Tier: Projected middle of lineup player

158. Ryan Suzuki, C, Carolina

Skating: Below-average

May 28, 2001 | six-foot | 176 pounds

Puck Skills: Average

Drafted: No. 28 in 2019

Hockey Sense: Average

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Compete: Average

Skating: Average

Shot: Above-average

Puck Skills: Average

Andersson had a good bounce-back season following his trade from New
York to L.A., producing more than a point per game in the AHL and
playing some of the better hockey I’ve seen from him in the past few

Hockey Sense: Average

155. Lias Andersson, LW, Los Angeles
Oct. 13, 1998 | 5-foot-11 | 198 pounds

Compete: Average
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Suzuki held his own versus men this season as a teenager and played a
semi-important role for Canada at the world juniors. He’s a talented
offensive player, showing great skill and playmaking frequently. He can
run a power play and hit seams at a high rate. Suzuki isn’t as dynamic a
playmaker as his brother Nick in Montreal, but he’s a better skater. He
can generate clean entries with his speed and skill in the NHL. Some
scouts think he’s soft, but I’ve never had issues with his compete, and
whichever coach he plays for he often ends up on the penalty kill. I think
he can be a middle-six forward, if he stays down the middle he would
likely be a 3C.

Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Below-average
Compete: Average
Shot: Above-average

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Sokolov had a good rookie pro season, scoring 15 goals in 35 AHL
games. He is a talented player who continues to grow on me. He has
great skill and a better shot. Inside the offensive zone he’s a real threat
due to his talent with the puck and his massive, imposing frame, which
allows him to bulldoze his way to the middle of the zone. The skating has
always been the major flag on him, and I don’t see him as a great
playmaker. But he made the jump to pro hockey and proved he can
score in the AHL with his skating. Can he do it in the NHL? Some scouts
are skeptical, but some are believers. I’m in the latter camp. I see a good
NHL player because of the size, skill and work ethic.

Skating: Average

162. Daemon Hunt, LHD, Minnesota

Puck Skills: Average

May 15, 2002 | six-foot | 198 pounds

Hockey Sense: Average

Drafted: No. 65 in 2020

Compete: Average

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Bourgault is a very skilled forward who put up huge numbers in the
QMJHL the last two seasons with 111 points in 92 games. He scored 20
goals in 29 games in 2020-21. Bourgault stands out with the puck on his
stick. He’s confident, attempting to make difficult dekes and passes and
executing at a solid frequency. At higher levels he projects to play on a
power play. He’s not an exceptional skater, but he will be able to skate at
an NHL level, and has shown he can make skilled plays on the move and
play with pace. I wouldn’t describe Bourgault as a physical player or the
first guy over the boards on the penalty kill, but he backchecks well
enough and creates turnovers with his hustle. Bourgault projects as a
middle-six NHL forward, likely on the wing.

Skating: Average

159. Xavier Bourgault, C, Edmonton
Oct. 22, 2002 | six-foot | 172 pounds
Drafted: No. 22 in 2021

Puck Skills: Below-average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Above-average
Shot: Above-average

Drafted: No. 24 in 2021

Hunt had a good third junior season, seeing his offensive numbers
bounce back and bringing his typical well-rounded play. There’s a lot to
like about how he plays. He’s a mobile, physical defenseman who makes
a lot of defensive stops. Hunt will never be known as an offensive
standout, but he can make a good outlet pass, he can play with pace and
he has a hard point shot that can beat goalies. The sum of those
components makes me think he could become a second-pair or third-pair
defenseman in the NHL depending on how much offense he creates.

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

163. Akil Thomas, C, Los Angeles

Skating: Average

Jan. 2, 2000 | six-foot | 171 pounds

Puck Skills: Average

Drafted: No. 51 in 2018

Hockey Sense: Average

Tier: Projected middle of lineup player

Compete: Average

Skating: Below-average

Shot: Above-average

Puck Skills: Average

Samoskevich had a good season in the USHL. Slightly more was
expected of him coming into the year, but he still was one of the more
dangerous forwards in the league offensively. Samoskevich is a talented
offensive player who stands out when he has the puck on his stick. He’s
very skilled, showing the ability to beat opponents often with his stick
skills and can do so on the move. He skates well enough to play at
higher levels. He can create offense with his skill, but also makes plays
to his teammates very well and has a shot that can finish from mid-range.
He’s an undersized player who is just OK off the puck and physically.
Samoskevich projects as a middle-six forward, likely on the wing even
though he’s played center before.

Hockey Sense: Average

160. Mackie Samoskevich, RW, Florida
Nov. 15, 2002 | 5-foot-11 | 192 pounds

161. Egor Sokolov, RW, Ottawa
June 7, 2000 | 6-foot-4 | 235 pounds
Drafted: No. 61 in 2020
Tier: Projected middle of lineup players
Skating: Poor

Compete: Above-average
I’ve taken a while to come around on Thomas, but he had a very
impressive rookie pro season as one of Ontario’s best players. I’ve
always been very impressed by his individual skill level and his great
vision, but I looked at a six-foot center with so-so skating and wondered
how that would translate to higher levels. The one thing I underestimated
was his work level. Thomas showed no issues versus men, playing the
middle and winning puck battles even though he’s not overly physical. He
has a high effort level and showed he could penalty kill and create in the
tough areas of the offensive zone. I see a path for him to become a topnine forward, if at center it would likely be a 3C at best.
164. Ryan Poehling, C, Montreal
Jan. 3, 1999 | 6-foot-2 | 183 pounds
Drafted: No. 25 in 2017
Tier: Projected middle of lineup player
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Skating: Below-average

Skating: Above-average

Puck Skills: Below-average

Puck Skills: Above-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Hockey Sense: Below-average

Compete: Above-average

Compete: Above-average

After a disappointing first pro season, Poehling had a much more
productive second season, hovering around a point per game in the AHL.
He isn’t an overly flashy player. He’s not going to wow you in terms of
speed or skill. There’s enough to his game to be interesting as an NHL
prospect as a 6-foot-2 center who can make and finish plays, and he
shows value at both ends of the rink. Poehling can create around the net,
he can penalty kill and he has enough offensive creativity to generate
offense at higher levels. I could see a middle-six forward; if he stays at
center he’s probably a 3C.

Shot: Above-average

Feb. 6, 2000 | 6-foot-1 | 195 pounds

Stankoven was successful between the WHL and international levels the
past two seasons. Stankoven’s game has a high level of pace due to his
compete. He creates chances by pressuring turnovers and winning puck
battles, despite being 5-foot-8. His skating is more elusive than fast and
while he’s a good skater he doesn’t have a great top gear for a small
player. He has very quick hands, showing the ability to beat defenders
one-on-one, and control pucks in tight at a high level. Stankoven has a
great wrist shot and projects to be able to beat NHL goalies from range.
He can make some plays, but his game is more direct as opposed to
being a cerebral playmaker. Stankoven projects as a middle-six forward,
likely on the wing in the NHL.

Drafted: No. 54 in 2018

168. Jake Neighbours, LW, St. Louis

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player and starting goaltender

Mar. 29, 2002 | six-foot | 195 pounds

Skating: Below-average

Drafted: No. 26 in 2020

Puck Skills: Below-average

Tier: Projected middle of lineup player or starting goaltender

Hockey Sense: Average

Skating: Below-average

Compete: Above-average

Puck Skills: Average

Shot: Above-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Groulx was impressive in the AHL as a rookie pro being a reliable allsituations center for San Diego. His game won’t draw you in initially
because of a lack of standout speed or skill, but there is a lot to like.
Groulx is a competitive two-way player who wins battles and can kill
penalties. His hockey sense allows him to make a lot of plays and his
shot can score from range. His skating will be tested in the NHL, but
given his play in the AHL I can see him projecting as a third-line NHL
center.

Compete: Above-average

165. Benoit-Olivier Groulx, C, Anaheim

Aug. 8, 2002 | 5-foot-11 | 163 pounds

Neighbours had a successful season as a top player in the WHL and a
leader of a top team. He’s a highly skilled and very creative offensive
player who can make tough plays with the puck through opponents and
to teammates. The skill is great, but it’s how he combines it with a high
effort level that makes him a very good prospect. Neighbours shows no
fear of engaging physically, bullying his way to pucks and attacking the
net well. He’s not the biggest or quickest player out there, but he has
enough offense with his compete to think he could be a middle-six NHL
winger.

Drafted: No. 28 in 2020

169. Ozzy Wiesblatt, RW, San Jose

Tier: Projected middle of lineup players

Mar. 9, 2002 | 5-foot-10 | 183 pounds

Skating: Below-average

Drafted: No. 31 in 2020

Puck Skills: Average

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Hockey Sense: Average

Skating: Above-average

Compete: Above-average

Puck Skills: Average

Shot: Above-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Greig did well in his brief AHL time and was a top player in his WHL
division when he went back to Brandon. He’s an entertaining player to
watch because he’s full of skill but also has an edge to his game. He
attacks the net, he’s a physical player and can kill penalties well. Greig
puts a lot of pucks around defenders with his puck skills, but can set up
plays and shoot the puck well. I debated giving him a higher skating
grade when I saw him this season, but I lean to slightly below NHL
average on his quickness. I see him as a middle-six center, realistically
more a 3C.

Compete: Average

166. Ridly Greig, C, Ottawa

167. Logan Stankoven, C, Dallas
Feb. 26, 2003 | 5-foot-8 | 170 pounds
Drafted: No. 47 in 2021
Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender

There’s a lot to like about how Wiesblatt plays. He has a lot of speed in
his game. He can play at an NHL pace due to his speed and energy he
brings to shifts. He’s not big, but he works to win battles and is
responsible away from the puck. With the puck, Wiesblatt is very skilled
and a playmaker. He can make plays through opponents with pace, while
also having the sense to slow plays down, pull up and find teammates.
He has the components needed to become a top-nine winger in the NHL.
170. Elmer Soderblom, LW, Detroit
July 5, 2001 | 6-foot-6 | 219 pounds
Drafted: No. 159 in 2019
Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player
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Skating: Poor
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Below-average
Compete: Average
Soderblom is a unique prospect. He’s a 6-foot-6 giant with a high skill
level whose net-front play is distinct. Once he gets set up around the
crease, he is a threat due to his ability to screen, knock in second
chances and make high skill plays that can’t be broken up due to his
frame. He has notable flaws; in particular, his skating, which is a major
issue for the NHL. I think he overcomes that because he works hard, he
has enough sense to make some plays, and he has traits that will give
him a clear NHL role as a power play, net-front player. I think he can be a
middle-six NHL forward based on what I’ve seen versus juniors, but it will
be nice to see him take a step in the SHL next season to validate that
projection versus men.
171. Matthew Knies, LW, Toronto
Oct. 17, 2001 | 6-foot-3 | 210 pounds
Drafted: No. 57 in 2021
Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player
Skating: Below-average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Below-average
Compete: Above-average
Shot: Below-average
Knies had a great underage season but his draft season was a struggle
offensively. Despite his mediocre point totals (42 points in 44 games), I
still see a very talented player, and he was an important player for a top
USHL team in all situations. I see a 6-foot-3 forward with great hands
who can beat defenders clean with skill. I debated his sense being listed
as “average” or “below-average.” I’ve seen enough plays from him,
particularly as an underage, to say he can see the ice, but this past
season made me question his sense at times and his puck decisions. His
game lacks finish as well, although he went on a big goal scoring tear to
end the season. Knies works hard on the ice, winning a lot of battles,
killing penalties and taking pucks to the net. His skating isn’t the best and
will lack the ability to separate at the NHL level. Knies projects as an NHL
two-way middle-six winger.
172. Zach Dean, C, Vegas
Jan. 4, 2003 | six-foot | 176 pounds
Drafted: No. 30 in 2021
Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player
Skating: Average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Below-average
Compete: Above-average
Dean didn’t put up the big numbers (20 points in 23 games) as you
expected after his big 16-year-old season, but he did a lot of the things
that made you like him as a prospect. Dean is a well-rounded hockey
player. He brings NHL-caliber skill to the table to go along with quality
skating ability and a high work level. He can beat opponents not only with
his hands, but also by taking the puck wide and making a hard play to the
net. He wins a fair number of battles and creates turnovers with his
hustle. I wouldn’t call him a dynamic playmaker. He can make plays with
pace and has the vision to create at even strength at the NHL level but

doesn’t do so consistently. Dean projects to be a middle-six NHL forward
at center or the wing who can bring speed, grit and some scoring.
173. Zachary Bolduc, C, St. Louis
Feb. 24, 2003 | 6-foot-1 | 175 pounds
Drafted: No. 17 in 2021
Tier: Projected middle of lineup player or starting goaltender
Skating: Average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Below-average
Compete: Average
Bolduc’s numbers were good (29 points in 27 games), not as great as
expected but he got better as the season went on to build off his strong
underage season. He is a talented forward who has a lot of elements that
will translate to the pro game. He can skate well and make highly skilled
plays on the move. Bolduc has very good hand-eye coordination,
showing the ability to make unique plays in small areas and around the
net. He doesn’t have the hard, long-range shot, but he has shown he can
score goals by capitalizing on his chances in the slot and net areas. He
sees the ice well enough, making creative plays and moving the puck
where he needs to even if that’s not his top asset. His compete is good
enough. He won’t run guys over or be your top competitor, but he wins
enough battles. Bolduc projects as a middle-six forward, at either center
or the wing in the NHL, although as a center I would see him more on the
third line.
174. Jakob Pelletier, LW, Calgary
Mar. 7, 2001 | 5-foot-9 | 160 pounds
Drafted: No. 26 in 2019
Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player
Skating: Average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Above-average
Shot: Above-average
Pelletier had yet another highly productive QMJHL season as a leading
player for a top team. There’s a lot of things he does well. Pelletier is very
skilled with the puck. He can make plays through opponents, while also
having the vision to make tough distribution to set up chances. He’s more
of a pass-first type, but he can shoot and finish from range. Pelletier is
undersized but competes very hard, with coaches constantly leaning on
him for tough minutes. He wins a lot of battles despite his frame. His
main issue is his good but not great feet for his size. There are also
questions as to whether he’ll be dynamic enough for the NHL in terms of
his speed and skill for his frame. I see a middle-six winger in the NHL.
175. Isak Rosen, RW, Leksands-SHL
Mar. 15, 2003 | 5-foot-11 | 156 pounds
Drafted: No. 14 in 2021
Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player
Skating: Average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Average
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Rosen hasn’t popped yet at the pro level, but as a junior, between the
J20 and international level, he looked like a dangerous scorer at wing.
Rosen is very creative with his one-on-one play, showing the ability to
beat defenders clean with consistency. Rosen has impressive speed and
is able to make a lot of his skilled plays through defenders and to
teammates while on the move. His game has a lot of pace to it, which
should translate to higher levels. Rosen didn’t get a shot grade but he
shows flashes of an above-average shot. He’s OK off the puck, but he
doesn’t shy from making plays to the net. Rosen projects as a middle-six
NHL winger.

reacts to the play at a high level, squaring up a lot of pucks and being
rather efficient in net. He uses his stick and challenges well to break up
plays. He was drafted in the seventh round, in part, because he has
heavy legs and doesn’t move well in the crease. He can make tough
saves where he shows desperation, but in general he needs to out think
the opponent to be successful. Primeau projects as a tandem goalie who
could start. He is realistically blocked in Montreal, though, given Jake
Allen is signed through the 2023 season.

176. Prokhor Poltapov, LW, CSKA-MHL

July 30, 2000 | 6-foot-3 | 160 pounds

Feb. 1, 2003 | six-foot | 176 pounds

Drafted: No. 107 in 2018

Drafted: No. 33 in 2021

Tier: Projected middle of lineup player or starting goaltender

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Athleticism: Below-average

Skating: Average

Hockey Sense: Above-average

Puck Skills: Average

Hofer didn’t have a great statistical season, but it was only a 10 game
sample and he looked better than his numbers suggested, so I’m not
willing to move off my previous projection much. I still see a good-sized
goaltender with tremendous sense and a polished technique. He isn’t the
quickest side-to-side goalie with his pushoffs, but he looks smooth in his
movements, using a good butterfly and his size to take up a lot of the net.
His reads are excellent, rarely seeming out of position and able to make
a lot of tough saves in the high percentage area. He may never be a true
top 20 goalie in the league, but I could see a solid 1-2 tandem option.

Hockey Sense: Below-average
Compete: Above-average
Poltapov had a good, albeit not great, season in the MHL, but his strong
U18 worlds reminded you of his underage season. Poltapov’s game has
a lot of pace and energy in it. He can wind pucks up through the neutral
zone with speed, and often takes it wide and drives right to the net. The
amount of effort he puts forth to go with great hands, vision and speed
will allow him to create offense versus men despite his size. He has a
good amount of physicality in him and can get under an opponent’s skin.
Poltapov projects as a middle-six winger who will be able to score and
agitate with his physicality in the NHL.

179. Joel Hofer, G, St. Louis

180. Lukas Dostal, G, Anaheim
June 22, 2000 | 6-foot-1 | 158 pounds
Drafted: No. 85 in 2018

177. Topi Niemala, RHD, Toronto

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player and starting goaltender

Mar. 25, 2002 | 5-foot-11 | 156 pounds

Athleticism: Below-average

Drafted: No. 64 in 2020

Hockey Sense: Above-average

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Dostal went in the third round because he’s a 6-foot-1 goalie without
tremendous quickness for his size. I’ve always liked him but it took time
to come around on how good his NHL projection could be because of his
athletic limitations. He continues to have success at various pro levels,
giving more hope he can do it in the NHL. He’s successful due to his
tremendous hockey sense. His ability to read the play and anticipate how
the offense is attacking is clear NHL quality. Despite not being big, he
seems to always find a way to square up pucks even off tough passing
plays, and has enough quickness and desperation to make some tough
saves. He let in a few too many long-range goals last season, but his
home plate play was tremendous. He projects as a low-end starting
goaltender or a great backup option.

Skating: Average
Puck Skills: Below-average
Hockey Sense: Above-average
Compete: Average
Niemela didn’t play a ton last season because of injury, but when he did
he looked like a solid Liiga player. He also had a great world juniors,
where he was named the best defenseman in the tournament. Niemela
isn’t that big or flashy offensively, but he does a lot well. He’s a strong
skater who can move pucks very well. The skating allows him to be a
competent defender versus men despite his size and allows him to skate
pucks up the ice well. He moves the puck very well, showing a great first
pass and has continued to show more o-zone playmaking. I think he
could be a second- or third-pair defenseman in the NHL depending on if
the offense really pops.

181. Alexander Chmelevski, C, San Jose
Jun. 9, 1999 | six-foot | 190 pounds
Drafted: No. 185 in 2017
Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

178. Cayden Primeau, G, Montreal

Skating: Below-average

Aug. 11, 1999 | 6-foot-3 | 181 pounds

Puck Skills: Average

Drafted: No. 199 in 2017

Hockey Sense: Average

Tier: Projected middle of lineup player

Compete: Average

Athleticism: Below-average

Shot: Above-average

Hockey Sense: Above-average

Chmelevski had a better second pro season in the AHL, and I think he is
on the cusp of becoming a full-time big leaguer. With the puck he can
make a lot happen. He’s a highly skilled puck handler and playmaker. He
can hit seams and put pucks around checks with consistency. He also

Primeau had a solid second pro season. He didn’t put up huge numbers
and struggled in his brief NHL appearance, but he was the best goalie in
the Canadian AHL division. Primeau is a very smart goalie. He reads and
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has a dangerous wrist shot that can beat goalies from the circles.
Chmelevski has always been knocked for his skating, especially given
he’s not the biggest guy. His footspeed and physicality won’t be selling
points in the NHL, but I think he works hard enough off the puck and,
given his puck game, will score despite the feet. I see a middle-six
forward, likely on the wing.

physical play. Rees isn’t the biggest or quickest forward though, so there
is some skepticism about how his game will translate to higher levels.
Given his strong compete though, I think he finds a way to make it work
in the NHL, and I see him as a potential middle-six winger.

182. Justin Sourdif, C, Florida

Oct. 12, 1998 | 6-foot-2 | 209 pounds

Mar. 24, 2002 | 5-foot-11 | 173 pounds

Drafted: No. 55 in 2017

Drafted: No. 87 in 2020

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Skating: Below-average

Skating: Below-average

Puck Skills: Below-average

Puck Skills: Average

Hockey Sense: Below-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Compete: Above-average

Compete: Above-average

Shot: Above-average

Sourdif was one of the best players in the WHL’s BC division this season,
as a great all-situations player for Vancouver. Sourdif has a high skill and
compete level. He’s able to make plays through defenders that show
flash, while also having the hard elements to win battles and play around
the net. He’s not that big or fast, but his compete and smarts help make
up for that and he is a reliable 200-foot player. He looks like a potential
middle-six forward, likely on the wing.

Gadjovich had a very impressive third AHL season, scoring 15 goals in
19 games. There is nothing flashy about Gajovich’s game. He’s not that
fast or skilled and will never be the type to land on highlight reels. All his
goals look about the same, in that he is very good at finishing plays
around the net with good enough hands, but mostly due to his great work
ethic in a 6-foot-2 frame. Gadjovich can also beat goalies from range, but
his value is in his net-front play. He could carve out a role by outworking
opponents in the high percentage areas. I’ve long been a skeptic that he
would be an NHL player, but this season I think he showed he has what it
takes to become a useful NHL winger.

183. Francesco Pinelli, C, Los Angeles
Apr. 11, 2003 | six-foot | 185 pounds
Drafted: No. 42 in 2021
Tier: Projected middle of lineup player
Skating: Below-average
Puck Skills: Average
Hockey Sense: Average
Compete: Average
Without an OHL season, Pinelli went to Slovenia and was one of the top
scorers at the U18 worlds, despite limited minutes at times. Pinelli is a
highly intelligent player who can make tough plays consistently. He has
the small-area skills to make checkers miss, and the vision to make plays
off the flank and under pressure. He competes well enough to win puck
battles even though he’s not overly physical. His skating is elusive, with a
decent first step and the ability to 10-2 around defenders, but he lacks
separation speed. His toolkit doesn’t scream top prospect and he’s listed
higher than where my eyes think he should be due to how much he’s
shown he can score at various levels. Pinelli projects as a middle-six
NHL forward who may frustrate a coach if he doesn’t score. In the Kings
system he’s likely a winger given their center options.

185. Jonah Gadjovich, LW, Vancouver

186. Olen Zellweger, LHD, Anaheim
Sept. 10, 2003 | 5-foot-9 | 175 pounds
Drafted: No. 34 in 2021
Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player and starting goaltender
Skating: Above-average
Puck Skills: Below-average
Hockey Sense: Above-average
Compete: Average

184. Jamieson Rees, LW, Carolina

Zellweger was a very good all-situations player for Everett in his short
WHL season and a top defenseman at the U18 worlds. His skating
stands out. He has good quickness to lead plays up ice, while also
having fantastic edgework to evade pressure. He’s an undersized player,
but Zellweger defends well enough due to his skating and compete,
closing well on checks and working hard to win pucks. Offensively he’s
not a dynamo, but he has the skill and offensive hockey sense to be a
points and power-play type at higher levels, showing the instincts to find
seams and make tough plays on the move. He’s also one of the
youngest players in the draft. Zellweger projects as a second- or thirdpair NHL defenseman who could be on a second power-play unit.

Feb. 26, 2001 | 5-foot-11 | 172 pounds

187. Matias Macceli, LW, Arizona

Drafted: No. 44 in 2019

Oct. 14, 2000 | 5-foot-11 | 165 pounds

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Drafted: No. 98 in 2019

Skating: Below-average

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Puck Skills: Average

Skating: Below-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Puck Skills: Average

Compete: Above-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Rees was solid in the AHL as a teenager with no OHL season. He stands
out with his skill level, he can put a lot of pucks around defenders to
create chances. He’s not a soft skill type, as he will make a lot of hard
plays toward the net. He has an edge to his game and doesn’t shy from

Compete: Average
Shot: Above-average
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Maccelli started off well this season but his production tailed off in the
second half. There’s no denying his talent with the puck on his stick. He’s
got great one-on-one skills, he can make a lot of plays to his teammates,
and this season he showed a mid-range shot threat. Maccelli being a 5foot-11 forward with subpar footspeed has always been the concern.
While I don’t think he’s soft, his compete doesn’t blow you away either,
making scouts skeptical that he can drive at even strength in the NHL. I
see a middle-six guy with second-power-play ability, but the way he plays
will be questioned every step of the way until he does it in the NHL.

Robidas was an important player on a great junior team this season. He
plays the game with a lot of speed and energy which is why despite
being 5-foot-8, I think his game could translate to higher levels. He’s a
great skater, who often takes pucks up the ice with speed and charges
right for the net. Off the puck, he hustles to win battles and can kill
penalties. Robidas shows good instincts as a playmaker, and flashes of
good puck skills but I wouldn’t call his puck game what gets him to the
NHL. Robidas projects as a middle-six NHL forward, likely on the wing,
who will be a fan and coach favorite due to his speed and work ethic.

188. Noel Gunler, RW, Carolina

191. Bobby Brink, RW, Philadelphia

Oct. 7, 2001 | 6-foot-2 | 176 pounds

July 8, 2001 | 5-foot-8 | 159 pounds

Drafted: No. 41 in 2020

Drafted: No. 34 in 2019

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Skating: Below-average

Skating: Average

Puck Skills: Below-average

Puck Skills: Average

Hockey Sense: Average

Hockey Sense: Above-average

Compete: Below-average

Compete: Average

Shot: Above-average
Gunler had a solid season in the SHL between Lulea and Brynas, and
was good at the world juniors. His style lends itself to being used in a
specific way. He’s a great passer and shooter who can excel on the
power play and make things happen in the offensive zone. The skill and
shot, along with his good size and physicality, are NHL assets. But his
effort can be inconsistent and he drifts to the perimeter. Gunler also lacks
the footspeed to generate a lot of clean entries at even strength. I see a
potential middle-six winger due to the talent, but I could also see it be an
uphill climb to get regular NHL minutes.

Brink is a really tough evaluation case. He hasn’t been overly productive
in college, although I’ve liked him when I’ve watched his games, and he
has been good at the international U20 level the past two seasons. He’s
a divisive prospect because of his great skill and, in particular, his great
sense and playmaking ability. He’s a smaller winger who is a wonky
skater. The skating is elusive enough to play at higher levels, but it’s
what scouts focus on. I know scouts who still believe in him firmly, and
some who firmly believe it won’t work. Given his season you can call this
high ranking a little bit of stubbornness in my belief in the player’s skill,
but if he doesn’t get it done again next season, I’ll have to pull back a bit
on him.

189. Roni Hirvonen, C, Toronto

192. Hendrix Lapierre, C, Washington

Jan. 10, 2002 | 5-foot-9 | 164 pounds

Feb. 9, 2002 | 5-foot-11 | 179 pounds

Drafted: No. 59 in 2020

Drafted: No. 22 in 2020

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Skating: Average

Skating: Below-average

Puck Skills: Average

Puck Skills: Average

Hockey Sense: Average

Hockey Sense: Above-average

Compete: Above-average

Compete: Average

Hirvonen had another good season versus men, mostly repeating his
scoring rates from his draft season. He was also one of Finland’s best
players at the world juniors. There is a lot to like from a talent
perspective. Around the puck, Hirvonen exhibits great puck skills and
playmaking ability. He shows the ability to inside out pro defenders and
make tough plays to his teammates. He’s undersized, but he’s a worker
who shows good details and can play in high traffic areas. His skating is
good enough but not great for his frame. I see a middle-six NHL forward,
but with his skating, the question will be whether he stays down the
middle in the NHL or is pushed to the wing.

Shot: Below-average

190. Justin Robidas, C, Carolina

Lapierre has been a tough evaluation for years due to his great puck
game and his, at times, great production. But injuries have taken away a
lot of his QMJHL career. He’s rated highly still because I believe a lot in
his skill and in particular his vision. He’s a fantastic passer who can run a
power play and make tough plays under pressure. The creativity and skill
will carry him to the NHL, but he has risk factors. He’s not that big or
quick, and doesn’t score that many goals for a forward. He’s not soft, he
works hard enough off the puck, but he’s not a penalty killer. I see a
middle six forward due to the talent, but I know some NHL scouts who
are wary of him.

Mar. 13, 2003 | 5-foot-8 | 173 pounds

193. Michael DiPietro, G, Vancouver

Drafted: No. 147 in 2021

June 9, 1999 | six-foot | 200 pounds

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Drafted: No. 64 in 2017

Skating: High-end

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player

Puck Skills: Below-average

Puck Skills: Above-average

Hockey Sense: Average

Hockey Sense: Average

Compete: Above-average
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DiPietro had a weird season as he didn’t really play all that many games,
although in a couple of AHL games he was quite good. DiPietro has elite
quickness in goal, and great sense and competitiveness, and on his best
days he’s making highlight-reel saves seem routine. The obvious
concern with him has always been his size at six-foot. The tool grades
are just too high that I think he will find a way to succeed in the NHL as a
tandem goalie.
194. Devon Levi, G, Buffalo
Dec. 27, 2001 | six-foot | 184 pounds
Drafted: No. 212 in 2020 by Florida
Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player
Athleticism: Average
Hockey Sense: Above-average
It’s hard to say I feel confident slotting a recent seventh-round pick who
didn’t play with his club all season due to injury, but Levi was the best
goaltender at the world juniors and the MVP at the World Jr. A Challenge
the season prior. Levi is an undersized goalie, but his sense is
tremendous. He has great puck tracking ability and anticipation, and
rarely seems out of position. He’s not super quick for a smaller goalie but
he can move laterally to make tough saves. Levi looks like a great
backup option who could start in an injury pinch.
The Athletic LOADED: 09.08.2021Four unresolved NHL off-season
storylines to watch ahead of camps
Vancouver Canucks' Quinn Hughes (43) warms up prior to NHL Stanley
Cup qualifying round action against the Minnesota Wild in Edmonton,
Tuesday, Aug. 4, 2020. (Codie McLachlan/CP)
Rory Boylen@RoryBoylenSeptember 7, 2021, 2:20 PM
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The dog days of summer are quickly coming to an end and the return of
the NHL is on the horizon.
Next week we'll see some rookie camps opening and the week after we'll
see NHL training camps start up. Position battles and player hype is
upon us, but there are still plenty of unresolved off-season storylines to
watch that could carry on into the new season.
Here are some things to keep an eye on in the last few days of the
hockey off-season.
LOTS OF BIG RFAs STILL WITHOUT A CONTRACT
The Ottawa Senators made a substantial signing on Friday, inking 23year-old Drake Batherson to a six-year deal with a $4.975 million AAV.
Coming off a 17-goal season, the Sens are banking on Batherson with
this long-term deal and it'll be a relief they have one young and important
piece in place for a while.
But their most important RFA is still without a deal.
Brady Tkachuk could be a future captain on this team if he's there for the
long haul, but it's possible a bridge contract could be up first. Tkachuk,
who turns 22 later this month, also had 17 goals last season and has true
star upside. Anything less than a long-term deal here and Sens fans
might already start becoming concerned about if he'll stay when UFA
years hit.
What would the price of a long-term commitment be for Tkachuk?
Carolina's Andrei Svechnikov, taken two spots ahead of Tkachuk in the
2018 draft, signed a max eight-year extension this summer at an AAV of
$7.75 million. That's a good starting point for Tkachuk, too.
But the market isn't 100 per cent clear yet because Ottawa is far from the
only team dealing with an unsigned RFA of great significance.

The Vancouver Canucks have two franchise cornerstones still without a
contract in Quinn Hughes and Elias Pettersson. Vancouver has roughly
$10.6 million in projected cap space, per CapFriendly, and though they
could still create a bit more room, this lack of wiggle room might make it
more likely that one or both of these players ends up with a bridge
contract.
In terms of market precedent for Hughes, Dallas re-signed Miro
Heiskanen to an eight-year extension with a $8.45 million AAV this
summer. Heiskanen was the third-overall selection in the 2017 draft and
though he didn't perform at quite the same level in his third season as he
did in his first two, Heiskanen was still productive and is one of the better
young defenders in the game today. Cale Makar, the fourth-overall pick
in 2017, signed a six-year extension with Colorado that bought up two
UFA seasons and came with a $9 million AAV. But Makar was a Norris
Trophy finalist last season.
Making things more interesting is that Hughes was the seventh-overall
pick in the 2018 draft and the first player chosen that season, Rasmus
Dahlin, is another RFA defenceman without a contract. Though draft
capital is of lesser concern than actual on-ice play -- where Hughes has
had greater NHL achievements -- that dynamic will surely be an
influencing factor for both players.
With Pettersson, the Canucks have the top producing forward from the
2017 draft so far. The top pick that year, Nico Hischier, is about to enter
the second season of a seven-year pact he signed with the Devils that
pays $7.25 million per season. On a long-term deal, Pettersson would
figure to come at a higher price point than either Hischier or Svechnikov.
Another notable unsigned RFA is Minnesota's Kirill Kaprizov, who took
the league by storm in 2021 and won the Calder Trophy with 27 goals
and 51 points in 55 games as a 24-year-old. A late arriver to the NHL
after he played out his KHL contract with CSKA Moscow, Kaprizov is in a
different position than the younger RFAs because he is only three years
away from being UFA eligible. And that makes these negotiations a bit
more tricky.
According to The Athletic's Michael Russo, the two sides had very
different ideas of what an extension would look like early on in
negotiations. While the Wild, understandably, were pushing for a sevenor eight-year deal around a $9 million AAV, Kaprizov's camp was more
inclined to go three years and walk right to UFA eligibility. That's about
the worst outcome for the team, though.
As negotiations continue, last week Russo reported that both sides seem
to be making compromises to make a deal work, with Kaprizov willing to
sign over some UFA years and the Wild open to less than max term.
Kaprizov did not have any NHL leverage this summer since he wasn't
arbitration or offer sheet eligible, but there was a threat that he could
instead return to the KHL. Wild GM Bill Guerin said he never took that too
seriously and, in fact, the 2021-22 KHL season began on Sept. 1.
JACK EICHEL: THE BIGGEST TRADE ASSET STILL TO BE MOVED
“I’ve been a bit upset about the ways things have been handled since I’ve
been hurt. There’s been a bit of a disconnect between myself and the
organization. The most important thing now is to get healthy and be
ready to play hockey next year, wherever that might be.”
Ever since that Jack Eichel sound bite in May, the table has been set for
one of the top young centres in the league to be traded. But it hasn't
been so simple. Centres of his caliber are so rarely traded that finding a
comparable deal to shoot for is next to impossible. And since Eichel still
has five years left on his contract, the Sabres don't have to be in a rush
to move him.
Still, this feels like an irreparable relationship that is headed in one
direction.
The NHL and NHLPA have gotten involved in the dispute between the
team and player on how to approach treatment for his neck injury, with
Eichel desiring a disk replacement surgery that hasn't been performed on
an NHL player yet, and the Sabres preferring rest.
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Adding to the intrigue is that Eichel changed agents to Pat Brisson in
late-August. A month earlier Eichel's prior representation released a
statement that they had fully expected him to have been traded before
the opening of free agency in July. That, of course, didn't happen.
The asking price remains high and the injury uncertainty does add some
level of risk for a $10-million player.

Gaudreau is now heading into the last year of his deal, after which he'll
be a UFA. Tkachuk has one year left on his contract before becoming an
RFA and he'll be just one more year away from being UFA-eligible
himself. Long-term decisions need to be made on these players soon
and you have to wonder how wise it is to keep pushing ahead with a
team that hasn't won a playoff round since 2015.

Get the best of our NHL coverage and exclusives delivered directly to
your inbox!

Treliving will certainly be on any "GM hot seat" lists this season and that,
too, should bring some urgency. Not afraid to make big splash trades,
can he still find one before the season, or will the Flames really kick key
decisions down the road, run it back and hope for the best?

*I understand that I may withdraw my consent at any time.

EVANDER KANE AND THE SAN JOSE SHARKS

THE CALGARY FLAMES AND A SURPRISINGLY QUIET OFFSEASON

Multiple off-ice issues have surrounded Evander Kane this year,
including a messy public divorce, and a bankruptcy filing that raised the
question if his contract would be voided by the team.

Sign up for NHL newsletters

There were a number of teams we expected to be busy changing over
some personnel this off-season, mostly because they were sort of stuck
without an obvious path to improvement forward.
The Philadelphia Flyers were one and they made a few trades, rebuilt
their blue line and swapped Jakub Voracek for Cam Atkinson. The
Buffalo Sabres were another, and they moved Rasmus Ristolainen and
Sam Reinhart, plus an Eichel trade remains probable. The Minnesota
Wild were on this list, and while they didn't go about trading much, the
move to buy out Zach Parise and Ryan Suter figures to have a massive
impact in the locker room and carries salary cap implications for the next
few years.
And then there's the Calgary Flames.
GM Brad Treliving had to replace his coach last season, bringing back
Darryl Sutter to try and get more out of this group. It didn't work. At the
end of the season in a Q&A with Eric Francis, Treliving said his team was
"in a downward cycle at this point" and that seemed to set the table to a
busy off-season.
Johnny Gaudreau's name had been a popular one in the trade rumour
mill for a couple years leading to this point. First the question was
whether or not he'd be traded with two years left on his contract to get
ahead of having to move him as a rental. Then, this summer, there was
lots of talk about possibly moving on from him before a modified no-trade
clause kicked in. But when Gaudreau spoke, he talked about wanting to
re-sign in Calgary.
So if Gaudreau wouldn't be traded, what about Sean Monahan? You'd
surely be selling low on him after a 28-point season. Matthew Tkachuk?
He used to be on a captaincy track here -- and perhaps still could be -but he also didn't play to his usual level throughout 2021 and his longterm fit with the team came into question.
Calgary has yet to make an off-season trade of consequence and Blake
Coleman (six years, $4.9 million AAV) was the most notable UFA signing
brought in. That has to be one made with playoffs in mind.
Stream the Stanley Cup Playoffs with Sportsnet NOW
Livestream every game of the Stanley Cup Playoffs, blackout-free. Plus
get the NHL Draft, Free Agency, Blue Jays & MLB, NBA Playoffs
matchups and more.
CHOOSE PLAN
At the same time, the Flames lost their captain, Mark Giordano, to
Seattle in the expansion draft for nothing -- which means they already
figure to return with a worse blue line than a year ago, and more weight
will fall on Noah Hanifin and Rasmus Andersson. After a truly
disappointing season and a rather quiet off-season, the question now is
how do the Flames come back a better team?
Perhaps there is some hope that returning to the Pacific Division will lead
to an easier path to the playoffs. Vegas and Edmonton would be the two
best bets to qualify from that division, but after that there's a whole lot of
uncertainty and opportunity. Is that enough?

According to The Athletic, Kane's relationship with some of his
teammates may be irreparable as well due to a disrespect of team rules
and poor practice habits.
“Guys were going into Doug’s office all year long,” a source told Kevin
Kurz, “saying Kane had to go. … All Doug would say is, ‘All teams have
locker-room issues,’ which just isn’t true. Not the teams that win,
anyway.”
But the unresolved Sharks storylines go beyond Kane's troubles.
For most of the salary-cap era, this was one of the NHL's most
consistently strong teams even though they didn't win a Stanley Cup.
We're talking four conference final appearances and one Stanley Cup
final appearance from 2006 to 2019 -- just two years ago they got six
wins away from winning it all.
But for the past two years now the Sharks have been near the bottom of
the standings, and had to forfeit a top-five pick to Ottawa in the 2020
draft to complete the Erik Karlsson trade that has been a whiff. And now
we wonder if there's anything to salvage here, or if they can get back to
relevancy without a significant rebuild.
Tomas Hertl is heading into the last year of his contract, after which he'll
be a UFA. A possible trade candidate, Hertl recently spoke to a Czech
news outlet and wasn't sure about his future with the Sharks, saying he'd
start this season and see how it turns out.
The Sharks finally bought out goalie Martin Jones this summer after they
had the league's worst netminding two years in a row, but now James
Reimer and Adin Hill will be tasked to lead them back. They still haven't
gotten over the loss of Joe Pavelski in the locker room or on the ice.
An issue remains that the Sharks seem to have already made their salary
cap bets. Five players (Kane, Karlsson, Logan Couture, Brent Burns and
Marc-Edouard Vlasic), combine to make $41.5 million against the cap
and they all have at least four years of term left on those deals. The next
wave of talent isn't obvious and if these players continue to underwhelm
it figures to be another long year for the Sharks.
How GM Doug Wilson chooses to proceed from here will be a storyline to
watch.
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Sportsnet.ca / Hurricanes owner Tom Dundon explains motivation for
Kotkaniemi offer sheet

Rory Boylen@RoryBoylenSeptember 7, 2021, 4:33 PM

In the dog days of summer, NHL news can often be hard to come by.
Debates dry up and storylines for the new season haven't had time to
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take shape through a training camp. So for people itching to talk about
something fresh, the Carolina Hurricanes' one-year, $6.1-million offer
sheet given to and signed by Jesperi Kotkaniemi was the perfect lateAugust fodder.
And the cherry on top was the perceived rivalry here. The Montreal
Canadiens, of course, signed Carolina's Sebastian Aho to an offer sheet
in 2019 that was supposedly designed to try and pinch and challenge
new Canes owner Tom Dundon. Aho's offer sheet was for five years with
an $8.454 million AAV and the signing bonuses were maxed out — Aho
won't make more than $775,000 base salary in any year of the deal.
Carolina matched it, though, because the AAV itself wasn't really above
market value. It was the expected cost to retain the player.
So, Carolina's offer sheet to Kotkaniemi was seen as a bit of revenge.
His signing bonus was just $20, to match Aho's jersey number. One
tweet announcing the signing from the team account was in French and
they just had a lot of fun with it on social media. The $6.1 million AAV
ultimately was too much for the Canadiens to absorb, so they let him go,
took the draft picks and flipped them for another centre, Christian Dvorak.
Naturally, most wondered if this move motivated by Montreal's previous
attempt to snag Aho. Canes owner Tom Dundon explained that it was
actually a series of events that led Carolina to this point and the salarycap picture they were left with ultimately helped them make a call.

And those social media posts that seemed to poke fun at the Canadiens
and the failed Aho offer sheet? Was revenge a motivation there?
"We're all in the entertainment business and we don't have a league if
people aren't entertained by it, and so when it worked out the way it did
our philosophy organizationally on the business side is have as much
fun, get as much attention as you can." Dundon said.
"Maybe we should have thought about how the other team would feel
about it, but candidly we were just doing it because it was interesting,
selfishly, for our team and our fans. That's really all it was. We didn't go
into this with a plan. It was kind of a last second thing."
Remaining Time -2:04
Being able to acquire Dvorak made Kotkaniemi decision easier for
Canadiens
In fact, Dundon's opinion was that offer sheets aren't the best way to
acquire players. He confirmed the Canes tried to trade for Kotkaniemi
and would have preferred that outcome.
The whole saga with the Canes and Kotkaniemi has re-opened the
conversation about offer sheets and why they aren't used more often as
a weapon. Today, we are two weeks out from the opening of training
camps and a number of high quality RFAs — Elias Pettersson, Quinn
Hughes, Brady Tkachuk to name a few — are still without contracts.

"It was probably a little more fluid than just make a final decision,"
Dundon told Writer's Bloc on 590 The FAN. "A lot of things happened this
summer and in the past. Maybe you try to extend a player and you can't
extend him, so they end up traded so you have more cap space in the
future to sign a free agent.

Does Dundon think his team's actions will inspire more offer sheets in the
future?

"We have things that we consider all the time, but you never know which
of those is going to come to fruition until other things happen and so just
the way the summer laid out we weren't able to sign a couple things we
tried to do and then you ended up with a bunch of cap space.

Dundon continued: "I think this was just a very unique set of
circumstances. I wouldn't be surprised if it doesn't happen again for a
long, long time. It's not part of our strategy to build our team."

"The idea of us leaving cap space unused is pretty frustrating. In
essence, it's an asset and you don't want it to go wasted. And so we had
some and then you look at your opportunities to use it. That ended up
being the one we decided to go with."

"I don't think that at all. I think this was a very unique situation. I can't
think of another situation where it's a really good idea," he said.

Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 09.08.2021
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Among the player personnel choices that allowed the Canes to have the
cap space to be in position to sign an offer sheet was an inability to resign star defenceman Dougie Hamilton, who ended up in New Jersey
with a $9 million AAV. Calder Trophy finalist Alex Nedeljkovic was traded
to Detroit instead of given a new contract, and then he signed a $3
million AAV there.

Sportsnet.ca / NHL’s Top 10 UFAs remaining: Latest rumours, reports

The Canes, with a strong roster that has Stanley Cup aspirations, saw an
opportunity here to put pressure on a team with cap issues by offering
Kotkaniemi an AAV that was above his market value. They'll have to
qualify him at $6.1 million after the season or else he'll become a free
agent, but on the 31 Thoughts Podcast Elliotte Friedman mentioned the
possibility of some sort of multi-year extension at a lesser number
already roughly being in place.

School is in, there's a chill in the air, and training camp is fast
approaching.

Still, it's a lot of money up front for a five-goal, 20-point player who was a
healthy scratch in the Stanley Cup Playoffs — granted there's a lot of
upside in this 21-year-old third-overall draft choice. Though he is a centre
first and mostly played that position in Montreal, the Hurricanes are deep
down the middle and could shift Kotkaniemi back to the wing and bring
him along slower. Ultimately, Dundon says the decision to sign
Kotkaniemi was a hockey one, and not an emotional one.
"The idea we would do it for revenge, or to get even, is silly," Dundon
said. "We just want to win and we would only do something we thought
would help us win more games. And the conclusion of our scouts and
internally was this was a player with a big future and maybe his brand
was down a little bit because of the way the season ended, but our folks
had a lot of conviction in his future."

Luke Fox@lukefoxjukeboxSeptember 7, 2021, 9:43 AM

While little top-line talent remains unclaimed, more than few notable
athletes are still without employment for the 2021-22 season.
General managers may need to bargain harder, and jobless players may
need to lower their asking prices (or settle for tryouts). But there are still
gems — or at least worthy gambles and depth additions — to be
unearthed from 2021’s UFA class after the midsummer frenzy.
We round up the rumours and assess the value of the free agents who
are taking a more patient approach this summer (in some cases, that’s
even by choice) and are still up for grabs in September.
More from Sportsnet
31-thoughts-podcast
31 Thoughts Podcast: Recapping free agency with a thought on all 32
teams
Sportsnet Staff
NHL's Top 10 RFAs of 2021: Latest rumours and reports
Luke Fox
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1. Tuukka Rask

2020-21 salary cap hit: $1 million

Age: 34

A right shot capable of playing either wing, Gusev made some noise in
2019-20 when he finally left the KHL, scoring 13 goals and 44 points in
66 games for a bad Devils squad.

Position: Goaltender
2020-21 salary cap hit: $7 million
The question isn’t whether Rask — a Vezina-winning, Cup-winning,
Jennings-winning stud — is deserving of a rich, new short-term contract.
The question is whether his body is up for one.
Rask openly pondered 2021 retirement this past season and drew
criticism in some (unkind) circles for departing the playoff bubble early to
attend to a family matter.

The Russian's '21 campaign was split between New Jersey and Florida.
His shooting percentage dropped, and he failed to find his groove in
either lineup.
Gusev is only 29. He should have some game left, and he's garnered
some interest on the market. Does he give the NHL another shot, or
return to the KHL?
4. Travis Zajac

He underwent surgery on a torn hip labrum in late July and says he could
be ready to play as early as January. If and/or when he straps on the
pads again, Rask only sees it being in Boston.

Age: 36

"For me, it's about that pride of playing for one team and one team only. I
have no reason to chase the money anymore and go somewhere else.
It's going to be one of those things where the Bruins are my home,
Boston is my home. I've always wanted to play here, wanted to stay here.
So the money won't be an issue. We had a conversation with [Bruins
general manager Don Sweeney], and I will be a cheap goalie for them,"
Rask told WEEI 93.7 FM on Aug. 25.

2020-21 salary cap hit: $5.75 million

"I would say I'm not looking for a $7 million contract anymore," he
continued. "I just like to help the team out. I feel like I'm a veteran goalie
and there are some young guys coming in, so whatever I can do to help
the guys out I will do it and end my career as a Bruin."

Despite seeing his 1,000th game drift in the rear-view mirror, the durable
Zajac can still play.

The Bruins’ crease is already in overhaul mode, with Jaroslav Halak
(Vancouver) and Dan Vladar (Calgary) moving on.
Expect Rask’s situation to simmer on the back burner, as the B’s roll into
2021-22 with a young, fresh tandem of Linus Ullmark and Jeremy
Swayman.
“We needed to be prepared and allow Tuukka all the time he needs to
get healthy. He just had surgery, spoke to him this morning, doing very
well,” Sweeney said after signing Ullmark in free agency.
“We’ve always left the door open for Tuukka to return. And I think it just
allows Jeremy to continue to progress at a natural rate but also give him
the opportunity to be at the NHL level.
“When you’re trying to be a competitive team, you have to have depth.
We felt that the last two playoffs, and we came up short. Now we’re trying
to make sure that we’ve got the most competitive team we can, and
identify if we have some needs going forward that we may have to have
some changes as well.”

Position: Centre

Like so many other veteran Islanders who are technically unrestricted
free agents, there is a quiet assumption that bottom-six centreman Zajac
may have a deal in principle to return to the Eastern Conference finalists.
At this stage in a career, Zajac should be signing a one-year contract
near the league minimum.

He’ll kill penalties, chip in a bit of offence (20 points in 46 games in
2021), and remains an excellent faceoff asset, with a career 53.8 per
cent success rate in the dot.
5. Sami Vatanen
Age: 30
Position: Defence
2020-21 salary cap hit: $2 million
My how Vatanen’s stock has fallen since his days as an emerging
Anaheim Duck. The right-shot D-man still has some offensive upside and
could thrive in third-pairing minutes.
Bouncing from Anaheim to New Jersey to Carolina to New Jersey to
Dallas over the past four seasons, there is still belief that if Vatanen finds
the proper fit, he could resurrect his career and celebrate his 500th game
this upcoming season.
Righties are tough to come by. The Islanders and Oilers are two teams
that could poke around for depth here.

2. Jason Demers

6. Zdeno Chara

Age: 33

Age: 44

Position: Defence

Position: Defence

2020-21 salary cap hit: $4.5 million

2020-21 salary cap hit: $795,000

Right-shot defencemen were scooped up fast and furious on July 28, but
this former Coyotes blueliner and steady, stay-at-home veteran is still
available.

The oldest and tallest man in the NHL hasn't retired yet, so it remains
unknown if his career ended in a handshake line against the Boston
Bruins or if he'll give it another go on a one-year, team-friendly contract.

Demers only registered four assists in 2021, but he’s still logging more
than 17 minutes a night and driving play north despite starting the
majority of his shifts in the D-zone.

“Z is in Slovakia spending time with family. He is working out hard and
leaving all of his options open. There is no rush on anything with him,"
Chara's agent, Matt Keator, told Pierre LeBrun of The Athletic.

Another $4.5-million payday is unlikely, but some team will scoop him up.

Last season, Chara didn't sign with the Washington Capitals until about a
week before training camp. If he's interested, we're certain a few GMs
will kick tires at a third-pairing leader and excellent penalty killer.

3. Nikita Gusev
Age: 29
Position: Right wing / Left wing

During Chara's season-ending Zoom call, he was unsure if he’d play a
24th season.
“This season didn’t end the way we wanted, but that’s life,” Chara said.
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“You have to move on. As far as myself and my future, I’m probably
going to take a few days to talk to my family and make decisions after. I
think that, obviously, it’s not always a decision I can make myself.
Sometimes there are things in life you have to realize. I have to have
those conversations with my wife and my children and see where we’re
going to be in the next two days or weeks. After those conversations, I’ll
probably let those emotions settle in and see where I’m at.”

Tarasenko, perhaps there’s a clearer path to keep Bozak in the fold. Both
sides have interest, but money — as ever — is an issue. Bozak is still in
St. Louis skating with some of his 2020-21 teammates, according to local
reports.

Despite rumblings of the Blues' interest in the future Hall of Famer, that
idea has been shot down in multiple reports.

Position: Left wing

"I’ve heard him linked to the Islanders recently, but it was more of
hearsay and speculation," an anonymous source told Jimmy Murphy for
an Aug. 19 story. "It makes a ton of sense but then look at the Rangers
too; imagine Adam Fox getting even better under a mentor like Zee?”
7. Ryan Donato
Age: 25
Position: Centre / Left wing
2018-19 salary cap hit: $1.9 million
Rare that 25-year-old NHL centres appear on the open market. But with
the San Jose Sharks trading for Donato in 2020 and not deeming the
forward worth a qualifying offer in 2021, here we are.
The Boston native is coming off back-to-back 20-point seasons in
shortened campaigns are should be able to find a bottom-six niche in the
league.
But with a non-playoff club like the Sharks taking a pass, Donato's
bargaining power has taken a hit. A short-term, low-money gamble could
help Donato rejuvenate his career and wouldn't be a bad gamble for
clubs looking for depth up the middle.
Donato was drafted by his hometown Bruins back in 2014 and is already
looking to join his fourth franchise.
8. Alex Galchenyuk

10. Zach Parise
Age: 37

2020-21 salary cap hit: $7.5 million
Following his summer buyout from the Minnesota Wild, the 1,060-game
veteran is set for a reunion with Lou Lamoriello — the GM who selected
Parise in the first round of the 2003 draft.
Between the healthy scratches and the underwhelming production
(seven goals, 18 points) in 2021, Parise will have a shot at a nice
bounce-back season as a role player for the New York Islanders. Details
of his contract have yet to be announced.
More notable UFAs still on the market: Eric Staal, Bobby Ryan, Devan
Dubnyk, James Neal, Erik Gudbranson, Erik Gustafsson, Jimmy Vesey,
Brian Boyle (PTO with PIT), Alex Chiasson, Tyler Ennis, Tobias Rieder,
Artem Anisimov, Mark Jankowski, Colton Sceviour, Lucas Wallmark,
Marcus Hogberg, Curtis McElhinney, Ben Hutton, Patrick Marleau,
Michael Stone, Jack Johnson (PTO with COL), Josh Ho-Sang (PTO with
TOR)
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 09.08.2021
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Sportsnet.ca / Lokomotiv: The Team That Disappeared

By Brett Popplewell

Age: 27
Position: Centre / Wing
2020-21 salary cap hit: $1.05 million
Feeling as if his NHL career was on the line, the determined winger
certainly showed flashes in Toronto alongside John Tavares and William
Nylander.
He’s exploring his options. Toronto has yet to close the door (at least
publicly) on a return, and even the team that drafted Galchenyuk
(Montreal) is said to have some level of interest in a reunion.
His last contract was one year at $1.05 million. Would he take that
again?
9. Tyler Bozak
Age: 35
Position: Centre
2020-21 salary cap hit: $5 million
Of all the unrestricted free agents unclaimed by September, none
averaged more points per game in 2021 than Bozak. Most recently a
third-line centre with the St. Louis Blues, the dependable but aging twoway pivot is in for a significant pay cut.
Still, Bozak is a Cup champ who should still be able to kill penalties, win
faceoffs and chip in bottom-six scoring.
While buzz around potential landing spots has been quiet, the Montreal
Canadiens should at least take a look in light of Phillip Danault’s
departure to L.A. And if St. Louis finds a way to unload Vladimir

Editor’s note: This article originally appeared in the Dec. 26, 2011, issue
of Sportsnet magazine. Brett Popplewell claimed a gold medal for sports
at the National Magazine Awards in 2012.
AT 4:05 IN THE AFTERNOON all but one of the Railway Men were
sealed inside an aging plane, staring down an empty runway. In the
cabin sat Lokomotiv, the gods of Yaroslavl whose names 600,000 people
cheered and cried. Twenty-six hockey players and 11 coaches and staff
embarking on a two-hour flight to their season opener in Minsk.
Directly behind the cockpit sat the coaches. There was Brad
McCrimmon, the ‘Beast’ from Saskatchewan, one of the men on-board
with his name on the Stanley Cup. Still driven by ambition at the age of
52, he had recently left his home in Detroit and crossed the Atlantic to
coach this team. And beside him sat his assistant, Igor Korolev, the
former Maple Leaf who played for five teams in a 12-year NHL career,
back in his homeland but far from his family in Toronto on this, the day
after his 41st birthday. Beside him sat his old friend Alexander
Karpovtsev, the former Ranger who’d stood by Korolev’s side on his
wedding day in Moscow 21 years ago. He was the second man aboard
this plane with his name on hockey’s most revered chalice.
Behind the coaches sat the players. Young and old, from the former allstar to the struggling prospect, together they formed one of the strongest
teams in the second-best league in the world.
At the front sat the stars. There was Pavol Demitra, the alternate captain
of Slovakia’s 2010 Olympic team. The man who led that tournament in
points and pushed his countrymen past the Russians in the preliminary
round with a shootout goal. There was Ivan Tkachenko, the face of
Lokomotiv, who had scored the winning goal in overtime in his team’s
final home game last season. There was Alexander Galimov, the fighter
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and showman. The one who blew a kiss to his wife after every goal. And
behind them sat the rookies, including two of the country’s most talented
prospects: best friends Yuri Urychev and Daniil Sobchenko, members of
the Russian Junior Hockey Team that defeated Team Canada in the gold
medal game nine months earlier in Buffalo. Both of them dreaming of a
life in the NHL. And near them was an open seat, reserved for their
friend, Maxim Zyuzyakin, who wouldn’t be getting on this flight.
Twenty-three Russians, three Ukrainians, three Czechs, three
Belarusians and a Slovak, a German, a Swede, a Latvian and a
Canadian. One of the proudest teams in the Kontinental Hockey League.
A 52-year-old franchise, as storied as any in Russia, about to commence
an eight-month campaign against 23 teams spread across eight time
zones of the former Soviet Union, each team fighting for the Gagarin
Cup, Russia’s greatest hockey prize. The people of Yaroslavl said the
Railway Men were favoured for victory in Minsk and for victory thereafter.
It was this team, the people said, that was destined to sip from Gagarin’s
Cup. Now they sat together, heading west toward a clear horizon above
a village built around a church the colour of chalk and a tranquil tributary
flowing into the Volga River.
But the Railway Men were not alone in the cabin. There were three
Russian flight attendants sitting among them. And there was Alexander
Sizov, a 52-year-old flight engineer, one of two engineers on-board, who
had inspected the plane before takeoff and who now sat behind the
players, his seatbelt unbuckled. In the cockpit there was the pilot, Andrei
Solomentsev, a Muscovite with 6,900 hours at the helm. Beside him was
Igor Zhevelov, his co-pilot and friend. Their task: fly RA-42434 from
Moscow to Yaroslavl then onward to Minsk.
Outside it was a clear, late summer day. Nearly 18 degrees Celsius with
a light wind from the north, a few clusters of dark, rounded clouds
hovering a kilometre from the ground. As the Railway Men settled into
their seats, the control tower cleared the captain to roll the 18-year-old jet
onto runway 23 and power up the engines for a westbound takeoff. The
airport was busy that afternoon. As the three engines shuddered to life,
the players could look out their windows at all the other planes on the
tarmac, arriving from around the world to deliver foreign dignitaries for a
global forum-the Turkish president and the Russian president among
them.
Then the cockpit radio crackled.
“Permission given for flight.”
Flight RA-42434
Divers examine the wreckage the day after the crash
AND SO IT BEGAN, the shortest journey and the darkest day in the
history of hockey.
One flight, seemingly as routine as any other, the second of three that
day for the crew. The first of 50 for the team this season. One of
thousands in the careers of the veterans. On the day they left for Minsk,
they didn’t get the chance to say goodbye. Not to their families and not to
their fans.
They’d been travelling their entire careers. Each of them had logged
countless hours on the road and in the sky. On any given day a team
embarks on a journey. They come together as individuals, at unique
stages in their careers and lives. They board buses and planes-just as
they have hundreds, thousands of times before. They sacrifice days with
their families, and assume an unspoken risk in order to live out the
dreams of their youth.
After many journeys and victories, a few become legends and they are
seen like gods, whose every move is watched and analyzed by the fans
who cheer for them.
On Sept. 7, 2011, a team, as mortal as any other, embarked on an 82second trip down a runway, into the sky, then back down to earth.
“Amid the carnage, a lone man stood chest deep in the shallows,
screaming. 'Brothers, help me!'”

IT WAS THE SOUND OF THE ENGINES, so low to the earth and roaring
that first caught the two policemen’s attention. Sitting in a patrol boat 500
metres from the runway where the river flows into the Volga, they turned
and looked to their right as RA-42434 fell into the weedy shores between
them and the nearby church.
They watched in disbelief as the force of the impact split the plane apart
and scattered its burning wreckage along the river, a large black plume
rising into the sky. The policemen raised anchor and sped toward the
crash. In little more than a minute they were drifting through the
wreckage surrounded by smoke, flames and 14 tonnes of jet fuel.
Amid the carnage, a lone man stood chest deep in the shallows,
screaming as he tore what looked like a burning shirt from his body.
“Brothers, help me!”
As the policemen motored toward the burning man, a female paramedic,
Nataliya Panova, ran to the crash from the river bank. Moments earlier
she had looked out a window in the village hospital not far from the end
of the runway and saw the plane exploding. As she approached a wall of
scorching heat, the taste of black tea she had just finished drinking faded
from her mouth, replaced by the acrid fuel.
As soon as the smoke rose into the air, the director of the airport realized
what had happened. Minutes before, he had looked on in awe as the
hockey gods of Yaroslavl passed him inside the terminal. He ran to his
Volvo, his heart pounding as he raced down the tarmac toward the black
cloud rising above the broken trees beyond his runway. Soon he was on
foot, running past figures still buckled in their seats, his suit pants
catching fire from the embers as he ran along the shore, searching for
survivors.
A second one emerged. It was Sizov, the engineer, struggling
desperately to pull a man in uniform from the wreckage. Seated at the
back of the plane, Sizov had been launched from his seat, the right side
of his body smashing into something. He now found himself in a river. He
did not notice the mayhem around him, the shouts from the living, the
stares from the already dead. He didn’t even notice the flames.
The paramedic ran to the engineer while the police manoeuvred their
boat toward the burning man wading through the shallows. As the two
officers approached him they realized he hadn’t been peeling off his shirt,
but rather his skin. Ninety percent of his body had been charred, and
they weren’t sure what to grab. They reached for his wrists and pulled
him into the boat.
“I can’t see,” the man said. “My face, what’s wrong with my face? What’s
wrong with my eyes?”
“Everything is OK,” they told him. And as they covered him with a blanket
he asked that they call his wife and tell her he’d been in a plane crash.
As they brought him to shore and loaded him onto a stretcher he told
them his name.
“Brothers, I am Galimov.”
Only then did they realize the Railway Men had been on-board.
It wasn’t long until Images of the smouldering plane began appearing on
Russian TV, and within minutes the news spread around the world.
As the late afternoon turned to evening, a priest stood outside the church
and began ringing the bells.
Then divers began pulling bodies from the water while others unbuckled
the dead from their seats. All were brought to the paramedic for an
official declaration of death. Forty-three times she shook her head. Fortythree times she did not cry.
The bells tolled until the early hours of the next day when a truck carrying
43 bodies left for the Yaroslavl morgue.
WHILE THE BELLS RANG OUT ABOVE THE DEAD, the phones began
to ring. It was morning in North America. Late afternoon in Russia,
Slovakia, Sweden, Germany, Latvia, Ukraine, Belarus and the Czech
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Republic, as news of the crash reached the families and friends of the
men being pulled from the wreckage.
In Brandon, Man., Kelly McCrimmon had just arrived at Westman Place
arena. As head coach of the Western Hockey League’s Wheat Kings, he
stood near the ice where his older brother, Brad, had played 35 years
ago. Two days earlier, the brothers had spoken and wished each other
good luck in their upcoming seasons. It was a jovial conversation shared
by men with the same blood, job and passion. Now, the younger brother
was looking at his assistant coach, who was about to tell him something
horrible had happened halfway around the world.
Thirty-three years earlier, Brad McCrimmon had stood on the blueline in
a different town. He was 19 years old, sporting a maple leaf on his
sweater, defending his country in a losing battle against the Soviet Union.
A prairie boy getting his first exposure to the world stage. The Cold War
was in a state of détente, but inside the Colisée de Québec that
December day in 1977, the sentiments between the two junior teams
were as cold as the ice on which they fought.
Drafted by the Boston Bruins in 1979, McCrimmon would play beside
three of the greatest defencemen of his era. Ray Bourque, Mark Howe,
Paul Coffey-all would call him their friend. It was his aggressive play on
the ice that earned the 200-pounder with the dark eyes and the toothless
grin the moniker ‘Beast.’ He won the Stanley Cup with the Calgary
Flames in 1989, the same year men tore down the Berlin Wall. Then the
world changed, and the game did too. Russian players began making
their way to North America and, before long, Canadian players would
pack their bags and head east as well.
When McCrimmon retired in 1997, he had one of the best plus-minus
numbers of any player in NHL history. He moved to the bench and spent
12 of the next 14 years as an assistant coach, first with the New York
Islanders, then with the Calgary Flames and the Atlanta Thrashers before
joining the Red Wings in 2008. But after three years as the second man
behind the Detroit bench, the Beast was frustrated and looking for a team
of his own. But there were none in the NHL.
In June, the phone rang with an offer. One of the best clubs in the KHL
was in need of a coach. The pitch was simple. Depart one hockey-crazed
town for another. Pack your bags, fly to Moscow, then board a train and
head 250 km to the north and east until you reach a 1,000-year-old town
founded on the site where Prince Yaroslavl the Wise once bludgeoned a
bear. Come, and lead the Railway Men to the Gagarin Cup, named for a
cosmonaut, the first man in space, and awarded every April to the victors
of the KHL playoffs.
His friends say he knew what he was getting into. Among those he called
that June was Dave King, assistant coach of the Phoenix Coyotes, who
had coached in Russia. They talked about the league, the quality of the
players, the chances for success. They talked about the planes.
Pterodactyl Air, King had labelled the charters.
Standing in the Detroit airport in late July, Brad pulled out his phone and
dialed his old friend and former roommate. “I’m sorry,” he told Mark
Howe. “I won’t be able to be there when they induct you into the Hall of
Fame.”
Howe told him not to worry. Told him to go get Gagarin’s Cup and then
come back and claim his place behind an NHL bench. It was the last time
Howe spoke to the man with whom he’d gone to the Stanley Cup finals.
Victory came early in Yaroslavl. A month after McCrimmon arrived, the
Railway Men shut out their opponents during a tournament in Latvia and
brought home a trophy.
“Big things are coming,” he told the Railway Men in the days leading up
to the season opener in Minsk.
Then he boarded one last plane. And before the hour was out, Mark
Howe’s phone was ringing. Soon he was among Brad’s many friends to
dial the McCrimmon family home in Detroit.
I’m sorry, he told his best friend’s widow. So very, very sorry.

The Pride of Yaroslavl
Team Lokomotiv on Aug. 21, little more than two weeks before the crash
IN PEORIA, ILL., KRISTINA KOROLEV AWOKE to the sound of her
BlackBerry ringing. The 18-year-old first-year college student looked at
the call display and saw that her mother was calling from Toronto. Still
groggy, she answered. “I don’t know how to tell you this, Kristina,” her
mother said while crying. “Your father’s plane has crashed. Pack a bag,
we have to go.” Kristina could barely comprehend the call. She had
spoken to her father the day before, wished him a happy birthday.
Now fully awake, she hung up and screamed and cried. She pulled on
her hair and wiped her eyes, as she fought to calm down and pack her
bag. She reached for a pin with her father’s face, a keepsake from his
first year as a player with Lokomotiv in 2004. She pinned it to her shirt
and got the school nurse to drive her to Peoria airport. There she sat,
staring at her laptop, reading news reports about the plane crash and
refreshing her father’s Wikipedia page, hoping, praying, for news of his
survival. As the boarding call came over the intercom, she refreshed the
page once more.
She noticed the changes immediately. The “is” after his name, replaced
by “was,” and his date of birth followed by another date. Today’s date.
“Igor Borisovich Korolev (Russian: ; September 6, 1970-September 7,
2011) was a Russian/Canadian professional ice hockey player and
coach.”
She sobbed, then closed her laptop and boarded the first of four flights
that would take her to Russia.
A day later, she was standing with her sister, Anastasia, and her mother,
Vera, beside her father’s casket, receiving instructions in a Yaroslavl
morgue.
“Whatever you do, do not open the casket,” they were told.
Three days later she stood with her mother and her sister and the
families of other team members in the Lokomotiv arena among 35,000
mourners paying tribute to the victims of the plane crash. There was
Vladimir Putin, Russia’s prime minister, sombre faced, as he passed her
father’s casket and 35 others resting on the ice. Outside, a crowd of
100,000 stood in the pouring rain, all of them praying for the dead and
the survivors, Sizov and Galimov, both lying in a Moscow hospital.
Later, Kristina stood along the scorched banks of the river where RA42434 had crashed. It didn’t feel like her father was dead, she thought,
just that he had gone away again to play the game that had propelled
him through life. It had led him and his wife-the woman he’d met in
school when they were both just seven-from Moscow to St. Louis then on
to Winnipeg, Phoenix, Toronto and Chicago before bringing him back to
Russia and Yaroslavl. She remembered the good times. The recent
summer trip to Turks and Caicos when her father was relaxed, going
deep-sea fishing and lying on the beach. Then came the call and the
offer to come to Yaroslavl-the town where his playing career had come to
an end a year earlier-to be the bridge between the Railway Men and their
new Canadian coach. Shortly after that call, she sat in the island
paradise, listening to her father explain to his family why it would be good
for him to leave Toronto. This was his chance to get back in the game.
He wanted their blessing. If only they’d protested. If only she’d told him to
stay. Then she wouldn’t be here, standing in this place, smelling nothing
but fuel.
As Kristina walked along the bank, she saw something shining among
the weeds. It was a piece of the plane. She picked it up, put it in her
pocket then left with her mother and sister and set her mind toward
burying her father in Mount Pleasant Cemetery in Toronto, halfway
between their house and the Gardens he once called home.
Remaining Time -7:19
Lokomotiv: The Resurrection
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OF ALL THE LIVING AND ALL THE DEAD, none were as admired as
Ivan Tkachenko—the 31-year-old from Yaroslavl with the dirty-blond hair
and the striking blue eyes; the child who learned to skate on an outdoor
rink on the edge of Yaroslavl; the man who didn’t want to be captain
anymore because he didn’t want the pressure.

As the summer drew to a close, he was eager to join the Railway Men
and prove his worth. But his fingers were broken from an injury in
practice and he was still dealing with a suspension from a mid-ice
collision in the previous season. Though he couldn’t play, he insisted on
taking his seat on the plane.

On the night before the crash, he was shopping with his brother when he
got a call from his wife, the girl-next-door, the one he first kissed at the
age of 15. “We’re going to have a son,” she told him. He was smiling
when he said goodbye to his brother and headed home with a bottle of
champagne.

He would, at least, be able to offer encouragement to his two best
friends: Daniil Sobchenko and Maxim Zyuzyakin, more boys than men,
who also dreamt of the NHL. For seven years the three friends had
worked their way up through the ranks of Lokomotiv’s junior clubs.

It was that smile that his friends remember most. In the weeks and
months after his death, people clung to his image, cutting his photo out of
magazines and taping it to the side of the arena where he had played.
But there was so much about him that people didn’t see. The dutiful
father of two young girls. The charitable man giving thousands of dollars
to sick children. Moments before boarding the plane, he made one last
transfer, $16,000 for a 16-year-old girl who needed surgery. He had
never met her and his name was omitted from the transfer.
The people of Yaroslavl never dreamt he’d leave them, because he
never dreamt of going anywhere. Drafted by the Columbus Blue Jackets
in 2002, he was the longest-serving of all the Railway Men, the only
remaining champion from the days of glory. He was just a kid on the
team when they won the cup in 2002 and again in 2003. Now he was the
man many expected would carry the team back to victory. He had
handed his captaincy to Karel Rachunek, the Czech veteran and former
Ottawa Senator, and slipped out from under the scrutiny of a town of
600,000 hockey-crazed fans, but he never escaped the spotlight. He was
the one who’d left the ice on so many nights with 9,000 fans crammed
into the arena screaming his name. The one who scored twice and
brought his team back from the brink of elimination in his final home
game back in April. Two goals watched over and over again by the ones
he left behind.
He was smiling when he left them. The boy from Yaroslavl, found
buckled in his seat and looking almost happy as he rested on the river
bank.
Even in death, it was that youthful face-the face of the franchiseuntouched by the fire, which both comforted and pained the paramedic
as she looked into his eyes and declared him dead.
One face, untouched by the fire. One man, to lie in an open coffin.
“The single mother of an only child stands in the doorway of his room.
'He was all that I had.'”
YURI URYCHEV DIDN’T HAVE TO BOARD THAT PLANE, but he
wanted to be with his friends.
The only child of a single mother, he dreamt of one day being chosen to
play for the Rangers in New York. He was seven years old when he first
strapped on skates. A late bloomer, by Yaroslavl’s standards, but he
excelled quickly, stickhandling with purpose from the age of 10. Those
who knew him and the game said he was destined for greatness, a future
Olympian and an NHL star.
He had already represented his country at the world juniors in Buffalo
and beat Team Canada in the gold-medal game. He’d framed the jersey
he wore that night, and now it sat by his bed, awaiting a nail to hang on
the wall.
Months after that victory in Buffalo, the 20-year-old defenceman with the
pointed chin, shaggy hair and six-foot-four frame watched as the names
of other players from around the world were called out during the NHL
draft. When he was not chosen, he swore he’d prove them wrong.
He laboured through the summer, footing the bill to skate up hills at a
state-of-the-art facility in New Jersey. Then back to Yaroslavl, where he
trained with his mentor, “Old Uncle Igor,” as he called Korolev, the
assistant coach with the house in Toronto who told him he could make it
on any team in the NHL.

On his final day, he awoke in the two-bedroom apartment he shared with
his mother on the outskirts of Yaroslavl. He packed his bags and made
his bed. His mother was out of town.
Hours later, his mother boarded a plane. Returning from holiday in
Turkey, she did not learn her son’s fate until her phone buzzed to life in
the Moscow airport and she began receiving the texts of condolence.
She collapsed. Driven the 250 km from Moscow to Yaroslavl by
ambulance, she arrived home, saw her son’s room just as he had left it,
and collapsed once more.
There was his bed, neatly made. There was his framed jersey, still
propped up against the wall. And there was the old photo of the twin
towers in Manhattan, framed and hanging above his bed.
Solemn ground
Paramedic Nataliya Panova, one of the first at the crash scene, looks at
a stone memorial close to where the plane's tail lodged
ON OCT. 1, 1993, a new Yak-42 rolled off the assembly line in
Smolensk. RA-42434, the 167th plane of its kind. Over the next 18 years
it clocked 6,482 hours in the sky under four owners and countless pilots.
It was aging when it arrived in Yaroslavl, but its career was far from over.
Eight days after that plane came off the line, Pavol Demitra stepped on
the ice in an NHL game and scored the first of 304 goals in an 18-year
pro career that would lead him on a journey from Ottawa to St. Louis, Los
Angeles, Minnesota and Vancouver. At age 36, he too was aging, but his
career was not yet over.
Three years before he boarded RA-42434, he suited up with the
Vancouver Canucks as a three-time NHL all-star with a $4-million-a-year
price tag. Then he injured his shoulder, and when he tried to return, he
re-aggravated his rotator cuff and had to have surgery. When he healed,
he didn’t return to the lineup, taking leave to be with his wife who had
fallen ill with a heart condition that nearly took her life. When he finally
suited up again, it was in his Slovakian jersey at the Vancouver
Olympics, where he led the tournament in points. There he was, the
national hero of a fading hockey power, the once and future captain of
Slovakia, slowly gliding across the ice with grace as he teasingly
stickhandled his way toward the Russian goal. The last man in a
shootout victory. For that one moment, it appeared the all-star was back.
Then he returned to the Canucks, played 28 games and tallied just three
goals. By the end of the season the fans and the team were eager to see
him go. With two young children-Lucas and Zara-and an ailing wife, he
returned to Europe. While his family relocated to Slovakia, he signed with
the nearby Railway Men. Two million dollars, tax-free. Take it one year at
a time- why not?
But something happened to him in Yaroslavl, a renaissance of sorts. The
Slovak scored 61 points in 54 games. A performance that left everyone
believing there was more to accomplish. So he agreed in the summer of
2011 to return to Yaroslavl for one more year. With every break in the
schedule, he would make the 2,000-kilometre journey from Yaroslavl to
Bratislava to be with his family. They were always near to him. He had
his children’s names tattooed on his arm.
On that September day, he stepped off the tarmac and boarded a plane
that rolled out of a factory eight days before he scored his first NHL goal.
And soon that Yak became the eighth plane of its kind to ferry the living
to their place among the dead.
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Hours later, Demitra’s friend, a staffer with the team, was called into a
morgue to identify his remains and save those closer to him from the pain
of having to stand in a room surrounded by tables topped with bodies
resting under sheets. Then a doctor lifted one of those sheets and
revealed the names-Lucas and Zara-tattooed on their father’s arm. There
was nothing more anyone needed to see.

At the same time, more men gathered in a government building in
Moscow and analyzed the black box, which had been pulled from the
smouldering debris of the cockpit. In that building on a narrow street in
the centre of Europe’s largest city, they listened to the voices of ghosts.
Seated side-by-side in a cockpit, soon to rest side-by-side in a crowded
cemetery on the outskirts of Moscow.

ON A RAINY SATURDAY IN YAROSLAVL, thousands of mourners lined
the streets to bid farewell to those who perished in the crash. Amid their
tears, the people screamed.

“Let’s go,” said the captain.

“Galimov, live for the whole team!”
Those who knew him believed he’d survive. He was young, 26, a fighter,
the strongest of the men on board that flight. A Yaroslavl boy, born and
raised. He was the showman; the last man off the ice on any given night;
the joker who likened himself to a musketeer, removing his helmet after a
goal, saluting the crowd with his helmet in his hand as if it were a
chapeau, then blowing a kiss to his bride.
She was a former Lokomotiv cheerleader whom he had met in that arena
on her prom night, now the mother of his two-year-old daughter. The
woman with whom he dreamt of retiring to a villa in Italy. The woman he
asked the policemen to notify that he’d been in a plane crash.
The day before, he’d walked the streets of Yaroslavl with Marina and
their daughter, Kristina. It was a beautiful day, his wife remembers, filled
with laughter from those who surrounded the man who never stopped
joking. At home that evening, he kissed his daughter goodnight then held
his wife tight as if, she now wonders, some part of him knew it would be
their final night together. Then morning came and even the goodbye was
rushed.
Three days after the crash, Alexander Galimov lay in a medically induced
coma in a Moscow hospital. It was his wife’s 24th birthday, and she stood
outside his hospital room, begging the doctors to let her see him.
Pleading with them that she had travelled from Yaroslavl, that he was her
husband and this was her birthday. Convincing them that, no matter how
bad he looked, she wanted to see him. Wanted to speak to him. She got
her wish. She sat by his side that day, watched as her unconscious
husband held on. Two days later, as his teammates lay side-by-side in a
Yaroslavl cemetery, a doctor called her.
“Your husband is dead,” he said.
“It was hard to get players to play right after the crash. Hard to get
players to want to come here.”
AS THE DAYS PASSED, many wondered why this disaster had even
happened. The Russian president, Dmitry Medvedev, blamed the Yak,
decreeing that Soviet planes were of antiquated design. Many blamed
the government, saying the plane had been forced to take off in order to
make way for the Russian president and other dignitaries arriving for the
global policy summit. Then came the rumours. Before the first week was
out, Russian tabloids were falsely reporting that the airport director (the
one who had raced down the tarmac in his Volvo and who had slept that
night in his office on a couch because he couldn’t go home, not with a
disaster on his watch) had committed suicide to escape his guilt.
So many rumours and theories, but still no concrete explanation. And so
they mourned, angry and in pain, bringing fresh carnations every day and
laying them atop the graves of the victims of RA-42434’s final flight.
On the eighth day after the crash, some people from the village gathered
by the river and pulled a large stone from the shallows, rinsed it clean,
then placed on it a plaque with the names of the dead. On the same day,
the priest from the church the colour of chalk, the one who had rung the
bells into the night, carried a cross to the scarred shore and raised it into
the sky, facing east toward the runway. Meanwhile, men stood on
pavement next to the runway and pieced together the wreckage. For
three weeks, they struggled to establish how it had happened. Why had
this plane exploded less than a kilometre from where they now stood?

“Four-three-four is ready for takeoff,” the co-pilot radioed to the control
tower.
“Permission given for flight.”
With three km of runway ahead, the Yak-42 began speeding down the
tarmac. As the plane gathered momentum, the flight engineer read aloud
from his instruments.
“The speed is rising,” he told his captain. “Takeoff data-normal. 130, 150,
170…”
At 185 km/h the front wheel lifted from the runway, but the rest of the
aging Yak did not follow.
The captain ordered his crew to increase the power from the engines.
But as they did, the speed decreased. And as they passed the point of no
return, the captain ordered his co-pilot to adjust the rear stabilizer. If he
could not force the nose up by sheer speed, he would do so by
increasing the pitch on the tail wing.
“Take off,” the captain ordered. “Take off stabilizer.”
“What are you doing?” the co-pilot asked.
“Take off!” the captain shouted.
“Take off,” the flight engineer repeated.
As the plane rolled off the end of the runway, the captain swore. And as
the plane sped through the grass, heading toward a nearby radio tower,
the co-pilot screamed his captain’s name.
“Andrei!”
With the alarm bells ringing inside the cockpit, RA-42434 finally lifted
from the grass. But the flight lasted mere seconds. The portside wing
sliced through the airport’s radio antenna, and the plane banked right, its
nose up in the air, its belly falling back down to earth.
Then the captain screamed, “We’re f—–!”
On Nov. 2-eight weeks after the accident-investigators led an auditorium
packed with Russian journalists and a reporter from Sportsnet magazine
through a blow-by-blow replay of the accident.
For the next two hours, the investigators criticized the pilots. They told
those gathered that Yak-Service, the company that chartered the plane,
was negligent in its training of the pilots. They said the pilots made a
number of novice mistakes prior to takeoff. And then they made a fatal
error. One pilot, if not both, had placed his foot on a braking pedal,
slowing the plane’s wheels as it went down the runway. As the pilots
kicked the engines into full power and struggled to pull the plane into the
sky, more pressure was applied to the brakes. And as they adjusted the
pitch on the rear stabilizer, they forced the nose to such an angle that the
plane had no chance of flying.
It’s unlikely the pilots knew they were even pressing the brakes, the
investigators claimed. It was a combination of inadequate training and a
banned drug found in the co-pilot’s blood, a sedative meant to treat a
neurological disorder that caused weakness and numbness in the hands
and feet.
And just like that, the blame was buried along with the dead.
THREE MONTHS AFTER THE CRASH, the remnants of RA-42434 have
been moved into a pile beside the runway. Exposed to the elements, but
necessary to preserve, in some form anyway, in case anyone challenges
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the results of the investigation. ?In Moscow, Alexander Sizov, the lone
survivor of the accident, recovers at home. Released from hospital eight
weeks after the crash, the engineer has stayed away from the public eye.
Meanwhile, his employer, Yak-Service, the company that paid the pilots
and rented the plane, is out of business. Its principals have vanished. A
simple message of condolence left on the company’s website, the closest
anyone can get to an official response to the many questions left behind.
On the outskirts of Moscow, the families of the players, coaching staff
and crew pay daily visits to Igor Trunov, one of Russia’s best-known
lawyers. The lawyer is acting on their behalf, preparing a lawsuit against
Yak-Service, the government and the insurance companies that are now
refusing to pay out what’s owed to the families of the dead. They tell him
they still don’t understand why their loved ones died. He tells them he
doesn’t either. He has studied the results of the official investigation, but
neither he nor anyone else knows why the pilots did not abort the takeoff.
He can’t even get the government to officially disclose who owned the
plane. “We might never know the answer to any of this, really,” he says.
“The blame has already been placed. It’s on the dead. So why ask any
more questions?” Ten years, he reckons, and trial after trial, before any
of this is settled. And still, he says, there’s very little chance he’ll uncover
any answers.
Two-hundred-and-fifty kilometres away, where the fire once burned,
fishermen wade through the shallows and find pieces of clothes and
metal. Fragments from a quick investigation. At the nearby church, the
priest still rings the bells periodically for the dead. Meanwhile, the
paramedic struggles at work. When she closes her eyes to sleep, the
horrors from the day rush back. Then she sees Tkachenko’s hair, his
eyes, his face. And she cries.
In the Muslim corner of a Tatar cemetery, on the outskirts of Yaroslavl,
Marina Galimov cleans the site of her husband’s grave. The last of the
Railway Men to die, he is buried next to his grandmother. His two-yearold daughter asks again and again, “When’s my father coming home?”
Marina hasn’t the strength to tell her, he’s never coming back.
On the other side of town, Katerina Urychev, the single mother of an only
child, stands in the doorway of her boy’s room. It remains as he left it.
The silver bedspread, still neatly tucked. The childhood teddy bear, still
sitting by the window. “He was all that I had,” she says. And then she
walks back to the kitchen and weeps.
Near the centre of town, 14 bodies are buried in two rows, seven
columns deep. Every day the families come, brush snow from the
crosses, and lay food for the dead, as is the tradition. Not far from the
cemetery is the arena, its outer walls decorated with letters from friends
and drawings from schoolchildren. Fresh carnations lie atop the frozen
carnations from yesterday, and the day before. Thousands of carnations,
stacked against the walls of the arena, beneath the names and the
photos of the dead.
Inside the arena, Maxim Zyuzyakin stands on the ice. The boy whose
seat sat empty on the plane. He had been scratched from the lineup for
the opening game, told to rest up and rejoin the Railway Men four days
later in Moscow. An unlucky break of the luckiest kind. He’s now the
captain of the Yaroslavl junior squad. Elevated to new heights, expected
to lead as the team struggles to rebuild. “I don’t like to think about
whether I was saved,” he says. “I don’t like to think about fate. I used to
dream of playing somewhere else. Now I have no desire to leave.”
The KHL season is under way. Twenty-three teams continue to play. But
there’s one team missing. “Practically every high-class team around the
world had a connection to Lokomotiv,” says Vsevolod Kukushkin, a
league adviser. “Everyone knew someone on that plane. It has been hard
to bounce back. It was very hard to get players to play right after the
crash. Hard to get players to want to come here. But it’s not dangerous
here. A plane can crash anywhere. Reasonable people understand it’s
not the league’s fault.”
On the other side of the world, Kristina Korolev walks around campus in
Peoria, Ill., with her father’s photo still pinned to her shirt. She doesn’t
want to be here anymore. Hates it now. A few weeks ago her mother

boarded a plane bound for St. Louis. A small plane, 120 seats, similar in
size to the one that carried her husband to his death. Sitting in her seat
en route to a hockey game where her husband’s former team was
honouring his memory, she broke into tears. “I could hear their voices,
screaming in this plane. Screaming in my head.”
Back in Toronto, Vera Korolev wakes every morning and walks into her
kitchen. She strikes a match and lights a lantern next to a photo of her
husband. Then she sits down and cries. “I keep searching for the point in
time when it could have changed,” she says. “When maybe we could
have done something different and he wouldn’t have died. Maybe it was
in Turks and Caicos, when he sat us down and asked what we thought.
Maybe it was earlier. Maybe there never was a point in time when
anything could have changed.”
When the day is done, she blows out the lantern. And then she walks
past his pictures, heads upstairs to their bed and tries to sleep.
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TSN.CA / Grading the centres on Canada’s NHL teams

By Travis Yost

We are two weeks away from the opening of NHL training camps. From
there, it’s a hop, skip, and a jump to the preseason exhibition schedule
and opening night of the 2021-22 regular season.
Roster-building efforts for the most part are done, and front offices now
hand the keys over to the coaching staff for lineup creation and
optimization. And though expectations can be quite different from market
to market – compare the pressure in places like Toronto and Edmonton
versus that of Ottawa right now – all are expected to improve on last
season.
To get a feel for what these lineups might look like, we will spend the
next two weeks previewing the depth charts of all seven Canadian teams
and grading each position accordingly. Today’s focus will cover what I
consider to be the strength of the Canadian clubs: the centre position.
As a refresher, look at the expected depth charts for the centre position
across the teams. The below table has multi-year usage and productivity
rates (as measured by Goals Above Replacement) as measured against
their peers. Most of these are household names at this point, but new
faces – like Ottawa’s Shane Pinto and Montreal’s recent acquisition
Christian Dvorak – will add a wrinkle when evaluating the position:
Now, the grades.
Edmonton Oilers (A)
The Oilers have the best one-two centre punch in the National Hockey
League in Connor McDavid and Leon Draisaitl. The fact that McDavid
and Draisaitl both went supernova for multiple seasons now despite
middling defensive numbers – sixth and 18th percentile in rate goalsagainst over the last two seasons, respectively – is a testament to how
electric they are on the attack.
It’s also yet another reminder that the opportunity for the Oilers to turn
into a dominant hockey team is still there, despite painstaking years of
futility. Merely average defensive play with Edmonton’s top-six forwards
on the ice would turn the core parts of this roster into a machine.
The trick for head coach Dave Tippett is to build structural reliability into
this group’s off-puck play without handcuffing them in the offensive zone.
This group was meant to play with lightning-quick pace in transition, and
when they do, they can be unstoppable.
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The bottom six (likely owned by Derek Ryan and Kyle Turris) leaves a bit
to be desired, but Ryan does bring some defensive credibility to a
checking line. The Oilers will need a bounce-back season from Turris,
whose play earned him routine healthy scratches last season.

The Jets were wildly ineffective with Dubois’ line on the attack last
season. And it wasn’t for a lack of effective top-six wingers with him –
Dubois played most of his minutes with Nikolaj Ehlers and Kyle Connor,
both of whom were near point-per-game players in 2020-21.

Toronto Maple Leafs (B+)

It also wasn’t about poor shooting luck. The Jets were just less
threatening as a group with Dubois deployed, and I suspect some of that
is the net result of the Jets spending too much time defending the run of
play in the neutral and defensive zones.

If there’s another Canadian one-two punch down the middle that can rival
Edmonton’s it’s Auston Matthews and John Tavares in Toronto. What’s
interesting is how different the Maple Leafs go about finding their
success in the offensive zone relative to the Oilers.
Matthews is perhaps the best shooter of the puck in the league and
benefits from playmaking off the wings, and sometimes you see the
Maple Leafs play a bit of outside-in when attacking the defence.

The other reason Dubois’ second season is so important is it really
makes or breaks this positional group. The Jets’ road to success, even
with some improvements made on the blueline, really comes down to
unleashing waves of capable forward lines and having the ultimate
eraser in transition in one Connor Hellebuyck.

Tavares likes to have the puck on his stick, working his way in and out of
space. His best goal-scoring season (47 in 2018-19) was a byproduct of
fantastic chemistry between him and elite forechecker and puck retriever
Zach Hyman, whose dirty work allowed Tavares to work into the low slot
and interior for shooting opportunities.

Moreover, players like Riley Nash and Adam Lowry have an
exceptionally muted upside, considering their skill sets and respective
ages.

Pierre Engvall is a quality piece further down the lineup, but I do think
there’s some risk with this position group. The team needs Jason Spezza
(who may see time at both wing and centre) to have another strong
season. Spezza was one of the team’s most effective skaters in very
limited minutes last year, but he is 38-years-old and can struggle with
pace against tougher competition.

The problem for the Flames isn’t the lack of competency at the centre
position – Elias Lindholm, Sean Monahan, and Mikael Backlund all have
realized success at this level. The problem is there is no insulation at the
position from a higher end first-line talent.

Of course, the Maple Leafs can address this by tagging Alex Kerfoot for
third-line centre duty. I think this is one of the two biggest unknowns at
the position amongst these seven teams – we saw Kerfoot play extended
time on the wing on the Tavares line, but he also centered a line
featuring Alex Galchenyuk and William Nylander last season. This will
remain an unknown for now.

Calgary Flames (C+)

Lindholm has fit in seamlessly between Johnny Gaudreau and Matthew
Tkachuk, but the coaching staff is still trying to figure out what works on
the Monahan and Backlund lines. This is an important question for the
Flames to answer: both of Calgary’s middle-six forward lines were
underwater in goals last year, in part because of the calibre of
competition they are facing. Monahan’s most common opponent? John
Tavares. Backlund’s most common opponent? Connor McDavid.

The David Kampf bet is, in one word, interesting. Since entering the
league, Kampf’s line has averaged just 1.6 goals per 60 minutes of play,
third-worst in the league (behind Tobias Rieder and Chris Wagner). If this
ends up being a losing bet, there’s a decent-sized hole on the Maple
Leafs fourth line.

There is another reason they need to solidify these lines. The fourth-line
centre position is wide open – so much so, I think it’s impossible to do
anything but pencil a name into the slot. Any of Byron Froese, Trevor
Lewis, Glenn Gawdin or Adam Ruzicka could see time. Compared to
what other teams are dressing in their bottom six, this group will likely
struggle.

Vancouver Canucks (B+)

Montreal Canadiens (C)

Elias Pettersson is a star at the age of 22. Bo Horvat and Jason
Dickinson are quality middle-six centres at the age of 26. For whatever
ails the Canucks (and you can find most of those problems here), this
team is built from the inside-out, and their ability to chase down a playoff
spot in an otherwise weak Pacific Division hinges on this group to deliver.

Well, a lot has happened here!

The area of focus for head coach Travis Green will concern the second
line – if not because Pettersson has already shown he can elevate the
play of whatever wingers are on his hip, then because the second line is
where organizational change has been realized.
The Canucks entered this off-season trying to accomplish two competing
objectives: improving the talent around the roster while also managing
out serious salary cap risk from a heap of relatively overpaid players.
That strategy evolved into a mega-deal, where the Canucks moved a
small army of resources to the Coyotes in exchange for defenceman
Oliver Ekman-Larsson and winger Conor Garland.

I don’t think there is any argument the Canadiens are better down the
middle after swapping Jesperi Kotkaniemi for Dvorak. Carolina made a
fascinating bet on Kotkaniemi, providing a blueprint for how offer sheets
may work in the future.
Kotkaniemi may ultimately end up being the two-way dynamo the
Hurricanes think he can become. But Montreal, if they are serious about
returning to the postseason this year, knows the 25-year-old Dvorak is
further along in development. Just last season, Dvorak tallied 39 points in
49-games; on a rate-basis, that puts him in the 82nd percentile,
comparable to New York’s Mika Zibanejad and San Jose’s Tomas Hertl.
But the future of this position in Montreal will hinge on how great of a
player Nick Suzuki becomes. Suzuki looked great last postseason as a
22-year-old against elite competition, scoring 16 points in 22 games.

Garland (who has averaged 24 goals per 82 games in his career) adds
offensive pop on the wing that teammate Tanner Pearson may not be
able to provide; similarly, acquiring Garland means the Canucks might be
able to push promising 20-year-old left wing Nils Hoglander into an
entrenched third-line position against weaker competition.

It will be interesting to watch here is if head coach Dominique Ducharme
rolls out his postseason line combinations to start the regular season;
Suzuki’s play with Josh Anderson and Jonathan Drouin was fine, but I
thought he developed instant chemistry with rookie sensation Cole
Caufield in the playoffs. That’s a tandem that makes sense and should
scare the rest of the Atlantic Division.

At any rate, Green has some flexibility in the middle six he didn’t have
last year.

Ottawa Senators (C-)

Winnipeg Jets (B)
This season really – and I mean really – comes down to whether or not
Pierre-Luc Dubois can look like the player we saw in Columbus.

There is Chris Tierney, a reliable third-line centre who can give you 30-40
points in a season and will eat up the lion’s share of penalty killing
minutes for D.J. Smith. And then there are a lot of unknowns.
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Two promising unknowns are Josh Norris and Pinto. Norris’s rookie
season looked impressive considering the circumstances – it’s not easy
to score 51 points (pro-rated) on a roster that devoid of talent, but it was
an important milestone for the former first-round pick.
The Senators have grown increasingly excited about Norris’ long-term
future after successful stints at the University of Michigan and with AHL
Belleville; a strong rookie year in a season where the team’s primary goal
involved a lottery pick only strengthens the confidence.
Pinto, meanwhile, had a cup of coffee last season with Ottawa (12
games) after a fantastic second season with the University of North
Dakota (32 points in 28 games).
On the other end of the spectrum is Colin White. White is still just 24, but
I think general manager Pierre Dorion and the Senators organization
have been wanting more from him in the offensive third. The individual
scoring just isn’t there, and playmaking through his wingers has been
limited.

White’s 33 goals in 200 games is the sort of simple yet effective measure
that forces front offices to reconsider what they have (or in this case,
don’t have) in a player. White has been able to stick in the lineup
because he’s competitive and plays hard away from the puck, but that
six-year contract he signed in 2018-19 is starting to draw some scrutiny.
This group, like most of the Ottawa roster, has a lot of upside. But they
are the weakest of the Canadian clubs heading into next season.
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